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ABSTRACT

Mathematical models have long been used to describe complex biological interactions with
the aim of predicting mechanistic interactions hard to distinguish from data. This dissertation uses modeling, mathematical analyses, and data fitting techniques to provide hypotheses
on the mechanisms of immune response formation and function.
The immune system, comprised of the innate and adaptive immune responses, is responsible
for protecting the body against invading pathogens, with disease or vaccine induced immune
memory leading to fast responses to subsequent infections. While there is some agreement
about the underlying mechanisms of adaptive immune memory, innate immune memory
is poorly understood. Stimulation with lipopolysaccharide induces differential phenotypes
in innate immune cells depending on the strength of the stimulus, such that a secondary
lipopolysaccharide encounter of a constant dose results in either strong or weak inflammatory cytokine expression. We model the biochemical kinetics of three molecules involved in
macrophages responses to lipopolysaccharide and find that once a macrophage is programed
to show a weak inflammatory response this cannot be reverted. Contrarily, a secondary

lipopolysaccharide stimulus of a very high dose or applied prior to waning of the effects of
the primary stimulus can induce a phenotype switch in macrophages initially programed to
show strong inflammatory responses.
Some pathogens, such as the hepatitis B virus, have developed strategies that hinder an
efficient innate immune response. Hepatitis B virus infection is a worldwide pandemic with
approximately 257 million chronically infected people. One beneficial event in disease progression is the seroclearance of hepatitis B e antigen often in combination with hepatitis B
antibody formation. We propose mathematical models of within-host interactions and use
them to predict that hepatitis B e antibody formation causes hepatitis B e antigen seroclearance and the subsequent reactivation of cytotoxic T cell immune responses. We use
the model to quantify the time between antibody formation and antigen clearance and the
average monthly hepatocyte turnover during that time.
We further expand the study of hepatitis B infection, by investigating the kinetics of the
virus under an experimental drug administered during a clinical trial. Available drugs usually
fail to induce hepatitis B s antigen clearance, defined as the functional cure point of chronic
hepatitis B infections. Drug therapy clinical trials that combined RNA interference drug
ARC-520 with entecavir have shown promising results in reducing hepatitis B s antigen
titers. We develop pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic models describing the mechanistic
interactions of the drugs, hepatitis B virus DNA, and virus proteins. We fit the model to
clinical trial data and predict that ARC-520 alone is responsible for the reduction of hepatitis
B s and e antigens, while entecavir is the driving force behind viral reduction.
This work was supported by Simons Foundation, Grant No. 427115, and National Science
Foundation, Grant No. 1813011.
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GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT

Mathematical models have long been used to describe complex biological interactions with
the aim of predicting interactions that explain observed data and informing new experiments. This dissertation uses modeling, mathematical analyses, and data fitting techniques
to provide hypotheses on the mechanisms of immune response formation and function.
The immune system, comprised of the innate and adaptive immune responses, is responsible
for protecting the body against invading pathogens, such as viruses, bacteria, or fungi. If
an immune response to a secondary pathogen encounter differs from the response when the
body first encounters the specific pathogen, this is called immune memory. The mechanisms
underlying the memory of immune responses are well understood in the context of adaptive
immune responses, but less so for innate immune responses. Stimulation with lipopolysaccharide, a cell wall component of many bacteria, programs innate immune cells, such as
macrophages, to be in one of two states, called phenotypes, depending on the strength of
the stimulus. Based on their phenotype the macrophages show either a weak or strong
inflammatory response upon a secondary lipopolysaccharide encounter of a constant dose.

We model the biochemical kinetics of three molecules involved in macrophages responses to
lipopolysaccharide. We find that once a macrophage is programed to show a weak inflammatory response this cannot be reverted. Contrarily, a secondary lipopolysaccharide stimulus
that is either of a very high dose or applied before the effects of the primary stimulus have
waned, can induce a phenotype switch in macrophages initially programed to show strong
inflammatory responses.
Some pathogens, such as the hepatitis B virus, have developed strategies that hinder an
efficient innate immune response. Hepatitis B virus infection is a worldwide pandemic with
approximately 257 million chronically infected people. Hepatitis B e antigen is a protein
that infected liver cells release into blood and that impairs adaptive immune responses.
It is considered a beneficial event in disease progression, and called hepatitis B e antigen
clearance, when hepatitis B e antigen becomes indetectable in a patient’s blood. We propose
mathematical models of interactions between liver cells, the virus, hepatitis B e antigens
and hepatitis B e antibodies, which neutralize the antigens. We predict that antibody
formation causes antigen clearance and a reactivation of immune responses. We furthermore
use the model to quantify the time between antibody formation and antigen clearance and
the average number of liver cells killed during that time.
We further expand the study of hepatitis B infection, by investigating the kinetics of the
virus under an experimental drug administered during a clinical trial. Available drugs rarely
induce hepatitis B s antigen clearance, but clinical trials that combined a novel drug, called
ARC-520, with the commonly used drug entecavir have shown promising results in reducing hepatitis B s antigen titers in the blood of infected patients. Following the clearance
of hepatitis B s antigen, a protein that is released by infected cells and impairs adaptive
immunity, the body usually has the capability to control the infection without medication.
We develop mathematical models describing the interactions of the drugs, hepatitis B virus,

and virus proteins. We fit the model to clinical trial data and predict that ARC-520 alone
is responsible for the reduction of hepatitis B s and e antigens, while entecavir is the driving
force behind viral reduction.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter two provides a short overview of the biological background that is required to understand the studies in this dissertation. We discuss
the immune system with an emphasis on innate immune memory and the immunology of
hepatitis B virus infections. In chapter three, we introduce the reader to the art of mathematical modeling of infectious disease dynamics and their associated immune responses, and
review existing models for lipopolysaccharide (LPS) tolerance and priming of innate immune
responses and within-host models of hepatitis B infections. We also summarize analytical
and numerical tools that are used throughout this dissertation. In the fourth chapter, we
introduce a model of molecular interactions that explain which phenotype is induced in
macrophages by an LPS stimulus. This study is joint work with Brittany P. Boribong, Dr.
Liwu Li, and Dr. Stanca M. Ciupe, and was motivated by experimental results from Dr. Li’s
lab. The study in chapter five, which was completed under the guidance of Dr. Stanca M.
Ciupe, describes within-host models of hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection with an emphasis
on the effects that hepatitis B e antibody formation and dynamics have on the cytotoxic
immune response and hepatitis B e antigen clearance. In chapter six, we formulate withinhost models that describe the mechanistic interactions between virus and viral proteins and
a newly developed drug for hepatitis B virus infection. This is joint work with Dr. Harel
Dahari and Dr. Stanca M. Ciupe, and was motivated by the publication of results from a
phase two clinical study of the novel drug. Chapter seven summarizes the main results and
1
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describes the future work.

1.1

Manuscripts contained in this dissertation

Some content in this dissertation has been published or submitted for publication.
• S Kadelka, BP Boribong, L Li, and SM Ciupe. Modeling the bistable dynamics of
the innate immune system. Bull. Math. Biol., 81(1): 256-276, 2019.
• S Kadelka and SM Ciupe. Mathematical investigation of HBeAg seroclearance.
Math. Biosci. Eng., Multiscale dynamics of infectious diseases, immune responses,
and therapeutics Special Issue.,16(6): 7616–7658, 2019.
• S Kadelka, H Dahari, and SM Ciupe. Understanding the antiviral effects of RNAibased therapy on chronic hepatitis B infection. [Submitted].

Chapter 2
Biological background
2.1

The immune system

Immunology is the study of a host’s immune system development and function when challenged by a foreign particle, such as a virus, bacterium, fungus or other pathogen. In
vertebrate hosts the immune system is classified into two arms: the innate and the adaptive immune system based on their functions [7, 235]. Innate immune responses are nonpathogen-specific responses that act quickly, are the “first line defenders”, and are often
considered memoryless [140]. Upon pathogen encounter, macrophages get activated and release cytokines that attract neutrophils and monocytes, which differentiate into macrophages
or dendritic cells, from nearby blood vessels [8]. Neutrophils and macrophages phagocytose
and disassemble the pathogen. While neutrophils die after phagocytosis, macrophages survive and present a portion of the pathogen named antigen on their surface. Dendritic cells,
who reside in tissue, pick up antigens and, like macrophages, present them on their surface
[87, 95]. They are the antigen presenting cells which then migrate to the lymph nodes to
activate T and B lymphocytes [8], which are the main contributors to the adaptive immune
response.
The adaptive immune response is antigen-specific, needs time to reach its full potential, and
has memory. Upon secondary antigen encounter the response is more efficient and more
rapid compared to the primary challenge. Adaptive immune responses can be split into two
3
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parts: cell-mediated and the humoral immune responses. Cell-mediated immune responses
are carried out by T lymphocytes. T cells develop in the thymus where they get equipped
with T cell receptors (TCRs) responsible for antigen recognition [103]. Once fully developed,
the naive T cells migrate to the peripheral lymph nodes and can be split into CD4 and CD8
T lymphocytes based on their receptors [105]. Naive CD8 T cells, upon activation by antigen presenting cells, differentiate into cytotoxic T lymphocytes that kill cells infected by the
pathogen. Naive CD4 T cells, on the other hand, differentiate into non-cytolytic T lymphocytes and release inflammatory and/or anti-inflammatory cytokines thereby activating more
immune cells (controlling the immune response) or curing infected cells.
B lymphocytes develop in the bone marrow and have B cell receptors (BCRs) [103]. Fully
developed naive B cells migrate to the peripheral lymph nodes, where upon antigen encounter through the BCR and signaling from non-cytolytic T cells, they differentiate into
antibody secreting cells [102], and are therefore responsible for the humoral immune response. Antibodies bind pathogens and, consequently, neutralize the pathogen and facilitate
its phagocytosis.
Instead of differentiating into effector cells upon antigen encounter, a subset of naive B and
T lymphocytes differentiate into long-lived memory cells, that do not actively engage with
the infection [7]. These memory cells are the reason for a faster and more efficient adaptive
immune response upon secondary infection with the same pathogen, as they can differentiate
into effector B and T cells very quickly due to their previous exposure to the antigen. This
concept of enhanced and accelerated adaptive immune responses during secondary infections
is called adaptive immune memory and is the underlying concept behind vaccination.

2.2. Viruses

2.1.1
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Innate immune memory

Contrary to the common belief that the innate immune system does not have memory, there
is experimental evidence that the innate immune response to a primary challenge can alter
the responses to secondary challenges, by inducing either a hyporesponsiveness (tolerance)
or hyperresponsiveness (training/priming) [20]). The first report dates back to 1946 when
Beeson reported antibody-independent reduced immunologic responses in rabbits repetitively
challenged with a bacterial vaccine [15]. This phenomenon of a reduced response upon
secondary (sequential) bacterial challenge is called endotoxin or lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
tolerance. LPS is an endotoxin found in the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria [190].
LPS tolerance has since been a major field of study [50], but the underlying mechanisms are
still not fully understood. Later studies have shown that the innate immune system can not
only be in a tolerant state but also in a trained state. Quintin et al. [171] report that βglucan, a fungal cell wall component (here in Candida albicans), can functionally reprogram
(train/prime) monocytes to exhibit an enhanced response to a secondary C. albicans infection
[171]. Furthermore, β-glucan has the capacity to reverse LPS-induced tolerance [158]. Since
the 1990’s there is evidence that LPS leads to innate immune cell (macrophage) priming when
the primary challenge dose is low [93, 208, 232]. Thus, intriguingly, LPS can, depending
on the dose, program macrophages to be hyper- or hyporesponsive upon to a secondary
challenge.

2.2

Viruses

Viruses cause a large number of infectious diseases, such as human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) infection, hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection, hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection, dengue
fever, ebola, measles, polio, COVID-19, and the common flu. These small pathogens enter
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host cells and program them to express the viral genome and replicate the virus. The
structurally simplest virions are composed of a nucleic acid (either RNA or DNA), that
contains the viral genome, and a protective capsid made from proteins, that is responsible for
attaching to receptors on the host cell’s surface and entering the host cell. The nucleocapsid,
composed of the viral genome and the protective capsid, may also be enveloped by another
layer of viral proteins, including the ones responsible for attaching to host cells. RNA viruses,
such as HCVs, polioviruses, rubeola viruses, influenza viruses, coronaviruses, and HIV [169],
and DNA virus, such as adenoviruses, papillomaviruses, polyomaviruses, and HBV [107, 125]
employ different mechanisms to be replicated inside a host cell, resulting, in general, in much
higher mutation rates in RNA compared to DNA viruses [63, 168]. Retroviruses, such as
HIV, a subclass of RNA viruses, as well as some other viruses, such as HBV, are able to
integrate their genomic information into the host cell’s genome and use it as a machinery
for virus production [125, 130].

2.3

Hepatitis B virus infections

Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is the cause of a worldwide pandemic with the areas of
highest prevalence being Africa and the Western Pacific region [1]. HBV infects the liver,
more specifically hepatocytes, which make up 70% of all liver cells [75]. HBV infections can
lead to acute or chronic disease. 95% of infections during adulthood are cleared, while 90%
of perinatal infections become chronic. The hepatitis B virus is not cytolytic by itself but
induces immune-mediated inflammatory events in the liver leading to complications, such
as cirrhosis or hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) [17]. Latest reports estimate that, in 2015,
257 million people were chronically infected with HBV and 887,000 died due to cirrhosis or
HCC [1].
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The hepatitis B virus is composed of a nucleocapsid containing double-stranded viral relaxed
circular DNA (rcDNA) that is enveloped by hepatitis B surface antigens (HBsAg). Upon
hepatocyte entry the nucleocapsid is transported to the nucleus where it is repaired and
forms covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA) that serves as a minichromosome [83] (see
figure 2.1 for a schematic presentation of the HBV life cycle). These stable and durable
cccDNAs complicate the eradication of HBV [59] and are related with the reactivation of
hepatitis B virus under immunosuppression [28]. Subgenomic messanger RNAs (mRNAs),
producing HBsAgs, and supergenomic mRNAs, such as pregenomic mRNAs (pgRNAs) and
precore mRNAs (pcRNAs), are transcribed from cccDNA. Other than forming the viral
envelop, HBsAg is also released into serum at large numbers. [83]. Pregenomic mRNAs are
translated into hepatitis B core antigen (HBcAg) or reverse transcribed to form rcDNA or
double stranded linear DNA (dslDNA), which either recirculate into the nucleus, where they
replenish the pool of cccDNAs (rcDNAs) or get integrated in the host genome (dslDNA), or
are enveloped by HBsAgs and secreted into serum [80]. Precore mRNAs produce hepatitis
B e antigen (HBeAg), a soluble protein that is released into serum.

2.3.1

Immunology of hepatitis B virus infection

Hepatitis B virus has co-evolved with humans for 40,000 years [167]. This long adaptation
has led the virus to establish tools and strategies to avoid an efficient innate immune response [17, 121], which is indicated by a lower cytokine production during the first weeks
of infection compared to other viral infections, such as HIV and hepatitis C virus infection
[16, 17]. Wieland et al. [210] hypothesized that the unique viral life-cycle with the formation
of cccDNA serving as a minichromosome in the nucleus of infected cells is responsible for
the evasion of innate immune responses [10].
Viral antigens that are released into serum, such as HBeAg and HBsAg, interfere with the
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the HBV life cycle. Diagram follows figure 1(B) in
[80].

host’s adaptive immune response. HBeAg inhibits the cell mediated immune response [89].
HBsAgs in form of non-infectious subviral particles, released into serum at numbers as large
as 1000-100000 fold the viral release [83], interfere with the humoral immune response by
serving as decoys for antibodies meant to neutralize the virus [48].
Presence or absence of HBeAg and HBsAg are common markers for classifying the status of
chronically infected patients. Patients expressing HBeAg, called HBeAg positive (HBeAg+)
patients, usually show a high viral titers, while HBeAg negative (HBeAg-) patients have
lower viral titers. Spontaneous or treatment induced HBeAg loss are positive events and
are frequently related to the formation of hepatitis B e antibodies (HBeAbs) or mutations
in the virus core promoter [161] or precore [31] region that prevent production of HBeAg in
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infected cells.
Loss of HBsAg expression, which is associated with a very low risk of viral relapse and progression to HCC [4, 165], defines functional cure, and currently constitutes the optimal treatment endpoint [4]. However, current treatment regimes using one of the five nucleos(t)ide
analogs (NAs) lamivudine, telbivudine, adefovir, entecavir, and tenofovir [176], or interferon
α (IFNα) in its original or pegylated form (pegIFNα), rarely induce HBsAg loss [4], due
to their mechanims of action: NAs block the reverse transcription of viral DNA and therefore have mostly antiviral effects. PegIFNα has immunomodulatory and antiviral effects
[176]. No currently available drug directly interferes with the cccDNA, the powerhouse for
transcription of mRNAs that produce HBsAg or HBeAg, and the search for new drugs is
ongoing.
RNA interference (RNAi) technology has the ability of silencing specific genes and can,
therefore, be used for treatment against a large array of infectious agents (see [182] for a
review on RNAi-based therapies). For hepatitis B infection, small interfering RNAs (siRNA)
were designed to hybridize with cccDNA derived mRNAs inside an infected hepatocyte, as a
result, induce their degradation [216, 220] and, consequently, knock down the expression of
virus and viral proteins, such as HBeAg and HBsAg. Clinical studies of RNAi ARC-520, the
first such siRNA to enter production, and the second generation ARC-521, showed promising results but have been terminated due to delivery-associated toxicity [217]. A new RNAi
based drug ARO-HBV/JNJ-3989 is currently studied in a phase 2b clinical study [2].

Chapter 3
Mathematical background
3.1

Mathematical modeling

In the context of immunology and infectious diseases, mathematical models are often used
to gain qualitative or quantitative information about the biological mechanisms and interactions in order to better guide expansive experiments or studies. Models are informed by
experimental results but also have the potential to guide the design of future experiments
based on theoretical hypotheses. Most biological systems are characterized by high complexity. Therefore, to allow for practical use of a model, simplifying assumptions focusing on the
biological features of interest and key interactions are made. Models used in immunology
and infectious disease modeling take on a wide range of forms, from deterministic models
using ordinary or partial differential equations (ODEs or PDEs) or difference equations (see
[44] for a review containing many deterministic models), to stochastic models using stochastic differential or difference equations [53, 128, 134, 138, 148, 221], which take into account
randomness, to individual-based models (see [213] for a systematic review). Difference equations are used in discrete time settings while differential equations are used for continuous
time settings.
Infectious disease modelers are mainly concerned about the spread of a disease in a population, called between-host modeling (see [203] for a review), or its progression inside a host,
called within-host modeling (see [44] for a review). On the within-host level, infectious dis10
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ease modeling overlaps with immunological modeling, as immune responses are, in general, a
major contributor to disease dynamics, such as viral dynamics, inside a host. As it becomes
clearer that understanding the mechanism on either scale alone does not yield a complete
understanding of a disease, more modelers develop multiscale models which couple models
of either scale by introducing interacting components (see [36, 62] for reviews).
In this dissertation the focus lies on three within-host studies using ordinary differential
equations: A study of the innate immune system, in particular LPS tolerance and priming
in macrophages, published in the Bulletin of Mathematical Biology [108]; a study of withinhost dynamics of hepatitis B virus infection with a focus on HBeAg and their neutralizing
antibodies HBeAb. This work has been published in the special issue Multiscale dynamics
of infectious diseases, immune responses and therapeutics in Mathematical Biosciences and
Engineering [109]. Lastly, a study of drug therapy during HBV infection, which has been
submitted for publication.
This chapter provides a brief review of existing models, and the mathematical tools used to
analyze such models.

3.1.1

Background work on modeling LPS tolerance and priming

As presented in the biological background section 2.1.1, we observe that a primary bacterial
endotoxin (LPS) challenge can alter the responses to secondary challenges, by inducing either
a hyporesponsiveness (tolerance) or hyperresponsiveness (training/priming) [20]. A previous
modeling study by Reynolds et al. [174] considered a generic model for an acute inflammatory response to a pathogenic insult. The model is composed of interactions between the
pathogen and components of the innate immune system, such as activated phagocytes/neutrophils, as well as tissue damage, and anti-inflammatory mediators. In a follow-up paper
Day et al.[55] adapted the model by replacing the pathogen with endotoxin and showed that
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the model has the ability to capture endotoxin tolerance and priming based on the timing
and magnitude of the stimuli.
Looking at LPS effects from a non-mechanistic angle, Fu et al. [72] developed a computational study investigating a generic three node network (see figure 3.1) described in equation
(3.1) to determine network topologies that can generate LPS priming or tolerance. In this
network two nodes, w.l.o.g. nodes 1 and 2, are activated by the external stimulus LPS,
while the third node, which is the output variable that represents the strength/activity of
the inflammatory response, is not directly influenced by LPS.


dxj
1
= γj
− xj ,
dt
1 + e−σj Wj
X
Wj = ωj,0 +
3ωji xi + Sj .

(3.1)

i=1

The nodes xj , j = 1, 2, 3 describe the concentration (or activity) of species j, −1 ≤ ωji ≤ 1
are the weights of the interactions between species j and i. A positive weight ωji means
species j activates species i, while a negative weight implies inhibition of species i by species
j. The growth rate of species j in the absence of interactions with other species is determined
by wj0 , and Sj is the strength of an external signal (here LPS) acting on species j. Since
the output variable x3 is not activated by LPS, the external stimulus strengths are set to
S1 = S2 = 1 and S3 = 0. This in silicio experiment detected three network topologies
generating tolerance and one that generates priming.
The models described here are abstract and do not look at specific protein interactions.
They can be applied to describe a switch in macrophages phenotypes, but not the specific
molecular mechanisms behind the switch, which we will investigate in chapter 4.
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S
x1

x2
x3

Figure 3.1: General three node network with external signal S as used in (3.1). Dashed
arrow can be either activation or inhibition. Solid arrows indicate activation. The diagram
follows figure 1(C) in [72].

3.1.2

Within-host models of hepatitis B virus infection

As described in the biological background (see section 2.3), hepatitis B virus infects and
replicates in hepatocytes. In 1996, Nowak et al. proposed a model of ordinary differential
equations (3.2) describing the interactions between uninfected hepatocytes T , infected hepatocytes I, and free virus particles V during chronic hepatitis B infections [160]. Figure 3.2
shows a diagram of the interactions.
dT
= s − βT V − dT,
dt
dI
= βT V − δI,
dt
dV
= pI − cV.
dt

(3.2)

Briefly, uninfected hepatocytes are produced at rate s, get infected by virions at rate β and
die at rate d. Infected hepatocytes are killed at rate δ and produce free virions at rate p.
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of the basic viral dynamics model for hepatitis B virus infections suggested by [160].

Virus is cleared at rate c. System (3.2) has one equilibrium in which the infection is cleared

E1 =


s
, 0, 0 ,
d

and, if βps > cδd, one in which the infection persists

E2 =


cδ βps − cdδ βps − cdδ
,
,
.
βp
βδp
βδc

Stability analysis shows that the clearance equilibrium E1 is locally asymptotically stable
if R0 =

sβp
dδc

< 1, i.e. if uninfected and infected hepatocytes and virus are cleared faster

than produced. On the other hand, the infection persists if R0 > 1. R0 is called basic
reproduction number and gives an estimate of the number of secondarily infected hepatocytes
whose infection can be attributed to one initially infected hepatocyte in a fully susceptible
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liver. Nowak et al. assume that nucleoside analog treatment completely blocks the infection
of hepatocytes (β = 0) and the production of virions (p = 0), but also note that the
results from the stability analysis of model (3.2), in particular the computation of the basic
reproduction number, can be used to predict what treatment efficacy is needed to drive the
system from viral persistence to viral extinction, by solving (1 − )R0 < 1 for the treatment
efficacy .
Since the publication of this first viral dynamics model for chronic HBV infections, many
others have been developed to investigate different biological features of HBV infections,
such as the effects of antiviral treatment [32, 51, 122, 147, 179, 194, 196], T cell-mediated or
humoral immune responses [45, 46, 47, 48, 124, 159, 164, 214, 226], multiple types of infected
hepatocytes, latently infected hepatocytes, or refractory hepatocytes [46, 47, 66, 79, 86, 124],
serum antigen dynamics [45, 48], hepatocyte differentiation patterns [82], time delays or
spatial diffusion [29, 47, 66, 79, 86, 205], acute infections [46, 47, 82], and occult infections
[80], and cell-to-cell transmission [80, 81].
Most models that explore the effect of antiviral treatment have a similar structure as model
(3.2), considering uninfected and infected hepatocytes and virus that interact in the following
way [123]
dT
= f (T, I) − (1 − η)βT I + ρI,
dt
dI
= (1 − η)βT I − δI − ρI,
dt
dV
= (1 − )p − cV,
dt

(3.3)

where new infections of hepatocytes and production of virions are blocked by treatment with
efficacies η and , respectively; and infected cells recover and become susceptible again at rate
ρ. Nowak [160] and others [122, 147, 194, 196] assume f (T, I) = s−dT , i.e. a constant source
and death of hepatocytes, with various assumptions about treatment (η, ), and recovery of
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infected cells (ρ). The basic reproduction number in the absence of treatment R0 =

s
d

·

βp
δc

is proportional to the liver size s/d, indicating that patients with larger livers are more
susceptible to hepatitis B infections. To avoid this artificial dependence of R0 on the liver
size, Min et al. [147] replace the infection term βT V by βT V /(T +I) as suggested by Gourley
et al.[79]. Other models incorporate the liver’s ability to regenerate upon cell loss [179] by
using f (T, I) = s − dT + rT (1 −

T +I
)
Tmax

[51] or f (T, I) = rT (1 −

T +I
)
Tmax

[32, 82, 92], where

r is the maximal proliferation rate and Tmax is the maximal total hepatocyte population
(T + I ≤ Tmax ). Hews et al. use βT V /(T + I) instead of βT V [92]. Dahari et al. [51]
+I
and Carracedo Rodriguez et al. [32] include an additional term rI I(1 − TTmax
) in the infected

hepatocytes equation accounting for the proliferation of infected hepatocytes and use their
models to explain various complex viral decay patterns observed under treatment. Goyal et
al. [82] examine whether infected hepatocytes divide into uninfected hepatocytes, infected
hepatocytes, or a mix of both by doing a model comparison using data from acute infections.
To allow for a delay between the infection of a cell and its first production of virus, Gourley
et. al and Eikenberry et al. use delay differential equations and expand model (3.3) to
include a population of exposed but not yet productively infected hepatocytes [66, 79].
The cytolytic [46, 47, 159, 164, 214] and non-cytolytic [46, 164, 214] effects of T cell mediated
immune responses are investigated by adding to model (3.3) a population of effector T cells
that interact with infected cells and either kill or cure them. The influence of humoral
immune responses is investigated in a study by Ciupe et al., which incorporates populations
of virus-neutralizing antibodies and virus-antibody complexes [48]. Hepatitis B virions are
enveloped by HBsAg which is also secreted into serum as non-infectious subviral particles
(SVPs) whose number is largely exceeding the virus population. Since these SVPs serve as
decoys for the antibodies, Ciupe et al. include a population of SVPs in their model, and
conclude that the large number of decoy SVPs is a way to escape neutralization. Likewise
to the inhibitory effect of HBsAg on humoral immune responses to HBV, free HBeAg is
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believed to act as a tolerogen for T cell mediated immune responses. This was incorporated
in model (3.4) of interactions between virus Vp , serum HBeAg e, and HBeAg-specific effector
T cells Tp , where HBeAg inhibits the production of effector cells [45].


dVp
Vp
= rp Vp 1 −
− µp Vp Tp ,
dt
K
de
= πV − δe,
dt
dTp
αp Vp Tp
=
− dTp .
dt
1 + σe

(3.4)

In contrast to all models above, hepatocyte dynamics are not modeled explicitly, but are
implicitly accounted for in the viral dynamics. By increasing the decay rate of HBeAg
to δ(1 + γIg), thereby accounting for antibody-mediated HBeAg clearance, Ciupe et al.
investigate the influence of HBeAbs on HBeAg loss. The constant Ig represents the antibody
concentration. Furthermore, they explore the impact of virus mutations in the core promoter
or precore region by appending model (3.4) by a virus population Vn , that lost the ability
to produce HBeAg, and a corresponding effector cell population Tn :


dVp
Vp + Vn
= rp Vp (1 − Φ) −
− µp Vp Tp ,
dt
K


dVn
Vp + Vn
= rn Vn 1 −
+ rp ΦVp − µn Vn Tn ,
dt
K
de
= πV − δe,
dt
dTp
αp Vp Tp
=
− dTp ,
dt
1 + σe
dTn
αn Vn Tn
=
− dTn .
dt
1 + σe

(3.5)

Another model, suggested by Goyal et al. to study occult hepatitis B viral infections, is
far more complex [80]. It takes into account the intracellular life cycle of HBV DNA and
accounts for serum HBsAg, serum HBeAg, their respective antibodies, and antibodies to
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HBcAg.
We will build on these models to investigate HBeAg seroconversion in chapter 5 and the
effects of a novel drug on disease dynamics in chapter 6.

3.2

Mathematical modeling tools

The study of mathematical models often combines analytical and numerical techniques to
gain the largest possible amount of information about the underlying system. In this section, I will give a brief review of several such techniques that will be used throughout this
dissertation for first order autonomous systems of ordinary differential equations of the form
y 0 (t) = f (y(t)),

(3.6)

where y ∈ Rn is the vector of state variables and f : Rn → Rn . In biological systems often
t ≥ 0.

3.2.1

Steady-state and stability analysis

Steady-state solutions or equilibrium solutions of first order autonomous systems of the
form (3.6) are time-independent solutions, denoted ȳ. They are often employed to gain
information about possible long-term dynamics of a system and are found by equating each
state variable’s first order temporal derivative to zero, 0 = f (ȳ). Using Nowak’s basic viral
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dynamics model (3.2) as an example, we solve
0 = s − dT̄ − β T̄ V̄ ,
(3.7)

¯
0 = β T̄ V̄ − δ I,
0 = pI¯ − cV̄ ,
to obtain the two equilibria E1 =





s
, 0, 0
d

and E2 =



cδ βps−cdδ βps−cdδ
, βδp , βδc
βp


. A stability

analysis seeks to answer the question whether a dynamical system starting at an arbitrary
point in the state space or at a point close to an equilibrium solution will evolve towards the
equilibrium solution. The former is called global stability analysis and will not be considered
here. The latter is called local stability analysis, and a solution of a dynamical system of form
(3.6) is called locally asymptotically stable if and only if there exists γ > 0 such that ky0 −
ȳk2 < γ implies limt→∞ ky(t) − ȳk2 = 0 (definition 5.3. in [9]). One approach to determining
local stability is linearizing the system around the equilibrium solution and determining
the eigenvalues of the arising Jacobian matrix (J ∈ Rn×n with Jij =

∂fi (y)
)
∂yj

evaluated at

the equilibrium solution. If all eigenvalues have negative real parts, then the equilibrium
solution is locally asymptotically stable. If at least one eigenvalue has positive real part,
then the equilibrium solution is unstable. Unstable means that within any arbitrarily small
neighborhood of the equilibrium solution we can find an initial condition such that the
solution of the dynamical system starting at this initial condition leaves the neighborhood.
In the context of the basic viral dynamics model (3.2), the Jacobian matrix is

−d − βV

J(T, I, V ) = 
 βV

0


−βT 

−δ βT 
,

p
−c
0

(3.8)
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1
which, evaluated at E1 , has eigenvalues λ1 = −d < 0 and λ2,3 = − (c+δ)
± 2d
2

Since λ3 < 0 and λ2 < (>)0 iff
and unstable if

3.2.2

sβp
dδc

sβp
dδc

p
(c − δ)2 + 4sβp.

< (>)1, E1 is locally asymptotically stable iff

sβp
dδc

<1

> 1.

Bifurcation analysis

Bifurcation analysis considers qualitative changes in solutions of a dynamical system upon
changes in one or more of the model’s parameters. Such bifurcations for continuous systems
can be, but are not limited to two equilibrium solutions switching stability at a bifurcation
point (transcritical bifurcation), the transition from one stable or unstable equilibrium solution to two unstable and one stable or one stable and two unstable equilibrium solutions
(pitchfork bifurcation), the switch of stability of an equilibrium in combination with the
appearance or disappearance of a stable or unstable periodic solution surrounding the unstable or stable equilibrium solution (Hopf bifurcation). Lastly, a limit point or saddle-node
bifurcation in which two equilibrium solutions of opposite stability collide and disappear.
Bifurcation points are usually presented in bifurcation diagrams. Software packages commonly used to create such diagrams are XPPAUT [67], the matcont toolbox [58] in MATLAB,
and the PyDSTool package [49] in Python. Here, I will give an example of a limit point bifurcation, a type of bifurcation that will be used in this dissertation. A simple system giving
rise to two limit point bifurcations is the so called toggle switch, schematically shown in figure
3.3a, consisting of two substrates A and B that are produced at rates α1 and α2 , decay at
per capita rates d1 and d2 and mutually inhibit each others production [76]. The inhibition
is modeled using Hill coefficients, and the equations describing the interactions are given as
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follows
dA
α1
=
− d1 A,
dt
1 + Bn
dB
α2
=
− d2 B.
dt
1 + An

(3.9)

For parameters α2 = 2, n = 4, d1 = d2 = 1, and using the autocontinuation software
XPPAUT we obtain the bifurcation diagram given in figure 3.3b which shows A-values of
stable (red) and unstable (black) equilibrium solutions versus the bifurcation parameter α1 .
There are two limit point bifurcations at α1 ≈ 1.391 and α ≈ 6.714. When increasing the
bifurcation parameter α from below to above 6.714 the system suddenly jumps from the
lower stable equilibrium to the upper one, and similarly. Once in the upper equilibrium
state, the system stays in this state upon reduction of the bifurcation parameter until α1
drops below 1.391, when the solution jumps back to the lower equilibrium. In the parameter
region 1.391 < α1 < 6.714 the system exhibits bistability, meaning that if α1 is fixed at a
value inside this range, then, depending on the initial condition, the system may approach
either of the two stable equilibrium solutions. The basin of attraction of an equilibrium
solution is defined as the set of all initial conditions for which the system’s solution evolves
towards the equilibrium solution.

3.2.3

Positivity and boundedness

In many biological systems the state variables are populations that are constricted to the
non-negative part of the state space and, in reality, can not grow infinitely large, due to
space or resource limitations. Therefore, to justify a model’s biological feasibility, one often
investigates whether the model mimics reality in the sense that initial conditions in the
positive part of the state space yield positive and bounded solutions. A theorem that is
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Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic diagram of interactions and (b) bifurcation diagram for the toggle
switch model (3.9).
frequently consulted to aid in the proof of positivity and boundedness is given in the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let E be a Banach space over R, I ⊂ R be an interval (not reducing to a
single point) with left-hand endpoint t0 , and H be a nonempty open set in E. Furthermore,
let f be a locally Lipschitz function on I × H. Then:

1. For x0 ∈ H there exists a largest interval J ⊂ I, with left-hand endpoint t0 ∈ J, on
which there exists a solution u of the initial value problem x0 (t) = f (t, x(t)), x(t0 ) = x0 ,
that takes on values in H. Furthermore, the solution is unique.
2. If J is bounded, and if f (t, u(t)) is bounded on J, then u(t) has a left limit c at the
right-hand endpoint of J. Further, if J 6= I then c is a boundary point of H in E.

These are parts 1◦ and 3◦ of theorem 2 in [23], chapter 4, where a proof is provided.
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Data fitting and parameter estimation

Many parameters in biological systems can be extracted from relevant biological experiments,
while others may be unknown or uncertain at the time of the model’s design. In particular
in models that suggest novel interactions or biological features in a system, the problem
of unknown parameters arises frequently. Parameter estimation utilizes experimental data,
available for some or all state variables of the described system, to find parameters such
that the simulated model dynamics fits the experimental data as closely as possible. The
task of finding the best fit parameters is an optimization problem, that seeks to minimize a
cost function, usually defined as some measure of distance between the simulated variables
and the experimental data, in a given parameter space. In certain settings, called convex
optimization problems, the cost function has at most one minimum, the global minimum.
However, the optimization problems arising from fitting models of biological systems to experimental data are often non-convex optimization problems, that may have a large number
of local minima. Many algorithms for finding locally optimal solutions for constrained or unconstrained optimization problems have been developed [26, 118, 191]. One such algorithm
for constrained problems is the interior-point-algorithm [25, 26, 204] implemented as the
default algorithm in MATLAB’s fmincon routine. In brief, this algorithm solves a sequence
of approximate minimization problems that are easier to solve, and thereby approaches the
solution of the original minimization problem.

3.2.5

Latin hypercube sampling

As mentioned in section 3.2.4, for non-convex problems most optimization algorithm find
solutions that are optimal only locally, in a neighborhood of the starting point. The naive
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approach to finding a global minimum is to perform a number of local optimizations starting
at a set of different initial parameters guesses. To avoid the necessity of excessive computation in order to reach convergence for this method, the starting points need to be chosen
with care. Good coverage of the parameter space by a sample of initial parameters can be
achieved by using the Latin hypercube sampling scheme [12, 143]. Let p be the number of
fitted parameters. To obtain a Latin hypercube sample with N elements, the parameter
space is first divided into N p hypercubes of equal probability. Assuming a uniform distribution on all parameters, the parameter space consists of N p hypercubes of the same size.
In a second step, N hypercubes are selected, such that any hyperplane of the parameter
space that is parallel to one of the parameter axes intersects with exactly one of the N
selected hypercubes. In a two-dimensional parameter space this corresponds to exactly one
selected cell in each column and each row. Figures 3.4a and 3.4b show examples of sampling
schemes for p = 2 and N = 5, and p = 3 and N = 4. Lastly, one randomly selected point
from each selected hypercube is entered into the latin hypercube sample. This procedure is
implemented in MATLAB’s lhsdesign.

(a) Each column and each row contain exactly one (b) Each cross-section parallel to a coordinate axis
selected cell.
intersect exactly one selected cube.

Figure 3.4: Examples of Latin hypercube sampling schemes.
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Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis is a model validation or model verification tool that investigates how
small changes in a model’s input alter the model’s output. In the context of dynamical
systems, sensitivity functions are often employed to determine when an arbitrary parameter
p has the greatest or least impact on an arbitrary model output Z(t). We consider the
following not necessarily autonomous system
(3.10)

y 0 (t) = f (t, y(t), p),

subject to initial conditions y(t0 ) = y0 , where y ∈ Rn is the vector of state variables, p ∈ Rm
is the vector of parameters, and f is differentiable in parameters p; and assume the model
is parameterized such that the parameters p are fixed at p̃. The sensitivity function of
output Z(t) on parameter pi , defined as the partial derivative of Z(t) with respect to pi
evaluated at the state y(t) and parameters p̃,

∂
Z(t)
∂pi

= Zpi (t)|y(t),p=p̃ , shows the time
y(t),p=p̃

course of the output’s sensitivity to small changes in parameter pi away from p̃i . Under the
assumption that the output function Z(t) is a function of time t, the state variables y(t),
and the parameters p, the sensitivity function Zpi (t)|y(t),p=p̃ is a function of time, the state
variables, and the state variables’ sensitivity functions, ypi (t)|y(t),p=p̃ . Determining these
sensitivity functions requires computing the solution of the system



 y 0 (t) = f (t, y(t), p)|p=p̃ ,




 yp0 i (t) = ∂p∂ i y 0 (t) = ∂p∂ i f (t, y(t), p)

(3.11)
,
p=p̃

subject to initial conditions y(t0 ) = y0 and yp0 i (t0 ) = 0. Utilizing the basic viral dynamics
model (3.2) and the infectivity rate β as sensitivity parameter to demonstrate this in practice,
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we obtain the system
˜
T 0 = s − β̃T V − dT,
I 0 = β̃T V − δ̃I,
V 0 = p̃I − c̃V,
∂T 0
˜ β,
= −T V − β̃Tβ V − β̃T Vβ − dT
∂β
∂I 0
Iβ0 =
= T V + β̃Tβ V + β̃T Vβ − δ̃Iβ ,
∂β
∂V 0
0
Vβ =
= δ̃Iβ − c̃Vβ ,
∂β

Tβ0 =

(3.12)

with initial conditions T (0) = T0 , I(0) = I0 , V (0) = V0 , and Tβ (0) = Iβ (0) = Vβ (0) = 0.
While the sensitivity curves ypi (t)|y(t),p=p̃ allow us to infer the time of a parameter’s greatest
impact on the model dynamics, they cannot be used to compare the impacts of two paramp˜i ,t)
eters [188]. The limit ypi (t) = limh→0 y(p̃i +h,t)−y(
≈
h

y(p̃i +p̃i ,t)−y(p˜i ,t)
p̃i

allows the introduction

of the semi-relative sensitivity functions ypi (t)p̃i , which approximate the changes in the state
variables upon the doubling of the sensitivity parameter [22]. They are non-dimensional and,
consequently, are a good tool for comparisons of the impact of two parameters while preserving the greatest-impact-time inferability of the standard sensitivity functions for each
individual parameter. Figure 3.5 shows the virus absolute (left panels) and semi-relative
(right panels) sensitivities on all parameters other than s, where the curves Vβ (t) and β̃Vβ (ti )
are obtained by solving (3.12). All parameters other than the infected cell clearance rate δ
have their biggest impact within the first 10 days, while δ’s impact is largest around day
140. Furthermore, while the absolute sensitivity of the virus dynamics on the infectivity rate
β exceeds the ones on the remaining parameters by several orders of magnitude (see figure
3.12, left panels), the semi-relative sensitivities, which allow for comparison, show that the
virus dynamics is most sensitive to changes in the treatment efficacy  (see 3.12, top right
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Figure 3.5: Absolute (left) and semi-relative (right) sensitivity curves for the virus and
various sensitivity parameters for model (3.2). The bottom panels are zoomed in versions of
the top panels: Functions with the largest absolute values are dropped and the time interval
is restricted. Biologically reasonable parameters were chosen, such that the system is in
equilibrium in the absence of treatment.
panel). Sensitivity functions and semi-relative sensitivity functions are called local sensitivity
analyses, as they investigate small changes from fixed parameter values. This is a drawback
in situations where a parameters range is not very narrow. In this case, a global sensitivity
analysis that takes into account the entire parameter space and determines what fraction of
the output’s variance originates from variations in the input parameter, is better suited [180].

Chapter 4
Modeling the bistable dynamics of the
innate immune system
Innate immune responses have been shown to have rudimentary memory as discussed in
section 2.1.1. LPS can, depending on the dose, program innate immune cells to be hyperresponsive or hyporesponsive to subsequent LPS stimuli. The idea for this project on modeling
molecular mechanisms underlying LPS tolerance and priming in macrophages stems from
Dr. Liwu Li whose lab has performed a large amount of experimental work on this topic
[57, 136, 150] and collaborated with us for this project. The introduction and conclusions
have been written and developed jointly by Brittany P. Boribong and me. I formulated the
model, performed the computations, and created the figures with guidance from Dr. Stanca
M. Ciupe. All team members have contributed to editing the final manuscript. This paper
has been published in the Bulletin of Mathematical Biology [108]. Parts of the manuscript
have been modified for this dissertation.

4.1

Abstract

The size of primary challenge with lipopolysaccharide induces changes in the innate immune
cells phenotype between pro-inflammatory and pro-tolerant states when facing a secondary
lipopolysaccharide challenge. To determine the molecular mechanisms governing this differ28
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ential response, we propose a mathematical model for the interaction between three proteins
involved in the immune cell decision making: IRAK-1, PI3K, and RelB. The mutual inhibition of IRAK-1 and PI3K in the model leads to bistable dynamics. By using the levels
of RelB as indicative of strength of the immune responses, we connect the size of different primary lipopolysaccharide doses to the differential phenotypical outcomes following a
secondary challenge. We further predict under what circumstances the primary LPS dose
does not influence the response to a secondary challenge. Our results can be used to guide
treatments for patients with either autoimmune disease or compromised immune system.

4.2

Introduction

The human innate immune system responds immediately to foreign challenges by sending
various signals to immune cells to migrate toward the site of the infection and destroy the offending microbe [104]. The innate immune system can initiate an immune response in several
ways, including signaling the start of an inflammatory response. Pro-inflammatory cytokines
are released, signaling monocytes within the bloodstream to differentiate into macrophages,
migrate toward the site of infection, and phagocytose invading microbes. Macrophages in
turn will release pro-inflammatory cytokines themselves to recruit more cells, thus upregulating an inflammatory response within the immune system [185]. The innate immune
system acts ahead of the adaptive immune system due to its in-born ability to recognize and
destroy non-specific stimuli. It is thought, however, that it does not generate any memory
to repeated challenges [193]. It has been recently shown that, depending on the strength
of the primary stimuli, the innate immune system can exhibit either a pro-inflammatory or
pro-resolvent response when acted upon by secondary stimuli, suggesting that memory may
be a characteristic of innate immunity after all [149]. Understanding the mechanistic inter-
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actions leading to the differential responses between the two phenotypes and predicting how
a state can be avoided can guide treatment development for diseases in which the patient is
experiencing either immunodeficiency or an overactive immune response.
A switch between inflammation and tolerance has been observed in the response of macrophages
to lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a strong inflammatory stimulant derived from Gram-negative
bacteria [35, 149]. Different primary doses of LPS will prompt specialized macrophage functions [60]. High primary LPS doses (10-100 ng/ml) trigger inflammation in the form of high
level cytokine production with sometimes fatal consequences [93, 99, 187]. Such responses
can be reprogrammed by administration of more than one LPS challenge. In particular, a
primary challenge with super low dose LPS (0.05-1 ng/ml) followed by a subsequent boosting with high dose LPS (10-100 ng/ml) leads to macrophage priming [93, 187, 208, 232].
Macrophages become fully activated through signaling pathways, and start producing proinflammatory cytokines [57, 229] such as IRAK-1 and PI3K. In addition to greater production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, macrophage priming also blocks the production of
anti-inflammatory cytokines such as RARα and RORα, allowing for a non-resolving inflammation within the system [137, 227]. By contrast, a primary challenge with high dose LPS
(10-100 ng/ml) followed by a subsequent boosting with high dose LPS (10-100 ng/ml) leads
to suppression of pro- inflammatory signals, or an LPS-induced tolerance [19, 207]. Tolerance is characterized by the suppression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-12 and
TNF-α [135, 144, 219, 234], which results in an acute, transient inflammatory response.
One transcription factor influencing an innate immune cell’s phenotype is RelB, which blocks
transcription of pro-inflammatory mediators by assembling a suppressive complex on their
promoters [35, 57]. Differences in the primary LPS dose alter the upstream molecular mechanisms that regulate the production of RelB, such as the dynamics of the kinases phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K), and interleukin receptor-associated kinase 1 (IRAK-1). In
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particular, LPS lowers IRAK-1 production and increases PI3K activation. In return, PI3K
enhances RelB and inhibits IRAK-1 productions, while IRAK-1 degrades RelB [57]. Therefore super low primary LPS dose results in low RelB production and high primary LPS dose
results in high RelB production. The interactions between these three proteins contribute
to the emergence of primed and tolerant macrophage responses, although due to the complex nature of the intracellular signaling networks, it is difficult to present a quantitative
understanding of how a state is achieved based on the size of LPS.
To shed light into the molecular mechanisms governing the differential responses between
tolerance and immune exacerbation and into their connection to the LPS levels we investigate the molecular network describing the phenotypical response, i.e. the interactions
between RelB, IRAK-1 and PI3K. Previous models looking at priming and tolerance due to
endotoxin challenge were abstract and did not look at specific protein interactions [55, 174],
which makes our model novel and informative. In particular, we are interested in understanding the types and levels of feedback between the three nodes of the network. Since
experimental testing of the roles of each molecule is expensive and time-consuming, we use
mathematical models to predict the motifs behind the differential response. Such models are
inexpensive and easy to manipulate and their predictions can help guide experiments. Our
focus lies on explaining a possible mechanism yielding different RelB levels depending on the
strength of LPS. We develop a deterministic mathematical model with bistable dynamics
yielding different RelB levels at equilibrium based on the initial levels of IRAK-1, PI3K,
RelB, and LPS. The model has bistable dynamics. We use the variables kinetics and their
role in macrophage behavior to connect the size of secondary LPS doses with the rise of proinflammatory or pro-tolerant macrophage phenotypes. Quantifying lipopolysaccharide doses
leading to macrophage priming may offer significant advantage in inducing an adaptive-like
defense against invading pathogens. Similarly, quantifying lipopolysaccharide doses leading
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to macrophage tolerance may help control the induction of immunosuppression.

4.3

Mathematical modeling of priming and tolerance

Model. We consider the interactions between three proteins IRAK-1 (x), PI3K (y), and
RelB (z) in the presence of LPS (L). It has been reported that LPS induces IRAK-1 and
PI3K production [33, 84, 97]. For simplicity, and in the absence of other information, we
assume that the LPS effect on IRAK-1 and PI3K production is linear. Hence, IRAK-1 and
PI3K are produced at rates cx + ax L and cy + ay L, respectively. IRAK-1 and PI3K are
competing intracellular players [33, 57, 68, 157]. We reflect this competition by modeling a
mutual inhibition between these two proteins, with IRAK-1 being inhibited by PI3K at rate
m
1/(bm
x + y ) and PI3K being inhibited by IRAK-1 at rate 1/(by + x), where bx and by are the

y and x values where the inhibition is half maximal. By modeling this mutual inhibition, we
account for the experimentally observed opposing modulations of LPS on IRAK-1 and PI3K
[57]. We further assume that IRAK-1 decays at per capita rate dx and that PI3K is lost (in
a density dependent manner) at rate dy /(bv + y), where dy is the maximal loss rate and bv
is the y where the loss is half-maximal [78]. It has been shown [57] that RelB production is
enhanced by PI3K while its loss is enhanced by IRAK-1 and inhibited by PI3K. We model
this by assuming an PI3K induced production at rate az y/(bz + y), where az is the maximal
production rate and bz is the y where the production is half-maximal. Moreover, we model
the degradation term to be dz zx/(bz + y), where dz is the maximal degradation rate and
bz is the y where the loss is half-maximal. Lastly, following initial inoculation, LPS decays
exponentially at per capita rate dL . A schematic diagram of these interactions is shown in
figure 4.1 and the mathematical representation is given by the following system
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dL
LPS
(L)

ay

ax

dx

IRAK-1
(x)

PI3K
(y)

dy

az
RelB
(z)

dz

Figure 4.1: Model schematic for system (4.1). Arrows with arrow tips indicate production,
activation or decay, while arrows with a bar as their tip indicate inhibition.

dx
dt
dy
dt
dz
dt
dL
dt

cx + ax L
− dx x,
m
bm
x +y
c y + ay L
y
=
− dy
,
by + x
bv + y
az y
x
=
− dz z
,
bz + y
bz + y
=

(4.1)

= −dL L,

where cx = cy = 0 if L = 0 and cx , cy 6= 0 if L 6= 0.

For simplicity, we assume that the inhibition rates bm
x = by = bz = bv = 1. In an unstimulated
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cell that never encountered LPS, the proteins IRAK-1, PI3K or RelB are not activated and
at an equilibrium value [11]. Therefore, in the absence of LPS, variables x, y and z are
assumed to be zero. Since model (4.1) is created to consider previously unstimulated cells
we choose this equilibrium state as our initial condition, i.e. x(0) = x0 = 0, y(0) = y0 =
0, z(0) = z0 = 0. Further L(0) = L0 is the stimulus size of the LPS challenge. We prove in
section 4.4.1 that for cy < dy all solutions of system (4.1) with positive initial conditions are
positive and bounded. Therefore this model is biologically feasible.
Parameter acquisition. We assume that, in the absence of the LPS stimulus, there are
no interactions between IRAK-1, PI3K, and RelB. Thus, the model becomes
dx
= −dx x,
dt
dy
y
= −dy
,
dt
1+y
dz
= −dz z.
dt

(4.2)

Moreover, based on experimental findings, we know that (in the absence of LPS) the IRAK-1,
PI3K, and RelB’s half-lives are 5 hours, 0.25 hours and 2.5 hours [3, 115, 116, 224]. Solutions
of (4.2) with initial y(0) = y0 = 0 yield degradation parameters (see table 4.1)
ln(2)
= 0.138h−1 ,
5h
1
y0 + ln(2)
dy = 2
= 2.773h−1 ,
0.25h
ln(2)
dz =
= 0.277h−1 .
2.5h

dx =

(4.3)

The half-lives of the three proteins change when acted upon by an endotoxin challenge, with
the change being dependent on the size of the stimulus. We assume that when LPS stimulus
is present, proteins IRAK-1, PI3K and RelB interact according to model (4.1), and connect
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their measured half-lives with the sizes of their equilibria. That is, a low (or zero) equilibrium
is representative of fast decay and short half-lives. Conversely, high equilibria correspond to
slow decay and large half-lives.

4.4
4.4.1

Results
Positivity and boundedness

Here, we investigate the positivity and boundness of the system (4.1)’s solutions. Assume
that bm
x = by = bz = bv = 1 and all other parameters parm = {ax , dx , cy , ay , dy , az , dz , dL , m}
are positive. Let w(t) := [x(t), y(t), z(t), L(t)]T be the solution vector and u(t) := [x(t), y(t), z(t)]T .
Consider the following functions

g : R4+ → R4 given by
 


cx +ax L
m − dx x,
g1 
 bm

x +y
 
 cy +ay L

y 
g2 

−
d
y bv +y 
 
 b +x
g(x, y, z, L) =   (x, y, z, L) =  y
,
g 
 az y − d z x 
 3
 bz +y
z bz +y 
 


g4
−dL L
f : [0, ∞) × R3+ → R3 given by

 
g1  

  T
−dL t


f (t, u(t)) = g2  u (t), L0 e
,
 
g3

(4.4)
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and the following initial value problem
w0 (t) = g(w(t)),
(4.5)

subject to
x(0) = x0 > 0, y(0) = y0 > 0, z(0) = z0 > 0, L(0) = L0 > 0.

We want to show that the solutions of the initial value problem (4.5) are positive and
bounded. The fourth variable L(t) yields
L(t) = L0 e−dL t ∈ (0, L0 ] ,

for all t ∈ [0, ∞),

(4.6)

and, consequently, the initial value problem (4.5) reduces to
u0 (t) = f (t, u(t)),
subject to

(4.7)

x(0) = x0 > 0, y(0) = y0 > 0, z(0) = z0 > 0.
Proposition 4.1. There exists a positive number β > 0 such that system (4.5) has a unique
positive solution on [0, β).

Proof. Since f is continuously differentiable on [0, ∞)×R3+ , it is locally Lipschitz on [0, ∞)×
R+
3 . By Thm. 3.1, part 1, there exists a maximal value β > 0 such that (4.7) has a unique
solution on the interval [0, β) with values in R3+ .
Proposition 4.2. The solution of (4.7) exists and is positive in R3+ . Furthermore, if cy < dy
the solution is bounded.

Proof. Assume, that β found in proposition 4.1 is finite. Since x(t), y(t), z(t), L(t) > 0 and
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L is decreasing on [0, β), the following inequalities hold for all t ∈ [0, β)
dx
c x + ax L
=
− dx x < cx + ax L0 ,
dt
1 + ym
dy
c y + ay L
y
=
− dy
< c y + ay L 0 ,
dt
1+x
1+y
dz
y
xz
= az
− dz
< az .
dt
1+y
1+y

(4.8)

This yields
x(t) < x0 + (cx + ax L0 )t < x0 + (cx + ax L0 )β := xmax ,
(4.9)

y(t) < y0 + (cy + ay L0 )t < y0 + (cy + ay L0 )β := ymax ,
z(t) < z0 + az t < z0 + az β := zmax ,
for all t ∈ [0, β). Thus, x, y and z are bounded from above on [0, β). Using
dx
cx + ax L
cx
=
− dx x ≥
− dx x,
m
m
dt
1+y
1 + ymax
dy
c y + ay L
y
cy
=
− dy
≥
− dy y,
dt
1+x
1+y
1 + xmax
we find that if x ≤

cx
m ),
dx (1+ymax

then

dx
dt

≥ 0. Similarly, if y ≤



cy
dy (1+xmax )

(4.10)

then

dy
dt

≥ 0. Therefore

cx
x(t) ≥ min x0 ,
m )
dx (1 + ymax



:= xmin > 0, for all t ∈ [0, β),

(4.11)


y(t) ≥ min y0 ,



:= ymin > 0, for all t ∈ [0, β).

(4.12)

and
cy
dy (1 + xmax )

Lastly, since
dz
az y
xz
az ymin
xmax
=
− dz
≥
− dz
z,
dt
1+y
1+y
1 + ymax
1 + ymin

(4.13)
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az ymin
xmax
for all t ∈ [0, β), we have that if z ≤ ( 1+y
)/(dz 1+y
) then
max
min



az ymin
xmax
z(t) ≥ min z0 , (
)/(dz
)
1 + ymax
1 + ymin



dz
dt

≥ 0. Thus

:= zmin > 0, for all t ∈ [0, β).

(4.14)

Therefore, x, y and z are bounded from below on [0, β). If β is finite, there are positive
lower and upper bounds for x, y and z on [0, β), i.e. u = [x, y, z]T is bounded on [0, β).
Since f is continuous, f (u) is bounded on [0, β). By Thm. 3.1, part 2, limt→β x(t) = 0, or
limt→β y(t) = 0, or limt→β z(t) = 0. This contradicts the positive lower bounds of x, y and
z. Thus β = ∞.
It remains to show that for cy < dy , the solutions are bounded on [0, ∞). We know that
x, y, z > 0 for t ∈ [0, ∞). We have
dx
c x + ax L
=
− dx x ≤ cx + ax L0 − dx x, for all t ≥ 0,
dt
1 + ym
which yields that if x ≥

cx +ax L0
dx

then


dx
dt

(4.15)

≤ 0. Hence

cx + ax L0
x(t) ≤ max x0 ,
dx



=: x1max , for all t > 0.

(4.16)

Since limt→∞ L(t) = 0 and cy < dy , there exists a constant t1 > 0 such that

cy + ay L(t) < dy ,

(4.17)

L(t) ≤ L(t1 ) =: L1 ,

(4.18)

dy
cy + ay L
y
y
=
− dy
≤ cy + ay L1 − dy
, for all t ≥ t1 .
dt
1+x
1+y
1+y

(4.19)

and

for t > t1 . Then
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Therefore, using cy + ay L1 < dy we obtain that for t ∈ [t1 , ∞), if y ≥
dy
dt

cy +ay L1
,
dy −cy −ay L1

then

≤ 0. Furthermore, y is continuous, therefore bounded on the closed interval [0, t1 ]. Thus,

for t ∈ [0, ∞)


cy + ay L1
y(t) ≤ max max y(t),
t∈[0,t1 ]
dy − cy − ay L1



1
=: ymax
.

(4.20)

As in equation (19)

x(t) ≥ min x0 ,

cx
m
1
dx (1 + ymax
)



=: x1min > 0, for all t > 0.

(4.21)

As in equation (20), we have

y(t) ≥ min y0 ,

cy
dy (1 + x1max )



1
=: ymin
> 0, for all t > 0.

(4.22)

To find an upper bound of z we use
dz
az y
zx
x1min
=
− dz
≤ az − d z
z.
1
dt
1+y
1+y
1 + ymax
This yields
z(t) ≤ max





z0 ,

az




x1
dz 1+ymin
1
max



1
=: zmax
,

t ≥ 0.

(4.23)

(4.24)

Lastly, to find a lower bound for z(t) we use

1
az ymin
x1max
1
z(t) ≥ min z0 , (
)/(dz
) =: zmin
> 0,
1
1
1 + ymax
1 + ymin


for all t ≥ 0.

(4.25)

Thus, we have shown that there is a unique solution of (4.5) on [0, ∞) that is positive and
bounded.
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Stability analysis

Let E = (x̄, ȳ, z̄, L̄) be the IRAK-1, PI3K, RelB, and LPS equilibria. Further let A =
and B =

cx
.
dx

cy
dy

Then

L̄ = 0,
B
,
1 + ȳ m
az ȳ
z̄ =
· ,
dz x̄
x̄ =

(4.26)

where ȳ satisfies the equation
B
A(1 + ȳ) − ȳ
−
= 0.
m
1 + ȳ
ȳ
We search the parameter space allowing for one or three biologically realistic equilibria
and investigate their stability. In order to ensure biological relevance of our model we only
consider parameter sets for which cy < dy . When two locally asymptotically stable equilibria
arise we talk about bistability. For bistability to occur we have to find at least three equilibria,
since two locally asymptotically stable equilibria are always separated by an unstable one.
A necessary but not sufficient condition for equations (4.26) to have three positive solutions
is given by
m > 1.

(4.27)

Proposition 4.3. If 0 < m ≤ 1 then system (4.1) has at most two positive equilibria.
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Proof. We find that if E = (x̄, ȳ, z̄, L̄) is an equilibrium of system (4.1), then it satisfies
L̄ = 0,
B
,
1 + ȳ m
az ȳ
z̄ =
· ,
dz x̄
x̄ =

(4.28)

where ȳ satisfies the equation
B
A(1 + ȳ) − ȳ
−
= 0,
m
1 + ȳ
ȳ
and A =

cy
dy

and B =

cx
.
dx

Therefore system (4.1) has as many positive equilibria as there are

roots of the function g(y) =
We find g(y) =

B
1+ȳ m

−

By−[A(1+y)−y](1+y m )
(1+y m )y

A(1+ȳ)−ȳ
ȳ

in (0, ∞).

. Hence g(y) = 0 if and only if f (y) = 0, where f (y) =

By − [A(1 + y) − y](1 + y m ) is the numerator of g(y). Expanding f (y) and taking terms with
the same powers of y together yields
f (y) = y m+1 (1 − A) − Ay m + (B − A + 1)y − A.
Note that A =

cy
dy

< 1 because cy < dy . f is a smooth function on (0, ∞). Hence, for f to

have at least three roots in (0, ∞) its second derivative needs to have a root in (0, ∞). We
use
f 00 (y) = (1 − A)(m + 1)my m−1 − Am(m − 1)y m−1
= y m−2 [(1 − A)(m + 1)my − Am(m − 1)] = 0
⇐⇒y =

Am(m − 1)
.
(1 − A)(m + 1)m

Since A ∈ (0, 1), the equation f 00 (y) = 0 has one solution in (0, ∞) if m > 1 and no solution
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in that interval otherwise. Therefore f and hence g can have at most three solutions in
(0, ∞) if m > 1 and at most two solution in (0, ∞) if m ≤ 1.
An equilibrium solution is locally asymptotically stable if it satisfies the condition
AB
> ȳ m+1 x̄2 ,
m

(4.29)

and unstable otherwise.
Proposition 4.4. An equilibrium solution of system (4.1) with bx = by = bz = bv = 1 is
locally asymptotically stable if and only if

AB
m

> ȳ m+1 x̄2 , where A =

cy
dy

and B =

cx
.
dx

Proof. Let (x̄, ȳ, z̄, L̄) be an equilibrium solution of system (4.1). From (4.6) it follows that
limt→∞ L(t) = 0, therefore we set L̄ = 0. Further, it follows from the proof of Proposition
4.2 that x̄, ȳ, z̄ > 0. The Jacobian of system (4.1) evaluated at (x̄, ȳ, z̄, L̄) is given by


 −dx

− cy 2
 (1+x̄)
J =
 − dz z̄
 1+ȳ

0



m+1
x mȳ
− c(1+ȳ
m )2

0

dy
− (1+ȳ)
2

0

ay
1+x̄

dz x̄
− 1+ȳ

0

0

−dL

az
(1+ȳ)2

+

dz z̄ x̄
(1+ȳ)2

0

ax
− 1+ȳ
m





.




(4.30)

dz x̄
Two eigenvalues of J are given by λ1 = −dL < 0 and λ2 = − 1+ȳ
< 0. The remaining two

eigenvalues λ3 and λ4 satisfy the equation

(λ + a)(λ + d) − cb = 0,
where a = dx , b =

cx mȳ m−1
,
(1+ȳ m )2

c=

λ3,4

cy
,
(1+x̄)2

and d =

a+d
=−
±
2

r

dy
.
(1+ȳ)2

(4.31)

Since a, b, c, d > 0 this implies that

(a + d)2
− (ad − bc)
4

(4.32)
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have negative real parts iff ad > bc, which is equivalent to
dx dy
cx cy mȳ m−1
>
(1 + ȳ)2
(1 + ȳ m )2 (1 + x̄)2

2 
2
dx dy
1
1
m−1
⇐⇒
> cy cx mȳ
(1 + ȳ)2
1 + ȳ m
1 + x̄

2 
2
dx dy
dx
dy ȳ
m−1
⇐⇒
> cy cx mȳ
x̄
(1 + ȳ)2
cx
cy 1 + ȳ
cx cy
⇐⇒
> ȳ m+1 x̄2
dx dy m
AB
⇐⇒
> ȳ m+1 x̄2 .
m

(4.33)

We have shown that all eigenvalues of J have negative real part, hence an equilibrium is
locally asymptotically stable, iff

AB
m

> ȳ m+1 x̄2 .

If condition (4.27) is satisfied, then there is either exactly one equilibrium that is locally
asymptotically stable or there are two locally asymptotically stable and one unstable equilibrium.
Proposition 4.5. If m > 1 then system (4.1) has
1. either exactly one locally asymptotically stable equilibrium, or
2. exactly two locally asymptotically stable and one unstable equilibrium, or
3. exactly one locally asymptotically stable equilibrium and one equilibrium that is not
locally asymptotically stable.
Proof. Let g be defined as in proposition 4.3. In the proof of proposition 4.3 we have
shown that g has at most three roots in (0, ∞). Since g is a smooth function on (0, ∞),
limy→0+ g(y) = −∞ and limy→∞ g(y) = ∞, we find that g has
1. either one root y1 ∈ (0, ∞) with g 0 (y1 ) > 0 and no other roots in (0, ∞), or
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2. three distinct roots y1 , y2 , y3 ∈ (0, ∞) with y1 < y2 < y3 and g 0 (y1 ), g 0 (y3 ) > 0 and
g 0 (y2 ) < 0 and no other roots in (0, ∞), or

3. one root y1 ∈ (0, ∞) with g 0 (y1 ) > 0 and one root y2 ∈ (0, ∞) with g 0 (y2 ) = 0 and no
other roots in (0, ∞).

We find
g 0 (y) =

−Bmy m+1 + A(1 + y m )2
,
[(1 + y m )y]2

and therefore g 0 (y) > 0 if and only if
A(1 + y m )2 > Bmy m+1 .

(4.34)

for y in (0, ∞). Let ȳ be a root of g. Then ȳ is the y-value of an equilibrium of system (4.1)
and the corresponding x-value is given by x̄ =

B
.
1+ȳ m

Using this in (4.34) we obtain

AB
> ȳ m+1 x̄2 ,
m

(4.35)

which implies stability of the equilibrium corresponding to the root ȳ of g. Similarly we can
show that if ȳ is a root of g with g 0 (ȳ) < 0, then the equilibrium defined by ȳ and (4.28) is
unstable. This implies that statements (1)-(3) are equivalent to the three statements in the
formulation of the proposition.
This shows that our results are robust to parameter choices. Since analytical investigation
is challenging, we choose a set of unitless parameter values that satisfy (4.27) (see table 4.1)
and use them to numerically find the equilibria (4.26) and their stability (4.29).
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Table 4.1: Parameter values. The references for the decay rates give half-lives, which we
converted to decay rates as described above.
Parameter
dx
dy
dz
cx
ax
cy
ay
az
dL
m

Description
decay of IRAK-1
decay of PI3K
decay of RelB
production of IRAK-1
production of IRAK-1
production of PI3K
production of PI3K
production of RelB
decay of LPS

Value
0.138
2.773
0.277
3
1
2.5
1
1
0.1
5

Unit
h−1
h−1
h−1

Reference
[116, 224]
[115]
[3]

h−1

For the parameters given in table 4.1, the equilibria (4.26) of system (4.1) are
E1 = (3.39 · 10−4 , 9.14, 9.72 · 104 , 0),

(4.36)

E2 = (21.64, 4.15 · 10−2 , 6.91 · 10−3 , 0),

(4.37)

E3 = (0.28, 2.38, 30.54, 0).

(4.38)

Using the stability condition (4.29), we can show that E1 and E2 are locally asymptotically
stable and E3 is unstable. The two locally asymptotically stable equilibria correspond to
low RelB ≈ 0 (E2 ) and high RelB ≈ 97156 (E1 ). Since RelB levels are indicative of the
pro-inflammatory and pro-resolution phenotypes, we are interested in determining when
each equilibrium is reached. It is known that the long-term behavior of bistable systems
is determined by the choice of initial conditions. For system (4.1), long-term dynamics are
determined by the initial conditions of IRAK-1, PI3K, and LPS; and are unaffected by the
initial RelB. Furthermore, since
z̄ =

az ȳ
· ,
dz x̄

(4.39)
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the equilibrium size of RelB depends on the size of ratio of PI3K to IRAK-1 equilibria, rather
than their individual equilibrium values.
For different choices of parameter values the bistability may be lost. Fixing all parameters
as in table 4.1 and varying cy yields the hysteretic bifurcation diagram with limit point bifurcation at cy = 2.25 shown in the left panel of figure 4.2. We observe that for an PI3K
production rate cy in [2.25, dy ) we obtain two stable equilibria, one with high and one with
low (close to zero) RelB value; separated by an unstable equilibrium. For 0 < cy < 2.25 only
one locally asymptotically stable RelB equilibrium exists. The corresponding relationship
between the strength of secondary LPS challenge and the equilibrium values of RelB is shown
in the right panel of figure 4.2 for fixed cy = 2.5. As expected, low and high secondary LPS
correspond to low RelB equilibrium levels, while super high RelB correspond to high RelB
equilibrium levels.

Next, we will numerically investigate the relationship between the size of RelB equilibria and
the LPS levels during primary and secondary challenges.

4.4.3

Numerical results

Primary challenge
We first examine the dynamics of RelB, IRAK-1, and PI3K after a single LPS challenge.
We assume that L0 = 100 (L0 = 0.1) correspond to high (super low) endotoxin challenges,
x0 = y0 = z0 = 0, and all parameters are given in table 4.1. A super low LPS challenge leads
to IRAK-1’s exponential increase to 21.64 (see figure 4.3a, solid curve). Contrarily, a high
LPS challenge leads to an initial short spike in IRAK-1 followed by an exponential decrease
to 1.9 · 10−9 within the first 150h (see figure 4.3a, dashed curve). We can further connect
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Figure 4.2: Left: Bifurcation: RelB equilibria versus parameter cy . All other parameters as
in table 4.1; Right: Dependence of the asymptotically approached RelB equilibrium following
secondary challenge 150 hours past primary low challenge on the strength of the secondary
challenge, when cy = 2.5.
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these outcomes to the qualitative differences in IRAK-1 half-lives for different LPS stimuli
observed experimentally. Indeed, our model predicts that for a super low LPS stimulus
IRAK-1 increases following its initial spike due to activation, matching the long half-life of 5
hours observed experimentally [116]. In contrast, for high LPS stimulus IRAK-1 decreases,
matching the shorter half-life of 0.5 hours observed experimentally [116]. For the other
two proteins, PI3K and RelB, the model predicts exponential decreases to 4.1 × 10−2 and
6.9 × 10−3 , respectively for super low LPS stimuli (see figures 4.3c and 4.3e, solid curves).
In contrast, the model predicts increases to 549.2 and 149.4, respectively for high LPS
challenge (see figures 4.3c and 4.3e, dashed curves). As with IRAK-1, these results match
the experimental PI3K and RelB’s half-lives: 2.5 and 3 hours for high LPS challenge [3, 115],
0.25 and 0.5 hours for super low LPS challenge [3, 115].
We observe that the RelB level is high (low) following super low (high) primary LPS challenge
as seen in experiments [57]. Since RelB is responsible for blocking the transcription of
inflammatory mediators [57], an initial low RelB level can trigger a strong inflammatory
response. We next investigate how this initial reaction changes when RelB response is
reprogrammed through two consecutive LPS challenges.

Secondary challenge without a phenotype switch
We next examine how the strength of the primary LPS challenge influences the system’s
dynamics following a secondary high LPS encounter. We assume that super low (high)
primary LPS challenge is followed by high LPS booster (with L0 = 100) τ = 150 hours
later. The initial conditions for the other variables are set at x(150), y(150) and z(150) in
the primary challenge model. Figures 4.3b, 4.3d, and 4.3f show the emerging dynamics. Our
model shows that when we consider two consecutive high LPS challenges, IRAK-1 decreases
exponentially to a low equilibrium (figure 4.3b, dashed curve). PI3K and RelB increase
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Figure 4.3: Simulated dynamics of model (4.1) for: (left) single challenge with high (L0 = 100,

dashed lines) and a super low (L0 = 0.1, solid lines) LPS; (right) two sequential LPS challenges
with second challenge applied 150 hours after primary challenge, and either high-high doses (dashed
lines) or super low- high doses (solid lines). All parameters as in table 4.1.
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from 549.2 to 1508.6, and 149.4 to 305.9, respectively (figures 4.3d and 4.3f, dashed curve).
Even though the absolute values of all three proteins change between primary and boosting
stimuli, their values during both primary and secondary responses are representative of a
weak inflammatory response which we associate with immune tolerance. Similarly, when we
model the RelB dynamics during a super low LPS primary challenge followed by a high LPS
booster the asymptotic dynamics of the three proteins follow the outcomes seen after super
low primary LPS dose. Indeed, the high booster does not change the equilibria of IRAK-1,
PI3K or RelB (figure 4.3b, solid curves). In particular, RelB decreases transiently before
increasing to the before the booster low equilibrium. Therefore, both primary and secondary
responses are representative of a strong inflammatory response (primed state). These results
show, that under these initial conditions, the macrophage phenotype is determined during
the primary stimuli. We will next show how these results can be altered if the booster
stimulus is super high.

Secondary challenge with a phenotype switch
The model predicts distinct dynamics of the three proteins for high-high LPS challenge
compared to super low-high LPS challenges, with the size of the first dose determining
the outcome during the secondary challenge, i.e. inflammation for primary super low LPS
and tolerance for primary high LPS. This result is dependent on the size of the booster.
Indeed, the bistable nature of the system predicts a possible switch in macrophage phenotype,
depending on the chosen initial conditions. In particular, we found that we can drive the
system in a different state by increasing the dose size. For a super high primary LPS
challenge, L0 = 250, the RelB will have a high equilibrium (tolerant state, E1 ) no matter
how high the booster size. On the other hand, a super high LPS boosting, L0 = 250, following
a super low primary LPS challenge can induce a phenotype switch, driving the system from
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the pro-inflammatory equilibrium (E2 ) to the pro-tolerant equilibrium (E1 ) (see figure 4.4).
Indeed, the super low - super high challenges will drive RelB from low to high levels (see figure
4.4f, solid line), corresponding to macrophage phenotype changes from pro-inflammatory to
pro-tolerant. The increase in PI3K caused by the super high secondary dose counteracts the
IRAK-1 increase (see figures 4.4d and 4.4b, solid line), resulting in decreased inhibition of
PI3K and an increase in RelB levels. By contrast, high dose boosting of L0 = 100 yields
the inhibition of PI3K by IRAK-1 as the factor determining the system’s dynamics by not
allowing for high enough PI3K levels which would inhibit the IRAK-1 production (see figure
4.3d and 4.3b, solid line). Therefore the systems stays in a pro-tolerant state.
Besides its strength, the timing of the secondary LPS challenge plays a role in the outcome as
well. An early high (L0 = 100) booster t = 5 hours after primary super low challenge, drives
the system from primed to tolerant. A later high (L0 = 100) booster t = 10, (75, 150) hours
after primary super low challenge, only leads to transient changes and does not drive the
system into another immune state (see figure 4.5). In experiments the cells are usually
primed overnight, i.e. for at least six hours [91, 137]. Our model predicts that, if the primary
challenge was super low, boosting with high dose (L0 = 100) in a shorter than six hours span
following primary challenge, will drive the system into a tolerant state with elevated RelB.
By contrast, if the primary challenge was super low, boosting at times later than a six hours
span following primary challenge, will keep the system in a pro-inflammatory state with low
RelB levels. A bifurcation diagram for the asymptotic dynamics of RelB versus both the
booster timing and size when the primary LPS challege is weak (L0 = 0.1) is shown in figure
4.6.
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Figure 4.4: Simulated dynamics of model (4.1) for: (left) single challenge with high (L0 = 250,

dashed lines) and a super low (L0 = 0.1, solid lines) LPS; (right) two sequential LPS challenges
with second challenge applied 150 hours after primary challenge, and either high-high doses (dashed
lines) or super low - high doses (solid lines), including the asymptotic behavior. All parameters as
in table 4.1.
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Figure 4.5: RelB dynamics for super low (L0 = 0.1) followed by high (L0 = 100) LPS
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Figure 4.6: Boosting after a super low (L0 = 0.1) primary challenge. Dependence of the
RelB equilibria on the time and strength of the booster. All parameters as in table 4.1.

4.5

Discussion

We developed a mathematical model describing the differential response in macrophages
function between pro-inflammatory and pro-tolerant phenotypes when challenged with LPS.
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Previous modeling studies have investigated cellular programming into different phenotypes
by either describing the topology of the transcription-factor networks underlying such switch
through the use of generic deterministic models describing the topological motifs of bistability
[72, 197, 198, 199] and inflammation [55, 174], by characterizing the global architecture of
cell phenotype [18, 206], and by describing the biochemical network models involved in cell
fate [21, 172]. Such models could be applied to describe the switch in the macrophage
phenotype, but would not predict the mechanisms behind the switch. In this study, we
model the biochemical kinetics of three molecules involved in macrophage priming: IRAK-1,
PI3K, and RelB. By investigating their dynamics we connected the immunological outcomes
with the size of bacterial endotoxin challenge.
Our model exhibits bistable behavior, with the motif of bistability being induced by the
non-linear mutual inhibition of proteins IRAK-1 and PI3K. We found that the pro-tolerant
and pro-inflammatory macrophage states are determined by the size of the initial LPS dose,
with a super low primary LPS leading to inflammation and high primary LPS leading to
tolerance. Perturbing these initial states is highly dependent on the size of LPS boosting
and is one directional. Once we have a tolerant macrophage response (following a high LPS
primary challenge), we cannot revert to an inflammatory macrophage response no matter
the size of the LPS booster. If the system is in an inflammatory state (following a super low
LPS primary challenge), however, a high and early LPS booster can revert the macrophages
into pro-tolerant cells. These results are based on the connection between RelB levels and
the phenotypes of the macrophages.
One model limitation is the assumption that the decay of PI3K needs to be modeled in a
density dependent manner. When we change this to the more classical linear-type decay we
maintain bistable kinetics, but we lose the RelB qualitative behavior, i.e. the observed low
RelB level for low initial LPS stimuli and high RelB level for high initial LPS stimuli.
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Under the model parameters, we quantified the timing and size of LPS booster needed to
observe this switch in phenotype. These results may be useful to study mechanisms of
autoimmune diseases. Autoimmunity refers to diseases in which the body’s own immune
system will attack healthy cells, typically through inflammation. In reducing the body’s
immune response, and thus inflammation, damage to host tissue can be minimized [154].
Our model was able to qualitatively match the IRAK-1, PI3K, and RelB dynamics and
half-lives observed experimentally following a single endotoxin challenge with an increase
of IRAK-1 and decay of PI3K and RelB following super low dose LPS challenge; decreased
IRAK-1 and increased PI3K and RelB following high dose LPS challenge [57]. We could not,
however, determine their physiological levels as many of the model parameters are unitless.
Quantitative knowledge of such parameters is needed to quantitatively match the sizes of
the three proteins concentrations with the predictions for the emergence of different cell
phenotypes.
In conclusion, we determined a molecular model that can explain the differential responses
between macrophage phenotypes and connected the outcomes with the size of LPS primary
doses. Our results can be used to guide treatments for patients with either autoimmune
diseases or a compromised immune system.

Chapter 5
Mathematical investigation of HBeAg
seroclearance
Based on previous modeling work on HBeAg clearance during chronic HBV infections described in section 3.1.2, we developed within-host models that investigate the effects of
HBeAb formation and dynamics on the cytotoxic immune response and HBeAg clearance.
This work has been published in Mathematical Biosciences and Engineering [109]. Parts of
the manuscript have been modified for this dissertation. In developing the models, figures
and numerical simulations I was supervised by Dr. Stanca M. Ciupe.

5.1

Abstract

Spontaneous or drug-induced loss of hepatitis B e antigen is considered a beneficial event
in the disease progression of chronic hepatitis B virus infections. Mathematical models of
within-host interactions are proposed; which provide insight into hepatitis B e antibody
formation, its influence on hepatitis B e antigen seroclearance, and reversion of anergic cytotoxic immune responses. They predict that antibody expansion causes immune activation
and hepatitis B e antigen seroclearance. Quantification of the time between antibody expansion and hepatitis B e antigen seroclearance in the presence and absence of treatment
shows that potent short-term treatment speeds up the time between antibody expansion
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and hepatitis B e antigen seroclearance. The monthly hepatocyte turnover during this time
can be increased or decreased by treatment depending on the amount of core promoter or
precore mutated virus produced. The results can inform human interventions.

5.2

Introduction

Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is a major public health burden with high endemic areas
in South East Asia, China, and sub-Saharan Africa [94]; and approximately 240 million
chronically infected people worldwide [4]. HBV infects a subset of liver cells, the hepatocytes
[139], and can lead to either acute or chronic disease. About 90% of perinatally and 2030% of childhood acquired HBV infections become chronic [69], while healthy adults clear
the infection in 95% of the cases [139]. Severe complications, such as liver cirrhosis and
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), follow chronic infections [139].
Chronic HBV spans five distinct disease stages which are built around the dynamics of a
serological marker called hepatitis B e antigen (HBeAg), a secretory protein that is not
required for viral replication or hepatocyte infection [145] and has been described as a downregulator of the cellular immune response, therefore acting as an immune tolerogen [89].
The stages are not clearly separated or sequential [4]. The first four are distinguished by
the presence/absence of HBeAg and by disease (hepatitis), as described below [4]. The first
phase, called HBeAg-positive infection (formerly known as the immune tolerant phase), lasts
between 10–30 years [4, 69]. Viral DNA levels are high and HBeAg is detectable, while alanine aminotransferase (ALT) (a marker of liver disease) is normal, indicating lack of liver cell
damage [69, 114]. The second stage, called HBeAg-positive hepatitis (formerly known as immune clearance or immune active phase), is characterized by high and fluctuating viral DNA
levels, the presence of HBeAg, elevated ALT and moderate to severe liver damage [4, 69].
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The third phase, called HBeAg-negative infection phase (formerly the inactive carrier phase),
is marked by HBeAg seroconversion, i.e. hepatitis B e-antibody (HBeAb) production and
subsequent HBeAg loss, low viral DNA levels, normal ALT and no liver disease [4, 141]. The
fourth phase, called HBeAg-negative hepatitis, is characterized by undetectable HBeAg, detectable HBeAb, moderate to high viral DNA levels, elevated ALT and liver disease [4]. The
fifth phase, which is no longer determined by HBeAg, is called hepatitis B surface antigen
(HBsAg) negative phase. It is marked by normal ALT levels and usually undetectable viral
DNA levels [4]. Reaching this phase before the onset of cirrhosis significantly reduces the
risk of liver damage (either by cirrhosis or HCC) [4].
For chronically infected HBV patients two main groups of HBV drugs are available: interferon-α
(IFNα) or its pegylated form PegIFNα, and five nucles(t)ide analogues (NAs): lamivudine,
telbivudine, adefovir, entecavir, and tenofovir [176]. IFNs have both immunoregulatory and
antiviral effects [176]. NAs have only antiviral effects, such as inhibition of HBV replication
[73, 176]. The goal of HBV treatment is to reduce the risk of disease progression and HCC
development [4]. The optimal treatment endpoint is seroclearance of HBsAg, associated with
a very low risk of viral relapse and progression to HCC [4, 165].
The severe side effects associated with IFNα and PegIFNα limit the amount of time when
they can be administrated: usually 48 weeks, but in certain cases up to 96 weeks [4, 231].
Therefore, the more widely used treatment options are NAs. Older NAs caused viral resistance, but this risk was significantly reduced by the newest generation of NAs: entecavir and
tenofovir, which allow for long-term (indefinite) treatment [4, 88, 166, 215]. In spite of these
advances in NAs therapy, HBsAg seroclearance is reached in only 1% of treated patients
[166]. Hence HBeAg seroconversion, in addition to viral remission to an undetectable viral
DNA level, is often considered a more realistic treatment endpoint [165, 202]. In particular,
for HBeAg-positive patients that undergo HBeAg seroconversion and viral remission during
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treatment, stopping therapy after some consolidation phase is recommended [4]. A systematic review of NA treatment studies has reported that after initial seroconversion about 95
(92, 88)% of patients stay HBeAg-negative for 6 (12, 24) months post treatment cessation,
and that about 73 (62, 53 51)% of initially HBeAg-positive patients remain in viral remission
6 (12, 24, 36) months after the end of therapy.[166].
The role of HBeAg seroconversion has been investigated in several clinical studies. It has
been reported that patients that undergo HBeAg seroconversion have a better prognosis than
those that are consistently seropositive, such as slower disease progression and regression of
the fibrosis [98, 126]. Other studies have shown that persistently HBeAg-positive patients
have a higher risk of developing HCC [225], and liver cirrhosis [37, 96, 127]. Additionally
prolonged HBeAg-positive hepatitis or higher age at HBeAg seroconversion was associated
with a higher risk for liver cirrhosis [37, 38, 39, 40].
Drug therapy was correlated with faster HBeAg seroconversion. A meta-analysis reported
increased HBeAg seroconversion rates after one year of NA treatment regardless of NAs
efficacy [52]. Another meta-analysis reported that the rates of HBeAg seroconversion after one year of treatment are greatest for tenofovir [212] and telbivudine [222]. However,
for longer treatment periods (of 3,4,5 years) the rate of HBeAg seroconversion is reduced
compared to spontaneous seroconversion obtained without treatment [222, 228], indicating
that a prolonged duration of treatment with, in particular the highly efficient NAs entecavir
and tenofovir, is deleterious in achieving HBeAg seroconversion. Given the importance of
HBeAg in HBV pathogenesis and the contradictory reports regarding spontaneous and druginduced HBeAg seroconversion, we propose a mathematical modeling approach for studying
the dynamics of HBeAg loss under various hypotheses. The developed models will investigate
the role of antibody formation, their role in the disease transition from HBeAg-positive to
HBeAg-negative infections, and the trade-off between virus loss during therapy and HBeAg
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seroclearance.
Over the past decades, mathematical models have been developed to study the dynamics
of acute, chronic, and occult HBV infections [46, 82, 160], drug therapy [32, 51, 66, 71,
79, 106, 122, 155, 156], cell-to-cell transmission [81], intracellular interactions [80, 81, 152],
cellular immune responses [46, 47, 106, 113, 131], antibody-mediated immune responses
[48, 80, 226], HBeAg [45, 80], and HBeAb [80]. We build on the previous modeling work and
consider the interaction between HBeAg, cellular immune responses, HBeAb levels and drug
efficacy. We hypothesize that B cells mature into HBeAb-producing plasma cells during
the HBeAg-positive stages of HBV infection, investigate various modulation mechanisms
for HBeAb dynamics, and use the models to predict the differences in seroconversion times
under treatment and in the absence of treatment.

5.3

Model development

We model the interactions between uninfected hepatocytes, T ; infected hepatocytes, I; hepatitis B virus, V ; effector cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs), E; HBeAg, e; HBeAb, A; and
HBeAg-HBeAb immune complexes, X. To incorporate the ability of the liver to regenerate
after cell loss [179], we assume that uninfected hepatocytes follow a logistic growth with
maximum proliferation rate r and carrying capacity Tm . They become infected with HBV
at rate β. Infected hepatocytes are killed by effector cells at rate µ, and produce virus and
HBeAg at rates p and π, respectively. Furthermore, we assume that infected cells proliferate
with maximum proliferation r [47, 51, 82]. Since there is evidence, at least in acute HBV
infections [10, 47, 82], that covalently closed circular DNA can be lost during cell proliferation, we assume that an infected cell produces one uninfected and one infected offspring.
HBV is cleared at rate c. Effector cells are recruited at constant rate sE and, after interac-
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tion with infected cells, expand at maximum rate α and carrying capacity Em [131]. It has
been reported that HBeAg suppresses the cellular immune responses [89, 146]. We model
this by decreasing the effector cell recruitment at rate σ. Effector cells die at rate dE . We
only model the cytolytic effect of the effector cells and ignore their non-cytolytic function
[46]. HBeAgs decay at per capita rate δe and bind HBeAb to form complexes at rate kp .
Complexes dissociate at rate km and decay at per capita rate cX = δe + dX , where δe is
the decay rate of HBeAg and dX is increased removal due to phagocytosis. Previous papers
[163] have presented detailed models of B lymphocyte proliferation and differentiation into
plasmablast, antibody producing plasma cells and memory cells after they encounter antigen. For simplicity, we ignore the details of B-lymphocyte dynamics and differentiation into
antibody producing cells and assume that free HBeAb, A, is produced at rate s proportional
to the HBeAg. Moreover HBeAb is maintained after HBeAg clearance through antigenindependent homeostatic proliferation of memory B cells and long-lived plasma cells, which
we model through a logistic term with maximum proliferation rate sA and carrying capacity
Am [48]. The corresponding system of equations is given by system (5.1) and a schematic
representation is shown in figure 5.1.
dT
dt
dI
dt
dV
dt
de
dt
dE
dt
dA
dt
dX
dt



T +I
= r(T + I) 1 −
− βT V,
Tm
= βT V − µIE,
= pI − cV,
= πI − δe e − kp Ae + km X,


sE E + αIE
E
=
1−
− dE E,
1 + σe
Em


A
= (sA A + seA) 1 −
− kp Ae + km X,
Am
= kp Ae − km X − (δe + dX )X.

(5.1)
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All parameters in this model are positive. Moreover the initial conditions are

T (0) = T0 , I(0) = I0 , V (0) = V0 , e(0) = e0 , E(0) = E0 , A(0) = A0 , X(0) = X0 .
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Figure 5.1: Model schematic including interactions given in system (5.1). Lines with arrow
tips describe up-regulation or production and lines with a bar as the tip describe inhibition.
Dashed lines indicate logistic growth.
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Results
Analytical results

System (5.1) has four virus clearance equilibria. Equilibrium S2 = (Tm , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) where


clearance happens in the absence of immune responses, equilibrium S4 = Tm , 0, 0, 0, Em (ssEE−dE ) , 0, 0
where clearance is achieved due to CTL responses, and equilibrium S8 = (Tm , 0, 0, 0, 0, Am , 0)
where HBeAb responses are maximal and CTL responses are absent are unstable. Lastly,


equilibrium S10 = Tm , 0, 0, 0, Em (ssEE−dE ) , Am , 0 where CTL responses are present and HBeAb
responses are maximal is locally asymptotically stable when (Tm βpsE )/(Em µc(sE − dE )) < 1
and sE > dE . This means that when virus and infected cells are cleared faster than produced,
while CTLs are produced faster than cleared, infection dies out.
Similarly, positive virus equilibria can be obtained in the absence of any immune responses
(S5 ), in the presence of anergic CTL responses (S6 ), under positive but inefficient antibody
responses (S11 ), and in the presence of both anergic CTLs and inefficient antibody responses
(S12 ). The exact description of these equilibria, other equilibria that are not mentioned here,
and their stability can be found in Appendix A.2.

5.4.2

Numerical results

Parameter values
The parameter values used in the simulations are given in table 5.1. Liver makes up one
fiftieth of a persons weight [61]. Each gram of liver contains 14 × 107 hepatocytes [189].
Therefore, an average 70 kg person has about 2 × 1011 hepatocytes. As in [47], distributing
this throughout 15L of extracellular fluid results in a liver capacity of Tm = 13.6 × 106
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hepatocytes/mL.
Liver cells have the potential to regenerate fast. We account for it by setting the hepatocyte
proliferation rate to r = 1/day, as in [46, 48]. The estimates for the infected hepatocytes
half-lives range between 10–100 days [160]. Given that we assume a maximum effector cells
level of Em = 103 cells/mL, and an infected hepatocytes half-life of 11 days, the infected
cells clearance rate becomes µ = ln 2/(11 × Em ) = 6 × 10−5 mL/(cells×day). The estimates
for virus half-life is at most 4.4 hours [151]. We assume a half-life of 4 hours, corresponding
to a decay rate of c = 4.2/day. The viral infectivity rate during acute HBV infection was
estimated to range between 10−10 −1.8×10−9 mL/(virus×day) [48] and the virus production
rate ranges between 200–1000/day [209]. Since virus levels are lower during chronic disease,
we consider a one-fold reduction in the infectivity rate β = 4 × 10−11 mL/(virus×day) and
keep the viral production levels as in acute cases, p = 400/day. Similar results can be
obtained for high (acute level) infectivity and reduced production rates (not shown). As in
[45], we assume that HBeAg is degraded at rate δe = 0.3/day. The half-life of effector cells
is short, therefore we assume a decay rate of dE = 0.5/day [5, 45, 113].
The dissociation rate of HBsAg-HBsAb immune complexes is km = 10/day [48]. We assume
the same is true for HBeAg-HBeAb dissociation rate. Furthermore, we assume that HBeAb
is mostly IgG and that the avidity for HBeAg-HBeAb binding is similar to that for HBsAgHBsAb binding, which is set at K = 107 M−1 as in [24]. For an IgG molecular weight of
150kDa = 150 × 103 g/mol [48], and a conversion of 1 IgG in mg/mL = 13.43 IgG in IU/mL
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[192], we obtain a binding rate
1
108 L
108 L
1000mL
mol
=
=
×
×
M×d
mol × d
mol × d
L
150 × 103 g
108
mL
105
1 mL
105
mL
=
×
=
×
×
=
×
3
150 d × 10 mg
150 d mg
150 × 13.43 IU × d
mL
≈ 50 ×
.
IU × d

kp = km × K = 108

(5.2)

The remaining parameters are chosen as follows. We assume that infected cells produce
HBeAg at rate π = 10−4 IU/(cells×day), and activate effector cells at rate α = 2.1/(cells×day).
Further, effector cells are activated in an infected cell independent manner at rate sE =
0.1/day and their production is inhibited by HBeAg at rate σ = 104 mL/IU. HBeAb is
produced in an HBeAg-independent manner at rate sA = 10−10 /day and has a carrying
capacity of Am = 10 IU/mL. HBeAg-dependent HBeAb production rate s will be varied
throughout our investigations. Lastly, the HBeAg-HBeAb immune complex removal rate is
cX = 1.2/day, four times higher than the clearance of free HBeAg [100].

Initial conditions

While free HBeAb is not detected by assays during most chronic HBeAg-positive HBV
infections, it is reasonable to believe that antibody specific for HBeAg are present in immune
complexes before the free antibody can be detected. This has been shown in HIV infections
where immune complexes have been detected three weeks prior to free antibody detection
[195]. However, since the number of immune complexes is small, we model this by assuming
HBeAb is initially negligible, i.e. A = 0, and X = 0. Under this assumption HBeAb does
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not influence the dynamics of the remaining variables and system (5.1) reduces to
dT
dt
dI
dt
dV
dt
de
dt
dE
dt



T +I
= r(T + I) 1 −
Tm


− βT V,

= βT V − µIE,
(5.3)

= pI − cV,
= πI − δe e,
sE E + αIE
=
1 + σe



E
1−
− dE E.
Em

Furthermore, during HBeAg-positive infection, the CTL immune responses are suppressed.
We model this by assuming an immune tolerant equilibrium, in which the CTL responses
are non-existent or reduced. Asymptotic analysis of model (5.3) (see Appendix A.1) shows
that there are at most five equilibria in which virus population is non-zero: a no CTL state
in which the entire liver is infected
S5noA



Tm p Tm π
= 0, Tm ,
,
,0
c
δe

(5.4)

and at most four CTL-inefficient infectious states
S6noA



p¯ π ¯
¯
¯
¯
= T̄ (I), I, I, I, Ē(I) ,
c δe

where
¯
¯ = ((αδe − πσdE )I + δe (sE − dE ))Em cµ ,
T̄ (I)
δe βp(αI¯ + sE )
¯ =
Ē(I)

((αδe − πσdE )I¯ + δe (sE − dE ))Em
,
δe (αI¯ + sE )

(5.5)
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and I¯ is a root of the fourth degree polynomial
C4 I¯4 + C3 I¯3 + C2 I¯2 + C1 I¯ + C0 .

(5.6)

The coefficients C0 , C1 , C2 , C3 , and C4 are defined in Appendix A.1.
Equilibrium S5noA represents completely absent CTL responses, while S6noA represents inefficient (exhausted) CTL responses. Studies have shown that during chronic HBeAg-positive
infections, cellular immune responses are anergic rather than completely absent [112]. We
therefore assume that the equilibrium in the absence of HBeAb is given by S6noA , where
the CTL responses are non-zero but inefficient. Numerically we find that this is the only
stable equilibrium of system (5.3) for the parameter values given in table 5.1. Our goal
is to investigate how the emergence of antibodies affects HBeAg dynamics and how much
this event contributes to the reverting of T cell exhaustion. To address this, we investigate
the dynamics of system (5.1) under initial conditions given by the T cell exhaustion state
(5.5), together with a small initial free HBeAb concentration A0 = 10−6 IU/mL. This means
that at time t = 0 we perturb system (5.1) from its unstable equilibrium (S6noAb , 0, 0) by
introducing a small number of free HBeAb. These initial conditions are summarized in table
5.2.

The dynamics of HBeAg and CTL populations
For the parameter values in table 5.1, and HBeAg-dependent HBeAb production rate s =
6 mL/(IU×d), the system’s dynamics are shown in figure 5.2. The solid and dashed curves
show the dynamics in the presence and absence of HBeAbs. If the effects of the HBeAb
are negligible, then the HBeAg levels do not change and the CTL responses are not strong
enough to cause viral remission (see figure 5.2, dashed curves). Contrarily, spontaneous
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Table 5.1: Parameter values.

Parameter
r
Tm
p
c
δe
dE
dX
kp
km
β
µ
π
α
sE
σ
Em
s
sA
Am

Description
proliferation rate of hepatocytes
hepatocyte carrying capacity
virus production rate
virus clearance rate
HBeAg degradation rate
immune cell death rate
complex removal rate due to phagocytosis
HBeAb binding rate
HBeAb dissociation rate
viral infectivity rate
effector induced infected cells clearance rate
e-antigen production rate
infected cell dependent immune
cell activation rate
infected cell independent immune
cell activation rate
strength of e-antigen inhibition
effector cells carrying capacity
HBeAg dependent HBeAb production rate
HBeAg independent HBeAb production rate
HBeAb carrying capacity

Value
1
13.6 × 106
400
4.2
0.3
0.5
3 × δe
50
10
4 × 10−11
6 × 10−5
10−4

Unit
d−1
cells/mL
mL/(virus×d)
d−1
d−1
d−1
d−1
mL/(IU×d)
d−1
mL/(virus×d)
mL/(cells×d)
IU/(cells×d)

2.1

1/(cells×d)

0.1

d−1

104
103
varied
10−10
10

mL/IU
cells/mL
mL/(IU×d)
d−1
IU/mL

References
[46, 48]
[47, 61, 189]
[209]
[151]
[45]
[5, 45, 113]
see text
see text
[48], see text
[160], see text

¯ V̄ , ē, Ē as defined in (5.5).
Table 5.2: Initial conditions with T̄ , I,
Initial condition
T0
I0
V0
e0
E0

Description
target cells
infected cells
virus
HBeAg
effector cells

A0

HBeAb

X0

HBeAg-HBeAb immune complexes

Value
T̄
I¯
V̄
ē
Ē
(
10−6 , (HBeAb expansion)
0,
(negligent HBeAb)
0

Unit
cells/mL
cells/mL
virus/mL
IU/mL
cells/mL
IU/mL
IU/mL

HBeAb production leads to virus suppression below the threshold level of HBeAg-negative
infections, corresponding to 104 cp/mL [165], which for the remainder of our study will
be called low level virus concentration. The HBeAg population drops below 0.1 IU/mL,
corresponding to the lower limit for HBeAg quantification assays, which for the remainder
of our study will be called HBeAg seroclearance level (see figure 5.2, solid curves).
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We investigated which immune factors are responsible for HBeAg seroclearance, as well as
for the infected cells’ decay. Both HBeAg and infected cells decrease in biphasic manner
(see figure 5.3). The first slope decay is steeper for HBeAg than for infected cells, while the
second slope decays are the same (see figure 5.3, grey versus black lines). The additional
removal of free HBeAg during the first phase decay is due to antibody binding, and the
formation and removal of immune-complexes by phagocytes. Following the initial antibody
responses, a decrease in HBeAg levels leads to a decrease in their tolerogenic pressure on
CTLs, which get activated and kill infected cells. As a result, infected cells do get removed
by potent cellular immune responses, but HBeAg production slows down as well. During
the second phase decay, CTL responses outweigh the antibody responses, hence, the slopes
for both HBeAg and infected cells’ decay are identical.
Together, this analysis leads to the prediction that a combination of antibody and cellular
responses is needed to drive the system into a state of low level virus concentration and
undetectable HBeAg. Antibody responses act first, by reducing the immune tolerant effects
of HBeAg, while cellular responses control the later stages of the infection.
As shown in figure 5.2, under HBeAb responses which grow in an HBeAg-dependent manner
at rate s = 6 mL/(IU×d), HBeAg is cleared in 2.8 years. We quantified the time of HBeAg seroclearance, τ (s), as a function of the HBeAb production rate s for 5.51 ≤ s ≤ 50 mL/(IU×d)
(see figure 5.4). For s < 5.51 mL/(IU×d), HBeAg seroclearance is never reached. The time
to HBeAg seroclearance (below 0.1 IU/mL) decreases from 41.9 years for small s = 5.51
mL/(IU×d) to 1.2 years for s > 50 mL/(IU×d) (see figure 5.4). As expected, higher antibody expansion rates lead to shorter times to HBeAg serocleareance. The time to HBeAg
seroclearance is dependent on the initial HBeAb level, with faster HBeAg clearance for high
initial HBeAb levels (see figure 5.5). In our simulations we fixed A0 = 10−6 IU/mL to avoid
any numerical problems.
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Figure 5.4: HBeAg seroclearance time versus HBeAb production rate s when A0 = 10−6
IU/mL.

5.4.3

Sensitivity analysis

In the derivation of the previously presented results, several parameters for which little quantitative information is given are kept fixed. To investigate how changes in these parameters
may influence the systems dynamics, we analyzed the time-dependent semi-relative sensitivity of model (5.1)’s dynamics to small changes in various parameters. For times 0 to 2 years
and parameters P = {α, Am , β, kp , µ, π, s, sA , sE , σ} we look at the semi-relative sensitivity
curves P ∂Y
, where Y = {T, I, V, e, E, A, X}. An example is given in figure 5.6, which shows
∂P
the populations’ time-dependent semi-relative sensitivities with respect to the virus’ infectivity β. As expected, we find that {α, Am , µ, s, sA , sE } have negative effects on {I, V, e}
and positive effects on E, while {β, kp , π, σ} have the opposite effects (see figures 5.7–5.9,
left and center panels, for the maximal semi-relative sensitivities during the first two years).
Furthermore, we observe that virus, HBeAg, and effector cell populations are most sensitive
to changes in kp and s (see figures 5.7–5.9, left panels). While HBeAg and effector cells are
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most sensitive around day 125 regardless of the parameter, the maximal sensitivity of the
virus population to β, Am and µ occurs later (see figures 5.7–5.9, right panels).
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5.5

Core and precore mutations

Host-virus predictors for HBeAg seroconversion are limited, especially in chronic infections
with high virus loads [27]. Two positive events that lead to HBeAg loss are virus mutations
in the core promoter [161] and precore region [31], which prevent the coding of HBeAg
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and lead to loss of HBeAg-positive virus. Clinical studies have found that at least one
core/precore mutation can be found in 89% of HBeAg-negative patients and 56% of HBeAgpositive patients [13]. Another study [110] has reported even higher numbers of HBeAgpositive patients with core/precore mutations. We, therefore, assume that core/precore
mutations precede the HBeAg seroclearance. However, the quantitative relationship between
mutation rates and time to HBeAg seroconversion is not known. Core/precore mutations
in our investigations can be seen as a proxy for any event leading to an infected cell’s loss
of HBeAg production. Here, we investigate the role of mutations in HBeAg clearance as
follows. We modify system (5.1) to include both wildtype HBeAg-positive virus Vw , and
mutant HBeAg-negative virus Vm . Cells are either infected by wiltdtype or mutant viruses,
Iw and Im . At time t1 , a fraction Φ of the viruses produced by Iw are HBeAg-negative and
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the rest 1 − Φ are HBeAg-positive. We ignore back mutations based on the observation
that HBeAg-negative virus is mostly inactive. By contrast, all viruses produced by Im are
HBeAg-negative. Wildtype and mutant viruses replicate at rates pw and pm , and are cleared
at rates cw and cm . Furthermore, hepatocytes get infected by wildtype and mutant viruses at
rates βw and βm and are killed by CTLs at rates µw and µm . We assume that during division
an infected hepatocyte of either wild or mutant-type (Iw or Im ) produces one uninfected and
one infected offspring of the same hepatocyte type. The system describing these interactions
is

dT
dt
dIw
dt
dIm
dt
dVw
dt
dVm
dt
de
dt
dE
dt
dA
dt
dX
dt

where Φ(t) =



T + Iw + Im
= r(T + Iw + Im ) 1 −
− βw T Vw − βm T Vm ,
Tm
= βw T Vw − µw Iw E,
= βm T Vm − µm Im E,
= pw (1 − Φ(t))Iw − cw Vw ,
= pm Im + pw Φ(t)Iw − cm Vm ,

(5.7)

= πIw − δe e − kp Ae + km X,


sE E + α(Iw + Im )E
E
=
1−
− dE E,
1 + σe
Em


A
= (sA A + seA) 1 −
− kp Ae + km X,
Am
= kp Ae − km X − cX X,




 0,

if t < t1



 Φ,

if t ≥ t1

.

All parameters in this model are positive. Moreover the initial conditions are T (0) =
T0 , Iw (0) = I0 , Im (0) = 0, Vw (0) = V0 , Vm (0) = 0, e(0) = e0 , E(0) = E0 , A(0) = A0 , X(0) =
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X0 , where T0 , I0 , V0 , e0 , E0 , A0 , X0 are defined as in the case of system (5.1).

5.5.1

Analytical results

We assume that the wildtype and mutant viruses are identical in everything but their ability
to produce HBeAg, i.e. βw = βm = β, µw = µm = µ, pw = pm = p, cw = cm = c, and analyze
the long-term behavior of the system. System (5.7) has the following non-infectious equilibria: viral clearance in the absence of antibody responses, S2mut = (Tm , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),


viral clearance due to CTL responses, S4mut = Tm , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Em (ssEE−dE ) , 0, 0 , virus clearance under maximal antibody responses, S6mut = (Tm , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Am , 0) which are all
unstable; and viral clearance in the presence of CTL and maximal antibody responses,


S8mut = Tm , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Em (ssEE−dE ) , Am , 0 , which is locally asymptotically stable if and only
if sE > dE and

Tm βpsE
Em µc(sE −dE )

< 1.

The model has two equilibria in which only the mutant virus persists and the wildtype
mut
virus goes extinct: mutant persistence in the presence of anergic CTL responses S11
, which

is unstable; and mutant persistence due to a combination of CTL and maximal antibody
mut
responses, S12
. Furthermore, the system has two hyperplanes of equilibria, where HBeAg

can take on any value, and in which mutant and wildtype virus coexist: coexistence in
the absence of any immune responses, S9mut , which is biologically relevant if e < Tm π/δe ;
mut
and coexistence under antibody responses, S10
. Coexistence of wildtype and mutant virus
mut
mut
results in infection of the entire liver. For S9mut , S10
, and S12
we did not perform stability

analysis (see Appendix A.3 for details).
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Numerical results

We are interested in the relationship between the time of HBeAg seroclearance and the time
of precore/core mutations. First, we want to see how the timing of HBeAg seroclearance
under mutation (with and without concomitant free HBeAb expansion) compares with the
timing of HBeAg seroclearance in the absence of mutations and presence of antibodies. We
plot the dynamics of the total virus in the presence of antibody as given by the system
without mutations (5.1) for s = 6 mL/(IU×d) and A0 = 10−6 IU/mL (see figure 5.10, solid
curves) and the dynamics of the wildtype virus given by the system with mutations (5.7)
for Φ = 0.12 and A0 = 0 IU/mL (see figure 5.10, dashed curves). In both scenarios, HBeAg
clearance takes 2.8 years (see figure 5.10, HBeAg (e) panel, solid versus dashed curves).
Furthermore, if A0 = 10−6 IU/mL at the time of core/precore mutations in system (5.7),
HBeAg clearance takes 1.4 years, twice as fast as in either of the single event scenarios
(see figure 5.10, dotted curves). Additionally, model (5.7) predicts the asymptotic loss of
wildtype virus, cells infected with the wildtype virus, HBeAg, and HBeAg-HBeAb immune
complexes. The total virus population is reduced from V̄total = 863.5 cp/mL in model (5.1)
to V̄total = V̄n = 161.6 cp/mL in model (5.7). This is independent of antibody help (see
figure 5.11).
Clinical studies predicted that initial core/precore mutations are followed by the appearance
of antibodies against the HBeAg [162]. We test the effect that the two sequential events,
mutations followed by HBeAb expansion, have on HBeAg loss as follows. Let τ1 (t0 , Φ) and
τ2 (t0 , Φ) be the times between spontaneous HBeAb expansion and HBeAg seroclearance
when mutations with frequency Φ occur at t = 0 and t = t0 > 0. In both cases A0 =
10−6 IU/mL antibodies are introduced at time t = t0 (see figure 5.12). In other words, τ1
measures the time between HBeAb expansion (at time t0 ) and HBeAg seroclearance when
core/precore mutations start t0 days before HBeAb expansion (i.e. at time 0), while τ2
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measures the time between HBeAb expansion (at time t0 ) and HBeAg seroclearance when
core/precore mutations and HBeAb expansion start concomitantly at time t0 . Since the
system is at equilibrium in the absence of mutations (i.e. in the context of τ2 from time 0 to
t0 ), τ2 (0, Φ) = τ2 (t0 , Φ) = τ1 (0, Φ) for all t0 . The difference between the two seroclearance
times, τ1 (t0 , Φ) − τ2 (t0 , Φ), are shown in figure 5.13.
We only consider ranges of t0 and Φ where τ1 (t0 , Φ) is positive, based on the assumption that
HBeAb expansion happens before HBeAg seroclearance. For any fraction of mutations Φ,
we have τ1 (0, Φ) = τ2 (0, Φ), i.e. τ1 (0, Φ) − τ2 (0, Φ) = 0. The model predicts that for Φ > 0.1,
as t0 increases, τ1 (t0 , Φ) and consequently τ1 (t0 , Φ) − τ2 (t0 , Φ) decrease for small and large t0 ,
and increase for intermediate t0 values (see figure 5.13, right panel, for τ1 (t0 , 0.5)−τ2 (t0 , 0.5)).
Very large t0 values result in HBeAg seroclearance that is exclusively driven by mutations
(see figure 5.13, white region). For fixed Φ < 0.1, τ1 (t0 , Φ)−τ2 (t0 , Φ) decreases as t0 increases
leading to τ1 ∼ τ2 for small Φ and all t0 within 0 ≤ t0 < 40 months.
Hepatocyte turnover. Changes in HBeAg are associated with the activation of adaptive
immune responses, fluctuations in HBV DNA and ALT levels, and minimal to high liver
damage. Events such as spontaneous HBeAg seroconversion and emergence of core/precore
mutations, which are considered positive events in the natural course of infection of 70–80% of
chronically infected patients [111], can precede or follow the HBV DNA and ALT dynamics.
Spontaneous HBeAg seroclearance followed by the recovery of HBV-specific T-cell functions,
however, may result in hepatitis and liver disease [186], through T lymphocyte cytotoxic
function [70], cytokine production, such as IL-6, IL-12 and TNF-α [90], and natural killerinduced INF-γ production [186].
Since the order of sequential events leading to HBeAg loss is unknown (and patient dependent), we use model (5.7) to determine: (i) the amount of time it takes to reach HBeAg
seroclearance following HBeAb expansion; (ii) the amount of monthly liver turnover, which
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is defined as the average liver loss due to immune response mediated killing each month [42]
(here, the time period from HBeAb expansion to HBeAg seroclearance), for various fractions
of core/precore mutations. For both questions core/precore mutations start at time t = 0
and HBeAb matures at time t = t0 ≥ 0.
As defined in the previous section, τ1 (t0 , Φ) is the time between HBeAb expansion and
HBeAg seroclearance (see figure 5.12, left panel). We only consider ranges of t0 and Φ where
τ1 (t0 , Φ) is positive, based on the assumption that HBeAb expansion happens before HBeAg
seroclearance. Under these assumptions, we set
Z

t0 +τ1 (t0 ,Φ)

HL(t0 , Φ) =
t0


 !
Iw (t)
Im (t)
µw
E(t) + µm
E(t) dt /τ1 (t0 , Φ),
Tm
Tm

(5.8)

to be the average monthly hepatocyte turnover over the (t0 , t0 + τ1 (t0 , Φ)) time interval.
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Figure 5.12: Cartoon of HBeAg seroclearance times τ1 (t0 , Φ) (left) and τ2 (t0 , Φ) (right).
Heat maps for τ1 (t0 , Φ) and HL(t0 , Φ) are presented in figure 5.14.
For large core/precore mutations, Φ > 0.5, HBeAg seroclearance happens before antibody
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Figure 5.13: (Left) Heat map of τ1 (t0 , Φ) − τ2 (t0 , Φ), the time between HBeAb formation
and HBeAg seroclearance when mutations emerge at t = 0 and antibody emerges at time
t = t0 , and when mutations and antibody emerge at t = t0 , versus time t0 and fraction of
core/precore mutations Φ. (Right) τ1 (t0 , Φ) − τ2 (t0 , Φ) for fixed Φ = 0.5. Parameters for
wildtype and mutant populations are assumed to be equal and given in table 5.1, s = 6
mL/(IU×d).

formation for large t0 (see figure 5.14, left panel, white region), and in the first 12 months
post HBeAb expansion (t0 + 12 months following the start of mutations) for small t0 (see
figure 5.14, left panel, blue region). HBeAg loss is (almost) exclusively due to mutations. As
Φ decreases, τ1 (t0 , Φ) becomes less sensitive to the delay t0 between the start of mutations
and antibody expansion, indicating that antibodies gain more influence on the progression
to HBeAg seroclearance. Finally, for small core/precore mutations, Φ < 0.01, the time between HBeAb expansion and HBeAg seroclearance, τ1 (t0 , Φ), is almost constant for a fixed
Φ regardless of t0 (in the range 0 ≤ t0 ≤ 40 months). This means that the initial HBeAg
loss is almost exclusively antibody-driven and only the second phase decay is influenced by
mutations. Previously, monthly hepatocyte turnover was estimated during acute HBV infections to range between 0.12 − 1 Tm /month [82]. Our model predicts a monthly hepatocyte
turnover of 0.4 Tm /month (see Figure 5.14, right panel, red region) for large Φ and small t0
and 0.1 Tm /month for Φ < 0.01, regardless of t0 (in the range 0 ≤ t0 ≤ 40 months).
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In section 5.6, we will investigate how these results are altered in the presence of antiviral
therapy.

Figure 5.14: (Left) Heat map for τ1 (t0 , Φ), the time between HBeAb expansion and HBeAg
seroclearance, versus the time of HBeAb expansion t0 and the fraction of core/precore mutations Φ. The corresponding parameters for wildtype and mutant populations are assumed
to be equal and given in table 5.1, and s = 6 mL/(IU×d). (Right) Heat map of HL(t0 , Φ),
the average monthly hepatocyte loss between HBeAb expansion and HBeAg seroclearance
due to CTLs killing, versus the time of HBeAb expansion t0 and the fraction of core/precore
mutations Φ. Mutations start at time 0.

5.5.3

Heterogeneity in infected and virus populations

Studies have reported different half-lives for the wildtype and mutant virus strains, although
the exact values vary. Dandri et al. reported average half-lives of 46 and 2.5 minutes,
corresponding to 20-fold higher clearance rate of mutant compared to wildt-ype strains [54].
Ribeiro et al. reported half-lives of 25.2 and 13.1 hours, corresponding to 2-fold increase in
clearance of mutant compared to wildtype virus [175]. Moreover, Ribeiro et al., reported
shorter half-lives of cells infected by mutant compared to wildtype virus, 12.1 days versus 16
days (a 1.3-fold increase in the clearance rate of Im compared with Iw ) [175]. In this study
we assumed that both viruses have half-lives of 4 hours, corresponding to the clearance rates
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cw = cm = 4.2/day and both infected cell types are removed (by the effector cells) at rate
µ. To address how differences in the two strains half-lives affect our results, we change
their clearance rates as follows: we keep cw = 4.2/day, and assume a 10-fold increase in the
mutant clearance, cm = 42/day, corresponding to 24 minutes half-life. Moreover, we keep the
killing rate of the cells infected with the wildtype virus at µw = µ = 6 × 10−5 and increase
µm = 1.3 × µ = 8 × 10−5 , corresponding to half-lives of 11.5 and 8.7 days under maximal
CTL response Em . Lastly, it has been suggested that cells that express mutant virus can
lose the ability to express wildtype virus [142]. This can be modeled by assuming that a
fraction z of cells infected with the wildtype virus transitions into the population of cells
infected with the mutant virus. The system of equations expressing these changes is

dT
dt
dIw
dt
dIm
dt
dVw
dt
dVm
dt
de
dt
dE
dt
dA
dt
dX
dt



T + Iw + Im
= r(T + Iw + Im ) 1 −
Tm


− β(T Vw − T Vm ),

= βT Vw − µw Iw E − zIw ,
= βT Vm − µm Im E + zIw ,
= pw (1 − Φ(t))Iw − cw Vw ,
= pm Im + pw Φ(t)Iw − cm Vm ,

(5.9)

= πIw − δe e − kp Ae + km X,


sE E + α(Iw + Im )E
E
=
1−
− dE E,
1 + σe
Em


A
= (sA A + seA) 1 −
− kp Ae + km X,
Am
= kp Ae − km X − cX X.

We solved the model for four parameter combinations: (i) Φ = 0.1, z = 0, cw = cm , µw = µm ;
(ii) Φ = 0.1, z = 0, cw < cm , µw < µm ; (iii) Φ = 0.1, z 6= 0, cw = cm , µw = µm ; (iv) Φ = 0.1,
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z 6= 0, cw < cm , µw < µm . We predict the longest time to HBeAg seroclearance in case
(ii), when cells infected by the wildtype keep their ability to produce wildtype virus (z = 0),
and the mutant families Vm and Im have faster clearance rates (10 and 1.3-fold increase,
respectively) (see figure 5.15, solid lines). When a fraction z = 0.01 of cells infected with the
wildtype transition into cells producing only mutant virus (cases iii and iv), we obtain faster
HBeAg seroclearance times (see figure 5.15, dashed and dotted lines). As before, however,
increasing the mutant virus and cells infected with mutant virus clearance rates (case iv),
decreases the overall HBeAg seroclearance time (see figure 5.15, dotted lines). Interestingly,
the dynamics of the model now allow for long-term coexistence between the mutant and
wildtype virus strains.
We next investigate how these results change if we vary Φ and z. We let τsame (z, Φ) be
the time to HBeAg seroclearance assuming equal clearance rates for wildtype and mutant
populations, τdif f (z, Φ) be the time to HBeAg seroclearance assuming a 10 and 1.3 fold
increased clearance rate of mutant virus and cells infected with the mutant virus, and
Z
HL(z, Φ) =
0

τ (z,Φ)


 !
Iw (t)
Im (t)
µw
E(t) + µm
E(t) dt /τ (z, Φ),
Tm
Tm

be the average monthly hepatocyte turnover. Here τ is either τsame or τdif f . Note, that we
assume that mutations, transitions, and HBeAb formation all start concomitantly at time
t = 0. We find that for all 10−4 < z < 10−1 and 10−2 < Φ < 1, the 10 and 1.3-fold
increases in clearance rates of mutant virus and cells infected with mutant virus result in
slower HBeAg clearance (τsame (z, Φ)−τdif f (z, Φ) < 0 in figure 5.16, left panel), but decreased
monthly hepatocyte turnover (HLsame (z, Φ) − HLdif f (z, Φ) > 0, in figure 5.16, right panel).
Furthermore, the negative impact that increased mutant clearance rates have on the time
to HBeAg seroclearance is most prevalent for intermediate fractions of mutations Φ and
intermediate transition rates z (see figure 5.16, left panel, blue region).
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Figure 5.15: Dynamics of system (5.9) when a fraction Φ = 0.1 of produced virions has
core/precore mutations in the absence of transition from Iw to Im for equal clearance rates
of wildtype and mutant virus and wildtye and mutant infected cell (dash-dotted curves), and
for increased clearance of mutant virus and mutant infected cells (solid curves); and in the
presence of transition from Iw to Im at rate z = 0.01 with equal clearance rates (dashed)
curves, and different clearance rates (dotted curves).

5.6
5.6.1

HBeAg dynamics during antiviral therapy
Treatment in the absence of mutations

We investigate how the dynamics presented in figure 5.2 change when we consider the effects
of nucleos(t)ide analogous antiviral treatment. Unless noted otherwise, we assume that
treatment and HBeAb expansion occur concomitantly at time t = 0. NAs suppress viral
replication[73, 176]. We model this effect by reducing the virus production rate p by the
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Figure 5.16: (Left) Heat map for the difference in times to HBeAg seroclearance if clearance
rates for wildtype and mutant populations are the same or if clearance rates for mutant
populations are increased (10 fold for virus and 1.3 fold for infected cells), versus the fraction
z of infected cells transitioning from Iw into Im and the fraction Φ of virions produced by
wildtype infected cells that are mutant. (Right) Heat map for the difference in monthly
hepatocyte turnover under equal clearance rates or increased mutant clearance rates.

treatment efficacy 0.5 <  < 1. Hence, ptreat = (1 − )p.
Under high treatment efficacy  = 0.9, virus undergoes a triphasic decay to a new equilibrium
of 2 cp/mL: an instantaneous 0.94 log10 drop in the first day, followed by a slower 0.5 log10
decay over the next 4 months and finally a 6.4 log10 decay over the next 9.6 months. The
HBeAg does not decay during the first day, and follows a triphasic decay that reaches the
limit of detection within 7.9 months following the start of therapy (see figure 5.17, dashed
curve). The HBeAg first phase decay is due to treatment induced virus loss, while the second
and third decay phases present qualitative dynamics that are similar to the ones obtained
in the absence of treatment: where HBeAb efficiently binds HBeAg, leading to the removal
of the tolerogenic effect on the CTLs, which eventually control the HBeAg (infected cells)
loss (see figure 5.17, dashed vs. solid curves). During the third phase, the decay rates of
virus and HBeAg levels are steeper during treatment due to CTL-mediated removal of lower
virus (infected cell) populations. Treatment efficacies (in the range considered, 0.5 <  < 1)
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Figure 5.17: Dynamics of system (5.1) under treatment for A0 = 10−6 IU/mL, s = 6
mL/(IU×d),  = 0 (solid line), and  = 0.9 (dashed line). All other parameters are given in
table 5.1.
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Figure 5.18: HBeAg seroclearance time τ  (in months past HBeAb expansion) versus treatment efficacy  for A0 = 10−6 IU/mL, s = 6 mL/(IU×d), and all other parameters as in
table 5.1.
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influence the time of HBeAg seroclearance, with fast HBeAg seroclearance for high  (see
figure 5.18). In the absence of treatment, HBeAg has a seroclearance time of 2.83 years.
By contrast, HBeAg seroclearance time decreases to 11.8 and 7.2 months for  = 0.5 and
 = 0.99 (see figure 5.18).

5.6.2

Treatment in the presence of mutations

We next examine how treatment with various drug efficacies  influences: (i) the amount of
time it takes to reach HBeAg seroclearance after HBeAb expansion; and (ii) the monthly
amount of liver turnover between HBeAb expansion and HBeAg seroclearance HL, under
various fractions of core/precore mutations (see figure 5.19). For both questions we assume
that mutations start at time t = 0, and treatment and HBeAb expansion occur concomitantly
at time t = t0 ∈ [0, 40] months. As before, we define τ1 (t0 , Φ) to be the time between HBeAb
expansion and HBeAg seroclearance.
As in the absence of treatment, for large Φ > 0.5 and large t0 , HBeAg seroclearance happens
before antibody formation for all  (see figure 5.19, for  = 0.7). HBeAg loss is exclusively
due to mutations. As Φ decreases, τ1 (t0 , Φ) becomes less sensitive to the delay t0 between the
start of mutations and antibody expansion, indicating that antibodies gain more influence on
the progression to HBeAg seroclearance. Finally, for small core/precore mutations, Φ < 0.01,
the time between HBeAb expansion and HBeAg seroclearance, τ1 (t0 , Φ), is almost constant
regardless of t0 (in the range 0 ≤ t0 ≤ 40 months). This means that the initial HBeAg
loss is almost exclusively antibody-driven and only the second phase decay is influenced by
mutations. After HBeAb expansion, HBeAg is cleared faster under treatment with  = 0.7
than in the absence of treatment (compare figures 5.19 and 5.14, left panels). Furthermore,
our model predicts that for  = 0.7 the monthly hepatocyte turnover is greatest for large
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Φ and small t0 , up to 0.18 Tm /month (see 5.19, right panel, red region), lower than the
0.4 Tm /month in the absence of treatment. As Φ decreases, and τ1 (t0 , Φ) increases, the
monthly hepatocyte turnover decreases to 0.12 Tm /month for Φ < 0.01 regardless of t0 (in
the range 0 ≤ t0 ≤ 40 months), higher than the 0.1 Tm /month observed in the absence of
treatment. We find that low drug efficacy yields an increase in monthly hepatocyte turnover
for Φ < 0.01. For example, for  = 0.5, the monthly hepatocyte turnover is 0.16 Tm /month,
while for  = 0.99, the average monthly hepatocyte turnover is 0.1 Tm /month, i.e. equal
to the average monthly hepatocyte turnover in the absence of treatment. However, since
HBeAg seroclearance is faster under treatment, the total hepatocyte turnover is significantly
reduced.

Figure 5.19: (Left) Heat map for τ1 (t0 , Φ), the time between HBeAb expansion and HBeAg
seroclearance, versus the time of HBeAb expansion t0 and the fraction of core/precore mutations Φ. The corresponding parameters for wildtype and mutant populations are assumed
to be equal and given in table 5.1, and s = 6 mL/(IU×d). (Right) Heat map of HL(t0 , Φ),
the average monthly hepatocyte loss between HBeAb expansion and HBeAg seroclearance
due to CTLs killing, versus the time of HBeAb expansion t0 and the fraction of core/precore
mutations Φ, for  = 0.7. Mutations start at time 0.
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Discussion and conclusion

We developed a mathematical model describing the host-pathogen interactions during HBeAgpositive chronic hepatitis B virus infections, with a focus on the effects of HBeAb expansion
on disease progression and in particular HBeAg seroclearance. HBeAg, a secretory protein
described as an immune tolerogen which downregulates the cellular immune responses [89],
is removed when HBeAb is produced. The moment at which HBeAb production starts, its
mechanistic interactions with HBeAg and other immune responses, or the timing of HBeAg
seroclearance are not well understood. We employed a mathematical modeling approach to
provide insight into antibody formation and HBeAg seroclearance. Previous mathematical
models have investigated the interplay between hepatocytes, infected hepatocytes, HBV virus
[160], CTL-mediated immune responses [46, 47, 106, 113, 131], humoral-mediated immune
responses [48, 226], a class of subviral particles [48], and HBeAg [45]. To our knowledge, however, only one paper, in the context of occult HBV infection, has incorporated the dynamics
of HBeAb [80].
We used the model to determine the interplay between HBeAb and CTL immune responses
on HBeAg seroclearance in the absence and presence of treatment. Our model predicted
that, in the absence of treatment, a combination of CTL and antibody responses are needed
to achieve HBeAg seroclearance and viral remission. We found that HBeAg seroclearance
follows several key stages: (1) newly matured HBeAb expand, bind HBeAg to form HBeAgHBeAb immune complexes, which are removed via phagocytosis; (2) HBeAg population
decays to levels that no longer affect CTLs activity, leading to CTLs activation and expansion; (3) infected cells are killed by CTLs; and, consequently, (4) less HBeAgs are produced
and eventually decay below 0.1 IU/mL (called seroclearance level). We investigated the relationship between HBeAg seroclearance and the rate of HBeAb production and found that
bigger HBeAb production rates lead to shorter times to HBeAg seroclearance.
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Host-virus predictors for HBeAg seroclearance are limited. Mutations of HBV in its core or
precore region result in loss of expression of HBeAg by hepatocytes infected with the mutated
virus [31, 161]. We assumed that these mutations are followed by antibody formation and
eventual HBeAg seroclearance, and investigated how core/precore mutations influence the
time between HBeAb expansion and HBeAg seroclearance and the hepatocyte turnover. We
found that large fractions of mutations result in fast HBeAg seroclearance without the help of
HBeAbs and high monthly hepatocyte turnover. Intermediate fractions of mutations result
in longer seroclearance times and lower monthly hepatocyte turnover. For small fractions of
mutations HBeAg seroclearance is driven almost exclusively by HBeAbs, the seroclearance
times are longest and monthly hepatocyte turnover is lowest. Furthermore, we found that
mutations can clear HBeAg even in the absence of antibodies.
Increased HBeAg seroconversion rates after one year of NA treatment, with no significant
difference between different NAs, have been observed in clinical studies [52]. We predicted
that, regardless of the treatment efficacy, the time from HBeAb expansion to HBeAg seroclearance is significantly shortened by treatment, ranging between 7 month for high efficacy
treatment and 11 months for low efficacy treatment, i.e. within one year, compared to 2.8
years in the absence of treatment. Our model does not, however, inform why a prolonged duration (several years) of high efficacy treatment is deleterious to the achievement of HBeAg
seroconversion [222].
Under treatment, as in the absence of treatment, mutations influence the length of time
between HBeAb expansion and HBeAg seroclearance as well as the amount of monthly
hepatocyte turnover. The qualitative results are the same as in the untreated case, with
fastest HBeAg seroclearance and highest monthly hepatocyte turnover for large fractions and
slowest HBeAg seroclearance and lowest monthly hepatocyte turnover for small fractions of
mutations. While the time to HBeAg seroclearance under treatment is always shorter than
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in the absence of treatment, the monthly hepatocyte turnover is decreased only for large
fractions. Small fractions of mutations yield an increased monthly hepatocyte turnover
under treatment.
When we modeled core/precore mutations, we assumed similar characteristics for the wildtype and mutant virus strains and their corresponding infected cell classes. Studies have
reported different half-lives for the wildtype and mutant virus strains, although the exact
values vary. Dandri et al. reported average half-lives of 46 and 2.5 minutes [54]. Ribeiro et
al. reported half-lives of 25.2 and 13.1 hours and shorter half-lives of cells infected by mutant
compared to wildtype virus, 12.1 days versus 16 days [175]. Lastly, it has been suggested
that cells that express mutant virus can lose the ability to express wildtype virus [142]. We
modeled this by assuming that a fraction z of cells infected with the wildtype virus transitions into the population of cells infected with the mutant virus. We have investigated how
differences in the two strains affect our results by considering a 10-fold increase in the mutant clearance rate, combined with a 1.3-fold increase in the clearance rate of cells infected
with the mutant virus, and a z = 0.01 transitioning rate from wildtype to mutant infection.
We found changes in the timing of HBeAg seroclearance, with the longest time occurring
when mutant clearance rates are increased and the transition is zero, and the shortest time
occurring when the mutant clearance rates are kept at the wild-type levels and the transition
is non-negative.
Our model assumes that more than 75% of the liver is infected during chronic HBV infections.
While such large values have been reported in acute infections [46, 85], it is possible that fewer
hepatocytes get infected during chronic disease [177]. We performed a sensitivity analysis on
the infectivity parameter β which showed that our results are sensitive to changes in β, and,
consequently, to having a lower amount of the liver infection in the first 2 years. Further work
is needed to determine how the results will change if we assume lower level of liver infection.
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There are many other parameters for which we have limited quantitative information. Most
of these parameters were kept fixed in our model. The model’s sensitivities to a number of
these parameters were investigated. Another limitation of our model is that the production
rate of virus is unaffected by the non-cytolytic effects of the effector cell population. Effector
cells produce cytokines such as IFN-γ that inhibit the HBV replication and thus, the HBV
virions production rate. Further work is needed to determine how the results will change if
we assume that effector cells inhibit the virus production.
In conclusion, we have built a mathematical model of HBeAg seroclearance and investigated
how HBeAb and CTL work together to secure the transition into an HBeAg-negative HBV
infection and how the efficacy of drug therapy affects the timing to HBeAg seroclearance.
Such results are important for understanding this milestone event in HBV natural history
and can be used to inform human interventions.

Chapter 6
Understanding the antiviral effects of
RNAi-based therapy on chronic
hepatitis B infection
It was briefly discussed in section 2.3.1, that currently available drugs for the treatment
of chronic HBV infections rarely lead to functional cure, but new RNA interference based
drugs showed promising results in clinical studies. As suggested by Dr. Harel Dahari, in this
study we used data from a phase 2 clinical study of the RNAi based drug ARC-520 [217],
to formulate a mathematical model aiming at understanding the mechanistic within-host
interactions under combined ARC-520 and entecavir treatemnt in HBeAg positive patients.
I formulated the original model, and modifications to the model were made by Dr. Stanca
M. Ciupe and Dr. Harel Dahari. I performed all numerical simulations and created the
figures. The manuscript, which has been submitted for publication, was written jointly by
Dr. Ciupe and me. All authors contributed to editing the manuscript.

6.1

Abstract

Reaching hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) loss (called functional cure) with approved
treatment with pegylated interferon-α (IFN) and/or nucleos(t)ide analogues (NAs) in chronic
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hepatitis B virus (HBV) infected patients is suboptimal. The RNA interference (RNAi) drug
ARC-520 was shown to be effective in reducing serum HBV DNA, HBsAg and hepatitis B
e antigen (HBeAg) in chimpanzees and small animals. A recent clinical study (Heparc2001) showed reduction of serum HBV DNA, HBeAg and HBsAg in HBeAg-positive patients treated with a single dose of ARC-520 and daily NA (entecavir). To provide insights
into HBV dynamics under ARC-520 treatment and its efficacy in blocking HBV DNA,
HBsAg, and HBeAg production we developed a a multi-compartmental pharmacokineticpharamacodynamic model and calibrated it with measured HBV data. We showed that the
time-dependent ARC-520 efficacies in blocking HBsAg and HBeAg more than 94% effective
around day 1, and slowly wane to 50% in 2-11 months and 2-4 months, respectively. The
combined ARC-520 and entecavir effect on HBV DNA is constant over time, with efficacy of
more than 99.8%. HBV DNA is entecavir mediated and the strong but transient HBsAg and
HBeAg decay are solely ARC-520 mediated. We added complexity to the model in order to
reproduce current long-term therapy outcomes with NAs by considering the tradeoff between
hepatocyte loss and hepatocyte division, and used it to make in-silico long-term predictions
for virus, HBsAg and HBeAg titer dynamics. These results may help assess ongoing RNAi
drug development for hepatitis B.

6.2

Introduction

Treatment options for chronic hepatitis B (HBV) infections are limited to two main drug
groups: pegylated interferon-α (IFN) and nucleos(t)ide analogues (NAs) [173, 176, 233].
Treatment with IFN induces antiviral activity, immunomodulatory effects, and robust offtreatment responses. These responses, however, vary among patients and induce functional
cure, defined as hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) loss, in only 10−20% Caucasian patients
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and less than 5% Asian patients. Moreover, IFN treatment is poorly tolerated [4, 41, 231].
By contrast, treatment with NAs is well tolerated and can be life-long but has limited effect
in reducing serum HBsAg and hepatitis B e-antigen (HBeAg) production and, in limiting
hepatitis B covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA) persistence and HBV DNA integration
[73, 166, 176], all of which play important roles in chronic infections. HBeAg is thought to
induce T cell tolerance to both e- and core antigens and to be an important reason for viral
persistence [34]. HBsAgs, besides being used for virion envelopes, form empty non-infectious
subviral particles (i.e. without viral genome) whose numbers are at least 1,000-folds higher
than those of virions [170], and may serve as decoy for antibody responses [48]. Moreover,
they are also assumed to be involved in T cell exhaustion [16, 211]. Functional cure has been
proposed as a desirable outcome of treatment. None of the currently licensed therapies can
produce this result for a large fraction of chronically infected patients. There is therefore a
need for new therapies that target HBsAg production and/or its clearance from circulation
[156, 201].
RNA interference (RNAi) technology has the ability of silencing specific genes and can,
therefore, be used for treatment against a large array of infectious agents (see [182] for a
review on RNAi-based therapies). For hepatitis B infection, small interfering RNAs were
designed to hybridize with HBV mRNA inside an infected hepatocyte and, as a result,
induce its degradation [216, 220]. ARC-520, the first such small interfering RNAs tested in
clinical trials, was designed with the aim of knocking down the expression of all HBV mRNA,
including HBsAg proteins. Experiments in mice and chimpanzees, and a phase II clinical
study in patients (Heparc-2001) showed potential for ARC-520 induced HBeAg, HBsAg and
HBV DNA titers reduction [216, 217]. The Heparc-2001 study showed differential HBsAg
reduction among patients based on their HBeAg status and prior exposure to traditional
therapy such as NAs [217]. While ARC-520 has been terminated due to delivery-associated
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toxicity [217], overall results indicate that RNAi-based therapy has the potential of reducing
HBsAg and inducing functional cure. Therefore, a next generation of RNAi drugs with
improved delivery methods may serve as means for protein removal and HBV functional
cure. Two such RNAi therapies are currently undergoing clinical trials with promising results
[182].
To better understand the effect of RNAi therapies, additional information regarding the
host-virus-drug dynamics and therapy outcomes are needed. In this study, we developed
mathematical models that best reproduce observed HBV DNA, HBsAg and HBeAg kinetics
following a single dose of ARC-520 in five HBeAg-positive patients from the Heparc-2001
study. Mathematical models of hepatitis B infection have been used to study the dynamics
of acute, chronic, and occult HBV infections [42, 43, 46, 82, 160], anti-HBV therapy [32, 51,
66, 79, 106, 122, 156], cell-to-cell transmission [81] , intracellular interactions [80, 81, 152],
cellular immune responses [46, 47, 106, 113, 131], antibody-mediated immune responses
[48, 80, 226], HBeAg [80, 92, 109], and HBeAb [80] dynamics. We build on previous modeling
work, consider the interaction between HBV DNA, HBsAg and HBeAg titers in the presence
of a single dose RNAi-based therapy, and use the model to run in silico experiments to
predict individual contributions of different drug effects on the dynamics for HBsAg titers.

6.3

Methods

Patient data. We use published data from five HBeAg-positive, treatment-naive chronic
hepatitis B patients (cohort 7 in [217]), which are the ones that best responded to ARC-520
therapy. Data consists of serum HBV DNA titers (in IU/ml), HBsAg, and HBeAg concentration (in IU/ml) measured at ti = {−8, 0, 2, 7, 14, 21, 28, 42, 56, 84} days, where i = {−1, ..., 8}
and t0 = 0 is the day when both daily NA entecavir (ETV) and a single intravenous ARC-520
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injection are administrated.
Pharmacokinetics-pharamcodynamics model. We are interested in determining the
mechanisms underlying the observed HBV DNA, HBsAg and HBeAg kinetics under combined ETV and ARC-520 therapy. We develop a mathematical model that considers the
interactions between infected hepatocytes, I (in cells per ml); total intracellular HBV DNA,
D (in copies per ml); serum HBV DNA, V (in IU per ml); serum HBsAg, S (in IU per ml);
and serum HBeAg, E (in IU per ml). We assume that there is little variability in the infected
cells dynamics during the duration of the treatment, ignore infected cell proliferation, and
model a low turnover of infected cells (defined as production minus loss) at per capita rate
δ. As in Canini et al. [30], we assume intracellular HBV DNA is synthesized at rate α
and is lost at constant per capita rate cD . The replication rate α summarizes various steps
that are not modeled explicitly, such as the transcription of pregenomic RNA (pgRNA) from
cccDNA, and the generation of single stranded DNA by reverse transcription. Intracellular
HBV DNA is assembled and released into blood as free virions at rate p which are cleared at
rate c. To account for the different units of intracellular and serum virus, we use the conversion factor ξ = 1/5.3 IU/copies [153]. Lastly, we assume HBsAg and HBeAg are transcribed
from cccDNA inside infected hepatocytes and then released into blood at rates pS and pE ,
respectively, and are cleared at per capita rates dS and dE , respectively (see figure 6.1 for a
model schematic). The model is given by the following system:
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dI
dt
dD
dt
dV
dt
dS
dt
dE
dt

= −δI,
= α − (p + cD )D,
(6.1)

= ξpDI − cV,
= pS I − dS S,
= pE I − dE E.

V

S

c

dS

pS

p

D

cD
α

I
pE
dE

δ

E
Figure 6.1: Schematic showing the interaction described in (6.5) excluding the drug effects.
Patients were administered daily nucleoside analogous treatment with entecavir starting at
day t0 = 0. ETV is known to block reverse transcription of HBV DNA, and therefore
inhibit HBV DNA synthesis. We model this (see model (6.5)) as a constant reduction of
the HBV DNA synthesis rate α to (1 − )α, where 0 ≤  ≤ 1 is the ETV efficacy. As
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in [30], since serum HBV DNA declined in biphasic manner with no evidence of HBVinfected cell loss under NA treatment in humanized mice, we assume ETV has additional
time-dependent inhibitory effects on intracellular HBV DNA synthesis. We model this by
ET V
decreasing α further to αtreat
= αe−gt (1 − ), where g ≥ 0 is a constant and t is the time

in days post ETV initiation. Moreover, a single ARC-520 dose was administrated at time
t0 = 0. Unlike ETV which was given daily, we model the build-up and clearance of ARC520 pharmacokinetics over time by considering a two-compartment pharmacokinetic model
consisting of drug concentrations in the plasma and liver, Cp and Ce , respectively [74]. The
initial concentration Cp (0) = C0 is transported from plasma into the liver at rate keo , where
it is cleared at rate d. Following these assumptions, the pharmacokinetic model has the
form:
dCp
= −keo Cp ,
dt
dCe
= keo Cp − dCe .
dt

(6.2)

with initial conditions Cp (0) = C0 and Ce (0) = 0. This is a linear model which can be solved
to give solutions:
Cp (t) = C0 e−keo t ,
Ce (t) =

C0 keo −keo t
(e
− e−dt ).
d − keo

(6.3)

Lastly, we assume the relationship between the drug concentration in the liver Ce (t) and
drug efficacy ηi (t) to be given by:

ηi (t) =

ηmax × Ce (t)mi
,
mi
EC50,i
+ Ce (t)mi

(6.4)

where ηmax = 1 is the maximal drug efficacy, EC50,i are drug concentrations that yield half-
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maximal effects, mi are Hill coefficients, and i = {1, 2, 3} are the infectious events that are
affected by ARC-520 therapy, i.e., the transcription of HBV DNA, the transcription of HBsAg, and the transcription of HBeAg, respectively. The effects of ARC-520 on intracellular
HBV DNA, HBsAg and HBeAg are modeled as the reduction of intracellular HBV DNA
ARC
synthesis α to αtreat
= (1 − η1 )α, HBsAg production from pS to pS,treat = (1 − η2 )pS , and

of HBeAg production from pE to pE,treat = (1 − η3 )pE , respectively. Considered together,
models (6.1) and (6.4) give the following pharmacokinetics-pharamcodynamics (PK/PD)
model:
dI
dt
dD
dt
dV
dt
dS
dt
dE
dt

= −δI,
= (1 − )(1 − η1 (t))e−gt α − (p + cD )D,
= ξpDI − cV,

(6.5)

= (1 − η2 (t))pS I − dS S,
= (1 − η3 (t))pE I − dE E.

Data fitting. We used published kinetic HBV DNA, HBsAg, HBeAg data in serum measured from five HBeAg-positive, treatment-naive chronic hepatitis B patients as described
in the ‘Patient data’ section.
Parameters values. We assume that, prior to therapy initiation, model (6.5) describes a persistent chronic infection and is at the quasi-equilibrium, given by the initial concentrations
I(0) = I0 , D(0) = D0 , V (0) = V0 , S(0) = S0 and E(0) = E0 . Initial values for HBV DNA,
V (0) = V0 ; HBsAg, S(0) = S0 ; and HBeAg, E(0) = E0 , are set to the patient data prior to
the start of therapy, t−1 = −8, (day eight prior to the ARC-520 injection). The percentage
of HBV-infected hepatocytes is reported to vary between 18 ± 12% in chronic HBsAg carriers [177] to 99% in acute infections [46, 85]. We arbitrarily assume that initially 50% of
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hepatocytes are infected. Liver contains approximately 2 × 1011 hepatocytes, which, when
distributed throughout 15 liters of extracellular fluid, gives a total hepatocyte concentration
Tmax = 1.4×107 cells/ml [184]. We therefore set the initial infected hepatocyte population to
I0 = 0.5Tmax . Lastly, the pre-treatment level of intracellular HBV DNA in HBeAg positive
patients is set to D0 = 225 copies/cell, as in [218].
Since we assume that model (6.5) is in chronic equilibrium (for the additional assumption
δ = 0) before the therapy initiation, parameters α, p, pS , pE are fixed according to the
following formulas:

α = (p + cD )D0 ,

p = cV0 /(ξD0 I0 ),

pS = dS S0 /I0 ,

pE = dE E0 /I0 .

(6.6)

We start by assuming that there is little variability in the infected cells dynamics before and
during the duration of the treatment and ignore infection of susceptible cells and/or infected
cell proliferation (we will relax this assumption in later sections). Moreover, it is believed that
NAs do not induce T cell mediated cytotoxic immune responses, and therefore we assume
infected cells’ turnover at per capita rate δ = 10−4 per day (we will later investigate the
effect of increasing the turnover rate). The half-life of intracellular HBV DNA is estimated
at 24 hours [30, 223], which corresponds to the intracellular HBV DNA decay rate cD =
0.69 per day. ARC-520’s half-life has been reported to range between 3 and 5 hours [181],
corresponding to decay rates 3.3 < d < 5.5 per day; we fix d = 4 per day. Lastly, we set the
initial ARC-520 concentration to the trial dose of C0 = 4 mg/kg.
The unknown parameters are parm = {g, c, dS , dE , T , m2 , m3 , EC2 , EC3 , keo }. Here, (1 −
T ) = (1 − )(1 − η1 (t)) accounts for the total drug effect on HBV DNA production. Since
preliminary simulations (not shown) indicate that η1 (t) is time independent, we cannot
separate the ETV effects 1 −  from the ARC-520 effects 1 − η1 (t). We, therefore, lump them
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together, and assume a total drug effect, which ranges between 0.9 < T < 1. The other
parameter ranges are found as follows. The time-dependent inhibitory effects of treatment
on intracellular HBV DNA production, g, was estimated from HBV infected humanized mice
treated with NA to range between 0.059 and 0.42 per day [30]. We expand this range by
searching over the parameter space 0 < g < 1. There is a wide range of estimates for the
free virus clearance rate in serum: as low as 0.69 per day [51, 101, 160]; and as high as 21.7
per day [54]; we search the entire 0 < c < 100 parameter space. The decay rate of HBsAg
is bounded between 0 < dS < 200 per day, containing previous estimates ranging between
0.057 to 0.58 per day [132]. In previous modeling work [45, 109] the HBeAg decay rate dE
was set to 0.3 per day. We allow for a larger range 0 < dE < 200 per day, corresponding
to half-lives greater than 5 minutes. We assume that the drug absorption rate keo ranges
between 0 < keo < 1 per day. Since ARC-520 was reported to have long lasting effects [181],
we assume a large range for the half-maximal concentrations ECi ; between 10−7 < ECi < 1
mg/kg. Lastly, we restrict the Hill coefficients to range between 0 < mi < 3. These ranges
are summarized in table 6.1.
Optimization algorithm. We estimate the unknown parameters parm, which are marked by
a star in table 6.1, by minimizing the least squares functional

SSQ =

X

N
=8
X

P ∈{V,S,E}

i=1

!1/2
( log10 P (ti ) − log10 Pdata (ti ))2

,

(6.7)

for each patient. Functional SSQ describes the distance between HBV DNA, HBsAg, and
HBeAg titers Vdata (ti ), Sdata (ti ), Edata (ti ) at times ti (i = {1, ..., 8}) and populations V (ti ),
S(ti ) and E(ti ) as given by model (6.5) at times ti (i = {1, ..., 8}). As described previously
(see equation (6.6)), the before treatment titers at t−1 = −8 days are used to determine
parameters α, p, pS , pE such that the models equilibrium matches the titers exactly. Since
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Table 6.1: Variables and parameters in model (6.5). Parameters indicated by a * are fitted
within the given range.
Variables
I
D
V
S
E
Parameters
δ
g∗
α
cD
ξ
p
c∗
pS
pE
d∗S
d∗E
∗T
C0
d
m∗2
m∗3
EC2∗
EC3∗
∗
keo

Description
infected hepatocytes
intracellular HBV DNA
free virions
serum HBsAg
serum HBeAg
Descriptions
infected cell turnover rate
inhibitory effects on intracellular
HBV production during treatment
intracellular HBV DNA
synthesis rate
intracellular HBV DNA
decay rate
conversion factor
intracellular HBV DNA
release rate
free virion clearance rate
HBsAg production rate
HBeAg production rate
HBsAg decay rate
HBeAg decay rate
combined ETV and
ARC-520 efficacy
initial plasma drug concentration
ARC-520 decay rate
Hill coefficient
Hill coefficient
ARC-520 concentration where
η2 is half maximal
ARC-520 concentration where
η3 is half maximal
drug absorption rate

Units
cells/ml
copies/cell
IU/ml
IU/ml
IU/ml
Units
1/day
1/day

Initial values
0.7 × 106
225
data at time t−1 = −8
data at time t−1 = −8
data at time t−1 = −8
Default values / range
10−4
[0, 1]

Reference

copies/(cell×day)

(p + cD )D0

1/day

0.69

[223]

IU/copies
1/day

1/5.3
cV0 /(ξD0 I0 )

[153]

1/day
IU/(cell×day)
IU/(cell×day)
1/day
1/day
unitless

[0, 100]
dS S0 /I0
dE E0 /I0
[0, 200]
[0, 200]
[0.9,1]

mg/kg
1/day
unitless
unitless
mg/kg

4
4
[0, 3]
[0, 3]
[10−7 , 1]

mg/kg

[10−7 , 1]

1/day

[0,1]

[218]

Reference

[217]
[181]

we assume that the model stays in equilibrium until treatment initiation, we ignore the titers
at time t0 = 0 days. Lastly, it should be noted that we assign the same weight to errors
in HBV DNA, HBsAg, and HBeAg. Within the parameter space defined in table 6.1, we
minimize the least squares functional (6.7) for each patient by following three steps:

1. We create 100 parameter sets using the Latin hypercube samples (LHS) MATLAB
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routine lhsdesign, with random number generator seed two and uniform probability
density distribution on each parameter interval. Since the parameter space spans
several orders of magnitude in EC2 and EC3 directions, we replace them with EC2 =
10EC 2 and EC3 = 10EC 3 . Thus, instead of sampling EC2 and EC3 in [10−7 , 1], we
g

g

g 2 and EC
g 3 in [−7, 0]. Our preliminary work showed that T ≈ 1 often
sample EC
yields the best results. Therefore, we replace (1 − T ) = 10eT and sample e
T in the
parameter space [−8, −1].
2. HBV DNA dynamics do not influence HBsAg and HBeAg dynamics. Therefore, we
P
1/2
N =8
2
minimize SSQV =
(
log
V
(t
)
−
log
V
(t
))
and
i
10
10 data i
i=1


1/2
P
PN =8
2
SSQS,E =
(
log
P
(t
)
−
log
P
(t
))
separately over their
i
data
i
10
10
P ∈{S,E}
i=1
corresponding parameter sets parmV = {g, c, T } and parmSE = {dS , dE , m2 , m3 , EC2 ,
EC3 , keo }, respectively. We split the LHS into LHSV and LHSS,E containing the respective initial parameter guesses and, using MATLAB’s fmincon routine to minimize
SSQV and SSQS,E within the parameter space in table 6.1, obtain 100 optimal parmV
and parmS,E parameter sets.
3. Of the 2×100 optimal parameter sets found in part two, we choose the ones yielding
minimal SSQ = SSQV + SSQS,E , as the overall optimal parameter set for the given
patient.

6.4

Results

Parameter estimates. The best parameter estimates and respective errors (SSQ) are given
in table 6.2, and the corresponding predicted populations versus data are shown in figure
6.2 (see also figure 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 for zoomed in results). Table 6.3 gives the parameters
obtained from equilibrium conditions (6.6).
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Table 6.2: Estimated parameters and fit errors.

703
704
708
710
711
MEAN
MEDIAN
SD

g

c

dS

dE

0.05
0.0069
0.029
0.048
0.028
0.032
0.029
0.017

1.26
5.17
1.09
1.6
3.02
2.43
1.6
1.71

0.18
0.64
0.26
0.18
0.22
0.29
0.22
0.19

1.55
1.34
0.64
0.35
1.41
1.06
1.34
0.53

1−
(log10 )
-3.81
-2.94
-3.67
-3.45
-4.13
-3.6
-3.67
0.44

m2

m3

EC2
(log10 )
0.47 2.51 -4.48
0.66 0.87 -4.05
0.44 0.43 -5.66
0.37 0.99 -5.87
0.65 0.64 -3.94
0.52 1.09 -4.8
0.47 0.87 -4.48
0.13 0.82 0.91

EC3
(log10 )
-2.62
-3.25
-4.02
-3.19
-3.5
-3.32
-3.25
0.51

keo

SSQ

0.018
0.11
0.12
0.1
0.072
0.084
0.098
0.041

0.72
1.07
1.45
1.23
0.83
1.06
1.07
0.3

Table 6.3: Parameters obtained from fitted parameters in table 6.2, under equilibrium conditions defined by equations (6.6).

703
704
708
710
711
MEAN
MEDIAN
SD

p

α

3.78
1.37
1.18
4.79
18.14
5.85
3.78
7.04

1004.86
462.79
421.62
1232.07
4236.9
1471.65
1004.86
1584.48

pS
(×10−3 )
2.24
0.9
1.69
2.04
1.79
1.73
1.79
0.51

pE
(×10−4 )
2.53
1.31
1.06
1.66
1.59
1.63
1.59
0.56

Previously reported virus clearance rates range from 0.69 per day [51, 101, 160] to 21.7 per
day [54]. We estimate average virus clearance rates among the five patients c = 2.43 ± 1.71
per day, corresponding to average life-spans of 9.9 hours. The fastest free virus clearance
rate, c = 5.17 per day (life-span of 4.6 hours), occurs in patient 704, who has the lowest
pre-treatment virus titer. Assuming 50% of hepatocytes are HBV-infected, we estimate an
average intracellular HBV DNA release rate p = 5.85 ± 7.04 per day. Patient 711, who has
the highest pre-treatment virus titer, has p = 18.14 per day, three times higher than the
average. Under these estimates, the pre-treatment serum virus production rates, pD0 , range
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Figure 6.2: HBV DNA, HBsAg, and HBeAg dynamics over time as given by model (6.5)
versus data. The parameters are given in tables 6.1 and 6.2.
between 266.4 and 1076.8 copies/(infected cell×day) for patients 703–710, similar to the
200–1000 copies/(infected cell×day) reported for acute HBV infection [209]. Patient 711,
however, has a pre-treatment serum virus production rate, pD0 = 4081.65 copies/(infected
cell×day), four times larger than in [209]. Intracellular HBV DNA synthesis rates are α =
1471.6 ± 1584.5 copies/(cell× day). As with the serum release rate, patient 711 has 2.9-times
higher intracellular HBV DNA synthesis than the average, α = 4236.9 copies/(ml× day).
The reported half-life of circulating HBsAg in chronically infected patients is 6.7 days (with
a standard deviation of 5.5 days) [132], which corresponds to HBsAg decay rates 0.057 <
d0,S < 0.58 per day. We estimate average HBsAg decay rates dS = 0.29 ± 0.19 per day
corresponding to HBsAg life-span of 3.5 days for patients 703 and 708-711, and dS = 0.64
per day, corresponding to HBsAg life-span of 1.6 days, for patient 704. The average clearance
rates of circulating HBeAg dE = 1.06±0.53 per day, correspond to HBeAg life-spans ranging
between 15.5 hours and 2.9 days, about one order of magnitude lower than those reported by
Loomba et al. for HBsAg [132]. The decreased HBeAg life-span predicted by our model may
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Figure 6.3: HBV DNA dynamics over time as given by model (6.5) versus data. The parameters are given in tables 6.1 and 6.2.

be correlated with the emergence of immune events and/or mutation in the core/precore
regions [109] during ARC-520 treatment. Since we have no data on these events, we did not
account for them in our model. Production rates of HBsAg and HBeAg are estimated to
be pS = (1.73 ± 0.51) × 10−3 IU/(cell× day) and pE = (1.63 ± 0.55) × 10−4 IU/(cell× day),
respectively.
We estimate high efficacy rates, T > 99.88% for the combined entecavir and ARC-520
effects in blocking HBV DNA synthesis. The additional time-dependent inhibitory effect
on intracellular HBV DNA synthesis is on average g = 0.032 ± 0.017 per day, significantly
lower than the estimate of 0.13 per day in HBV infected mice with humanized livers treated
with lamivudine, but similar to the estimate of 0.059 per day in mice treated with pegylated
interferon-α-2a [30] .
The estimated keo = 0.084 ± 0.041 per day, predicts slow transport of ARC-520 from plasma
to liver. The half-maximal concentrations are small, with average log10 (EC2 ) = −4.8 ± 0.91
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Figure 6.4: HBsAg dynamics over time as given by model (6.5) versus data. The parameters
are given in tables 6.1 and 6.2.
and log10 (EC3 ) = −3.32 ± 0.51 for the ARC-520 effects on HBsAg and HBeAg, respectively.
This implies that the effects of ARC-520 are long-lived, as suggested by Schluep et al. [181]
who found that RNA inhibitors persist and induce antiviral effects for longer than the drug’s
life-span. Lastly, the estimated Hill coefficients are m2 = 0.52 ± 0.13 and m3 = 1.09 ± 0.82,
respectively.
Pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic model dynamics. The predicted HBV DNA
populations as given by model (6.5) for the estimated parameters follow a biphasic decay
with short and sharp first phase corresponding to the removal of HBV DNA followed by
long and slow second phase decay due to time dependent treatment induced inhibition of
intracellular HBV DNA synthesis in the absence of significant infected cells turnover. HBV
DNA decays below 1 IU/ml in 8 − 14 months following therapy initiation in patients 703
and 708-711 and 4.5 years in patient 704. HBsAg and HBeAg decay at steep rates during
the first 22.7 ± 8.51 and 7.65 ± 4.09 days, respectively. After reaching minimum values, on
average 1.46 ± 0.22 and 1.62 ± 0.35 orders of magnitude smaller than their initial levels,
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Figure 6.5: HBeAg dynamics over time as given by model (6.5) versus data. The parameters
are given in tables 6.1 and 6.2.

HBsAg and HBeAg rebound (see figure 6.4 and 6.5). Once the effects of ARC-520 have
completely waned, HBsAg and HBeAg decay at rate δ.
For the estimated parameters, ARC-520 effects η2 and η3 given by model (6.4) increase from
0 to their maximum values during the first (ln(keo ) − ln(d))/(keo − d) ≈ 1 ± 0.2 days. The
effect of ARC-520 on HBsAg is similar for patients 704–711, who experience maximal effect
at day 1 (ranging between η2 = 0.98 and η2 = 0.99), which wanes to η2 = 0.5 within 2 to 4
months. Patient 703 has weaker ARC-520 maximal effect on HBsAg (η2 = 0.95) but it lasts
longer, with waning to η2 = 0.5 within 12 months (see figure 6.6a). The maximal effect of
ARC-520 on HBeAg at day 1 ranges between η3 = 0.96 (patient 708) and η3 = 0.99 (patient
703) and wanes to η3 = 0.5 within 1.6 to 2.5 months for patients 704–711 (see figure 6.6b).
Similarly to the effect on HBsAg, the ARC-520 effect on HBeAg lasts longest for patient 703
with waning to η3 = 0.5 within 4 months. For all patients, ARC-520 has a longer lasting
effect on HBsAg than on HBeAg.
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Figure 6.6: Efficacy of ARC-520 treatment over time on (a) HBsAg production, and (b)
HBeAg production. The parameters are given in tables 6.1 and 6.2.

In-silico long-term model predictions. We are interested in understanding the individual and combined long-term effects of ETV and one-dose of ARC-520 on the dynamics of
HBV DNA, HBsAg and HBeAg as given by model (6.5). We consider the following about
the combined ETV and ARC-520 effects on reducing intracellular synthesis, T : we either
V
attribute it to ETV alone, T = ET
; or split it between the two effects, T = both
T
T . Using the

parameters obtained from fitting the combination therapy model (6.5) to the Heparc-2001
clinical trial data [217], we conduct in silico experiments to determine how the dynamics
change under: in silico monotherapy with entecavir, described by ηi (t) = 0 for i = 2, 3, g 6= 0,
V
and ET
6= 0; and combined entecavir and ARC-520 treatment, described by ηi (t) 6= 0 for
T
V
i = 2, 3, g 6= 0, and T 6= 0 (ET
6= 0, ARC
6= 0, and both
6= 0) obtained through data
T
T
T

fitting.
When we investigate in silico ETV monotherapy targeting HBV DNA intracellular synthesis,
V
T = ET
, we can analytically derive the solutions of model (6.5) by considering η2 = η3 = 0.
T
V
g 6= 0, and T = ET
6= 0. The infected cell population becomes I(t) = I0 e−δt , the
T
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intracellular HBV DNA:


V
V
(1 − ET
)α −gt
(1 − ET
)α −(p+cD )t
T
T
D(t) =
e + D0 −
e
,
p + cD − g
p + cD − g

(6.8)

and extracellular HBV DNA:
(1−ET V )α

V
D0 − p+cTD −g −(p+c +δ)t
(1 − ET
)α
T
−(g+δ)t
D
V (t) =ξpI0
e
+
e
(p + cD − g)(c − g − δ)
c − p − cD − δ
V )α 


(1−ET
T
V
D
−
0
(1 − ET
)α
p+cD −g
T
+ V0 − ξpI0
+
e−ct .
(p + cD − g)(c − g − δ) c − p − cD − δ




(6.9)

The equations for HBeAg is given by:




pS I0 −δt
pS I0
S0
−dS t
−δt
−dS t
S(t) =
e + S0 −
e
=
dS e − δe
,
dS − δ
dS − δ
dS − δ

(6.10)

and for HBeAg is given by:




pE I0 −δt
pE I0
E0
−dE t
−δt
−dE t
E(t) =
e + E0 −
e
=
dE e − δe
.
dE − δ
dE − δ
dE − δ

(6.11)

Note that both S(t) and E(t) are independent of T . Moreover, S(t) ≈ S0 e−δt and E(t) ≈
E0 e−δt under dS >> δ ≈ 0 and dE >> δ ≈ 0 assumptions. HBV DNA follows a biphasic
decay with short and sharp first phase corresponding to the removal of free virus followed by
long and slow second phase decay mostly due to time dependent treatment induced inhibition
of intracellular HBV DNA synthesis (see figure 6.7, dashed curves). HBV DNA decays below
1 IU/ml in 8 − 14 months following therapy initiation in patients 703 and 708-711 and 4.5
years in patient 704. Infected cells, HBsAg, and HBeAg decay exponentially at rate δ, which
means that the negative turnover of infected cells, with loss exceeding division, is responsible
for any decline of viral proteins. Given that the infected cell population is long-lived for the
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chosen δ, serum antigen levels remain elevated for all three populations (see figure 6.8 and
6.9, dashed curves).
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Figure 6.7: Short- and long-term HBV DNA dynamics under ETV monotherapy (dashed
curves), ARC-520 monotherapy (dotted curves), and combined ETV and ARC-520 therapy
V
(solid curves). Parameters are given in tables 6.1 and 6.2. Additionally, g 6= 0, T = ET
6= 0
T
ET V
and η2 (t) = η3 (t) = 0 for ETV monotherapy and g = T = T
= 0 and η2 (t), η3 (t) 6= 0
for ARC-520 monotherapy. Note that dashed and solid lines overlap and that both axes are
plotted on log scale.
When we consider that the treatment that blocks intracellular HBV DNA synthesis, T ,
comes from both ETV and ARC-520, we recover the solutions of model (6.5) for combination therapy given by η2 = η3 6= 0, g 6= 0, and T = both
6= 0. Both HBsAg and HBeAg decay
T
at a steep rate during the first 22.7 ± 8.5 and 7.6 ± 4.1 days, respectively. After reaching
minimum values, on average 1.5 ± 0.2 and 1.6 ± 0.4 orders of magnitude smaller than their
initial levels, HBsAg and HBeAg rebound to their respective ETV monotherapy levels. Once
the effects of ARC-520 have completely waned, HBsAg and HBeAg decay at rate δ, as it
did during ETV monotherapy (see figure 6.8 and 6.9, solid curves). If we further assume
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Figure 6.8: Short- and long-term HBsAg dynamics under ETV monotherapy (dashed curves),
ARC-520 monotherapy (dotted curves), and combined ETV and ARC-520 therapy (solid
V
curves). Parameters are given in tables 6.1 and 6.2. Additionally, g 6= 0, T = ET
6= 0
T
ET V
and η2 (t) = η3 (t) = 0 for ETV monotherapy and g = T = T
= 0 and η2 (t), η3 (t) 6= 0
for ARC-520 monotherapy. Note that dotted and solid lines overlap and that both axes are
plotted on log scale.

that there is no infected cell turnover (δ = 0), as we did with the pre-treatment chronic
equilibrium, HBsAg and HBeAg return to their dynamics before therapy (not shown).

Sensitivity of model predictions with respect to changes in parameters. Previous
estimates for the percentage of HBV-infected hepatocytes vary between 18 ± 12% in chronic
HBsAg carriers [177] and 99% in acute infections [46, 85]. We have derived our results by
assuming that during chronic HBeAg-positive cases half of the liver is infected. Here, we
investigate how changes in the size of the initial infected cell population alter our predictions.
Analytical investigations show that the dynamics of the viral proteins HBsAg and HBeAg are
not influenced by the initial size of the infected cell population I0 . After treatment initiation
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Figure 6.9: Short- and long-term HBeAg dynamics under ETV monotherapy (dashed curves),
ARC-520 monotherapy (dotted curves), and combined ETV and ARC-520 therapy (solid
V
curves). Parameters are given in tables 6.1 and 6.2. Additionally, g 6= 0, T = ET
6= 0
T
ET V
and η2 (t) = η3 (t) = 0 for ETV monotherapy and g = T = T
= 0 and η2 (t), η3 (t) 6= 0
for ARC-520 monotherapy. Note that dotted and solid lines overlap and that both axes are
plotted on log scale.

I(t) = I0 e−δt , and pS = dS S0 /I0 and pE = dE E0 /I0 (based on the equilibrium assumption
(6.6)). Therefore, the equations for S and E:
dS
= (1 − η2 (t))pS I − dS S = (1 − η2 (t))dS S0 e−δt − dS S0 ,
dt

(6.12)

dE
= (1 − η3 (t))pE I − dE E = (1 − η3 (t))dE E0 e−δt − dE E0 ,
dt

(6.13)

and

are independent of I0 . Conversely, since p = cV0 /(ξD0 I0 ) (based on the equilibrium assump-
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tion (6.6)), the equation for the intracellular HBV DNA:


dD
cV0
−gt
−gt
= (1−)(1−η1 (t))e α−(p+cD )D = (1−)(1−η1 (t))e α−
+cD D, (6.14)
dt
ξD0 I0
depends on I0 . The intracellular HBV DNA equation shows that larger I0 leads to slower
intracellular HBV DNA clearance and, consequently, larger free virus production. We numerically investigate the univariate sensitivity of D(t) and V (t) with respect to I0 = kTmax
for varying 0 < k < 1, i.e. we vary the number of initially infected hepatocytes from none
to the entire hepatocyte population. All parameters except for I0 (and, based on the equilibrium assumption (6.6), α, p, pS , and pE ) are set at the values reported in table 6.2. We
obtain that the first phase decay of both intracellular and serum HBV DNA is steeper for a
small I0 , while their long-term dynamics is independent of I0 (see figures 6.10 and 6.11).

Figure 6.10: Intracellular HBV DNA dynamics of system (6.5) for 0 < k < 1 and I0 = kTmax .
Solid black lines show the dynamics for I0 = 0.5Tmax , which was used in data fitting. Dashed
(dotted) black lines show the dynamics for minimal (maximal) k = 0.01 (k = 0.99). Other
parameters used are given in tables 6.1 and 6.2.
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Figure 6.11: HBV DNA dynamics of system (6.5) for 0 < k < 1 and I0 = kTmax . Solid
black lines show the dynamics for I0 = 0.5Tmax , which was used in data fitting. Dashed
(dotted) black lines show the dynamics for minimal (maximal) k = 0.01 (k = 0.99). Other
parameters used are given in tables 6.1 and 6.2.

Model (6.5) assumes low negative turnover of infected cells at rate δ = 10−4 per day, lower
than estimates of infected cells’ decay rates ranging from 7 × 10−3 to 7 × 10−2 per day [160].
This choice is twofold: first, it is believed that, due to HBV-induced immune tolerance,
the infected population is constant during chronic disease; and second, there is little to
no evidence that nucleoside analogous therapy induces immune activation. By definition,
turnover is the difference between division and death of infected cells, meaning that the
negative turnover rate accounts for more than just natural death rate or death rate due
to immune mediated killing, it also accounts for infected cell accumulation. To weaken the
uncertainty due to this assumption we first investigate the sensitivity of our results to changes
in δ and secondly expand model (6.5) to introduce dynamics for the target cell infection and
both infected and uninfected hepatocyte proliferation.
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We first look at a large range of possible δ values, 10−5 < δ < 10−1 per day, and determine
the short- and long-term influence of δ on model (6.5)’s dynamics. For the first 3–10 days of
treatment (depending on patient and state variable considered), the dynamics of HBV DNA
is governed by the free virus clearance rate, c, and the dynamics of HBsAg, and HBeAg
are governed by the transient effects of ARC-520. As such, their dynamics are independent
of δ. The long-term dynamics of HBV DNA, HBsAg, and HBeAg, however, are highly
sensitive to changes in δ (see figure 6.12, 6.13, and 6.14). In particular, for δ > 7 × 10−3
per day, as in [160], HBsAg and HBeAg decay below 1 IU/ml in less than 4.2 ± 0.4 and
2.8 ± 0.24 years, respectively. Since the long-term dynamics of HBsAg and HBeAg under
combined ARC-520 and ETV treatment are almost equivalent to their dynamics under ETV
monotherapy, we find, using the approximations of equations (6.10) and (6.11), that the
times to HBsAg and HBeAg clearance are inversely proportional to δ, tclear,S = ln(S0 )/δ
and tclear,E = ln(E0 )/δ, respectively. Most importantly, HBsAg and HBeAg eventually get
cleared, with the long-term dynamics under ETV monotherapy coinciding with the long-term
dynamics under combination therapy. Such results are not supported by long-term clinical
data, since HBsAg seroclearance is a rare event under ETV treatment, with approximately
2% occurrence [4]. Hence, low δ values are needed, as we assumed in fitting model (6.5) to
measured HBV kinetic data in five patients treated with ARC-520 and ETV.

6.5

Models with uninfected hepatocyte dynamics

We next investigate whether low δ values needed to explain the data account for removal
events only (such as natural death, immune mediated killing, or RNAi induced toxicity
and death) or, as assumed in previous sections, for the difference between infection and cell
proliferation events and infected cell death. We expand model (6.5) to incorporate uninfected
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Figure 6.12: HBV DNA dynamics given by system (6.5) for different turnover rates δ. Solid
black lines show the dynamics for δ = 10−4 per day, used in data fitting. Other parameters
are given in tables 6.1 and 6.2.

hepatocytes T which get infected by free virus at rate β, as modeled previously [46, 47, 160].
Note that we ignore the age of the infection and assume that once a cell becomes infected, it is
producing virus (for a PDE model extension in a hepatitis C virus infection, see [178]). Both
uninfected and infected hepatocytes proliferate according to a logistic term with maximal
growth rate r and carrying capacity Tmax . Infected hepatocytes divide into one uninfected
and one infected offspring. Originally, δ was defined as production minus death rate of
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Figure 6.13: HBsAg dynamics given by system (6.5) for different turnover rates δ. Solid
black lines show the dynamics for δ = 10−4 per day, used in data fitting. Other parameters
are given in tables 6.1 and 6.2.
infected cells, now it represents only the death rate. The extended model is given by:
dT
dt
dI
dt
dD
dt
dV
dt
dS
dt
dE
dt



T +I
= r(T + I) 1 −
− βT V,
Tmax
= βT V − δI,
= (1 − T )e−gt α − (p + cD )D,

(6.15)

= ξpDI − cV,
= (1 − η2 (t))pS I − dS S,
= (1 − η3 (t))pE I − dE E,

and a schematic representation of the interactions is given in figure 6.15. Liver regenerates
rapidly after injury. To account for fast proliferation during chronic disease, we assume that
hepatocytes’ maximum proliferation rate is r = 1 per day, corresponding to a doubling time
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Figure 6.14: HBeAg dynamics given by system (6.5) for different turnover rates δ. Solid
black lines show the dynamics for δ = 10−4 per day, used in data fitting. Other parameters
are given in tables 6.1 and 6.2.

of 16 hours [46, 129]. As before, we assume that model (6.15) is in chronic equilibrium
before treatment. Given g =  = ηi (t) = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3 and initial infected population
I0 = kTmax with k ∈ (0, 1), the equilibrium conditions result in initial uninfected population
T0 = (a − k)Tmax with
1
a= +
2

r

1
− kδ,
4

(6.16)

and
β=

kδ
.
(a − k)V0

(6.17)

The long-term dynamics of S and E given by models (6.5) and (6.15) under ETV monotherapy or combination therapy, respectively, are almost identical (not shown), despite the additional hepatocyte proliferation in the extended model (6.15). In particular, HBsAg decreases
below 1 IU/ml in 5±0.5 months for δ = 7×10−2 per day, 4.2±0.35 years for δ = 7×10−3 per
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Figure 6.15: Schematic showing the interactions described in (6.15).
year, and 293 ± 24 years for δ = 10−4 per day, following the initiation of therapy. Since ETV
and other nucleoside analogues do not trigger cccDNA removal (and consequently HBsAg
and HBeAg removal), the fast loss of HBsAg predicted by model (6.15) for higher killing
rates δ is not realistic. We will investigate whether infected cells’ clonal expansion can allow
for higher δ values.
The role of infected hepatocytes’ proliferation in maintaining the HBsAg repertoire. In model (6.15), we assumed that any infected hepatocyte divides into one uninfected
and one infected offspring, and ignored clonal expansion of the infected hepatocyte population. Consequently, the time-dependent inhibitory effects of ETV on intracellular HBV
DNA synthesis, modeled by e−gt , lead to viral clearance under long-term ETV therapy, and,
consequently, infected cell clearance. In chronic HBV infections, however, cccDNA persist
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under long-term nucleoside analogues treatment [10]. Since the average cccDNA number of
untreated HBeAg positive patients is 2.58 copies per infected cell [218], infected hepatocytes
may have two infected offsprings rather than one infected and one uninfected. On the other
hand, it has been suggested that cccDNA is destabilized by cell division or even lost during
mitosis [10]. We account for this by modifying model (6.15) and assuming in model (6.18)
that a fraction Φ of proliferating infected hepatocytes have one infected and one uninfected
offspring, and the remaining infected hepatocytes have two infected offsprings. Furthermore,
the uninfected and infected hepatocyte populations have different maximal growth rates, rT
and rI and infectivity rate is at the lower end of previously fitted values [48], β = 10−9
IU/(ml× day). Lastly, we include a death rate for the uninfected hepatocyte population,
dT = 3.8 × 10−3 per day, corresponding to uninfected hepatocytes’ life-span of 200–300 days
[64]. We set the fraction of infected hepatocytes that have only one uninfected offspring to
Φ = 0.05. Initial conditions of uninfected and infected hepatocytes are set such that the
model is in equilibrium prior to treatment with D0 , V0 , S0 , and E0 as in table 6.1. This leads
to almost all hepatocytes being infected. The new model is given by:
dT
dt
dI
dt
dD
dt
dV
dt
dS
dt
dE
dt



T +I
= (rT T + rI ΦI) 1 −
− βT V − dT T,
Tmax


T +I
= rI (1 − Φ)I 1 −
+ βT V − δI,
Tmax
= (1 − T )e−gt α − (p + cD )D,

(6.18)

= ξpDI − cV,
= (1 − η2 (t))pS I − dS S,
= (1 − η3 (t))pE I − dE E.

We are interested in determining the role of infected hepatocyte proliferation on the persistence of the infected cell population. Without loss of generality, we investigate the dynamics
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for patient 703 under combination therapy for δ = 7 × 10−3 and δ = 7 × 10−2 per day. In
order to obtain infected cell persistence, we need to decrease the ratio rT /rI as δ increases
(see figure 6.16: blue, red and yellow curves). Moreover, we can find the rT − δ threshold
required for infected cells persistence and note the inversely proportional relationship between rT and δ (see figure 6.17). The exact equilibrium level of infected cell and HBsAg
populations as functions of rT and δ given by model (6.18) under combination therapy show
that HBsAg persistence can occur for high killing rates, as long as we have high infected to
uninfected proliferation rate ratio (see figure 6.18 and 6.19). Therefore, HBsAg persistence
(potentially due to cccDNA persistence), can be observed under hepatocyte killing combined
with a high rate of infected hepatocyte proliferation, and, as assumed, the low turnover rate
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Figure 6.16: Patient 703’s dynamics given by system (6.18) for rT = rI /2 and δ = 7 × 10−3
per day (red curves), and rT = rI /20 and δ = 7 × 10−2 per day (yellow curves). Other
parameters are given in tables 6.1 and 6.2, rI = 1 per day, β = 10−9 ml/(IU× day), and
dT = 3.8 × 10−3 per day. Initial conditions T0 and I0 are set such that the system is in
chronic equilibrium in the absence of treatment.
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Figure 6.17: Ranges (δ, rT ) for which infected cells given by model (6.18) are cleared (blue
dots) or persist (red dots) under ETV monotherapy. Here rI = 1 per day, β = 10−9
ml/(IU×day), dT = 3.8 × 10−3 per day, initial conditions T0 and I0 are set such that the
system is in chronic equilibrium in the absence of treatment, and other parameters are given
in tables 6.1 and 6.2 for patient 703.

6.6

Discussion

Reaching functional cure with current anti-HBV therapies in patients with chronic hepatitis B infection is hindered by the lack of approved direct anti-HBsAg treatment and the
presence of large numbers of HBsAg in the blood of infected patients [65, 133]. Therapies
silencing viral translation through RNA interference technology [77, 216, 217], inhibiting HBsAg release via nucleic acid polymers [6, 14, 200], and inducing neutralization of HBsAg via
specific antibodies [56, 230] have shown different levels of success [65, 133]. Understanding
the relative effects in reducing HBV DNA, HBsAg and HBeAg titers of these new approaches
alone, and in combination with traditional nucles(t)ide analogues, is particularly important
in informing the development of new generation anti-HBsAg therapies.
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Figure 6.18: Equilibrium infected cell population approached under ETV or combination
treatment in system (6.18) versus δ and rT . In the white region infected cells are cleared.
Here rI = 1 per day, β = 10−9 ml/(IU×day), and dT = 3.8 × 10−3 per day. Initial conditions
T0 and I0 are set such that the system is in chronic equilibrium in the absence of treatment.

To help in this endeavor, we developed mathematical models describing HBV DNA, HBsAg,
and HBeAg in the presence of a silencing RNAi drug called ARC-520. We used the models
and clinical trial data from treatment naive, HBeAg-positive patients that receive a one
time ARC-520 injection and daily nucleoside analogue treatment with entecavir [217], to
determine the efficacy of ARC-520 and nucleoside therapies on the short and long-term
dynamics of HBV DNA, HBsAg, and HBeAg. To the best of our knowledge, we report for
the first time that the time-dependent ARC-520 effects on HBsAg and HBeAg are more
than 94% effective around day 1, and slowly wane to 50% in 2-11 months and 2-4 months,
respectively. The combined ARC-520 and entecavir effect on HBV DNA is constant over
time, with efficacy of more than 99.8%, which is similar to other nucleoside analogues trials.
A simplified version of the model, which ignored the dynamics of hepatocyte proliferation
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Figure 6.19: Equilibrium HBsAg level approached under ETV or combination treatment in
system (6.18) versus δ and rT for patient 703. In the white region HBsAg is cleared. Here
rI = 1 per day, β = 10−9 ml/(IU×day), dT = 3.8 × 10−3 per day, and pS and dS according
to patient 703 in tables 6.2 and 6.2. Initial conditions T0 and I0 are set such that the system
is in chronic equilibrium in the absence of treatment.
and infection, was sufficient to explain the short-term (about 100 days) dynamics observed
in five patients in the current study. We found that one time injections with ARC-520
transiently reduce HBeAg and HBsAg titers, while daily nucleoside analogue treatments
with entecavir reduce the viral load. When we assumed a long lived infected cell population,
HBV DNA, HBsAg and HBeAg were never cleared during the patient’s life-span. Decreasing
hepatocyte life-span to 100 (10) days, in the absence of infected hepatocyte proliferation,
resulted in faster HBsAg removal with decay below 1 IU/ml in 4.2 years (5.1 months). This
loss, however, was in contradiction with clinical reports of low percentages of patients clearing
HBsAg during long-term nucleoside analogues treatment [4], suggesting that more complex
models are needed for long-term (several years) predictions.
We extended model (6.5) to determine whether we can explain the clinical data and still
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maintain HBsAg and HBeAg persistence under long-term nucleoside analogue therapy. We
assumed lower life-spans (100 and 10 days) for the infected cell population, included division of both infected and uninfected populations, and showed that high ratios of infected
to uninfected division rates permit HBsAg persistence. We found that the long-term dynamics of HBV DNA, HBsAg and HBeAg titers are not influenced by the transient (after
one dose) ARC-520 effect. Under continuous, high efficacy, entecavir administration, which
blocks intracellular HBV DNA synthesis, HBV DNA is eventually decaying below the limit
of detection (which can happen without death of infected cells), and the HBsAg and HBeAg
long-term dynamics are governed by the proliferation of infected cells, with high ratio of
infected to uninfected division rates leading to HBsAg persistence. The high ratio of infected to uninfected division rates correspond to the infection of the entire liver and may
be indicative of scenarios where HBsAg seroclearance will not happen. Interestingly, us and
others have associated high ratios of infected to uninfected division rates to triphasic HBV
DNA decay under treatments with nucleoside analogues, a sign of suboptimal drug response
[32, 51]. Whether infected hepatocytes indeed proliferate faster than uninfected hepatocytes
remains under investigation.
While modeling results suggest that one-dose of ARC-520 in combination with daily entecavir has limited long-term effects, we did not consider whether a transient reduction of
HBsAg and HBeAg leads to the appearance of anti-HBs or anti-HBe antibodies, removal of
immune-exhaustion, and eventual functional cure. Recent studies found that large levels of
HBsAg might cause dysfunctional programming of HBsAg-specific B cells through persistent
stimulation [119]. It has been suggested that therapeutic vaccines containing one (PreS2) or
two (PreS1 or PreS2) envelope proteins together with serum HBsAg reducing drug therapies
are needed in order to induce high levels of anti-HB antibodies, which may correlate with
functional cure [117, 120, 183]. We ignored the level of immune modulation following RNAi
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based therapy, which is a model limitation, and therefore, we cannot say whether such effects
were induced at higher rates during the transient HBsAg loss.
In conclusion, we developed a mathematical model, used it together with patient data, to
estimate the time-dependent ARC-520 efficacies in blocking HBsAg and HBeAg productions.
Additional data and theoretical efforts are needed to determine whether RNAi therapies
have a feedback effect on the reversal of immune exhaustion, immunomodulatory immune
responses, and potential functional cure.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
The purpose of this doctoral work was to use mathematical models to understand complex interactions describing the development and function of the immune system. We have
accomplished three independent tasks: (1) understanding the innate immune cell decision
making, a study published in the Bulletin of Mathematical Biology [108]; (2) understanding
the role of viral proteins in inducing immune tolerance following hepatitis B infection, a
study published in Mathematical Biosciences and Engineering [109]; and (3) using modeling
and data to determine the pharmacokinetics-pharmacodynamics of a novel drug undergoing
clinical trials, a study submitted for publication.
In the first study, we introduced a model concerning the molecular mechanisms underlying
the differential phenotypical programming of macrophages in response to bacterial endotoxin
challenges. We modeled the biochemical kinetics of three molecules involved in macrophages
responses to lipopolysaccharide and found that once a macrophage is programed to show a
weak inflammatory response this cannot be reverted. Contrarily, a secondary lipopolysaccharide stimulus of a very high dose or applied prior to waning of the effects of the primary
stimulus can induce a phenotype switch in macrophages initially programed to show strong
inflammatory responses. Based on the connection between RelB expression and the phenotypes of the macrophages, we were able to explain the hyper- or hyporesponsiveness of
macrophages during secondary LPS challenge. However, using RelB as the only factor determining a macrophages phenotype did not accurately predict the macrophages inflammatory
130
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cytokine production following primary challenge. This project helped explain the mechanisms behind a very puzzling phenomenon: the potential for memory of innate immune
responses. In the future, we plan to expand the model to add complexity, and use it in connection with data from the Li and Jones labs at Virginia Tech to determine the molecular
interactions responsible for immune cell decision making.
In the second study, we developed within-host models of HBV infection with an emphasis on
the effects of HBeAb formation and dynamics on the emergence of a potent T cell cytotoxic
immune response. We found that HBeAb formation induces a reactivation of the previously
anergic T cell response and leads to HBeAg clearance. Our work sheds light on how antibodies influence the hepatitis B disease progression, in particular HBeAg seroclearance and
T cell mediated immune responses. It does not, however, provide any insight into the events
leading to the start of antibody formation, which will be part of our future work. Currently
only very limited quantitative data for HBeAb is available. We hope that in the future
more data becomes available, which we can use to quantify some of the arbitrarily chosen
parameters in our model and to test our model against data.
In the last study, we developed pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic models to investigate
the contribution of the novel drug ARC-520 to the reduction of HBsAg. We fitted the model
to published patient data from a phase 2 clinical trial consisting of one dose of ARC-520 and
continuous ETV therapy in treatment naive HBeAg positive patients, and investigated the
relative contributions of the two drugs to the observed dynamics of HBV DNA, HBeAg, and
HBsAg. We found that entecavir removes HBV DNA while ARC-520 induces a strong but
transient HBsAg decay. The long-term dynamics of the viral protein titers are determined
by the tradeoff between hepatocyte loss and hepatocyte turnover. Our models suggest that
one-dose of ARC-520 in combination with daily entecavir treatment has limited long-term
effect on HBsAg reduction. In the future, we plan to consider whether a transient reduction
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of HBsAg and HBeAg leads to the appearance of anti-HBs or anti-HBe antibodies, removal
of immune-exhaustion, and eventual functional cure. Furthermore, we plan to explore the
effects of multiple doses of RNAi treatment. ARC-520 has shown lower potential in reducing
HBsAg levels in HBeAg negative compared to HBeAg positive patients, possibly due to the
integration of HBV DNA in the hepatocyte genome. In the future, we plan to extend our
model to HBeAg negative patients and see how addition of integrated HBV DNA into our
model lines up with the HBeAg negative patient data.
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Appendix A
Analytical results for chapter 5
A.1

Stability analysis of system (5.3).

System (5.3) has the following non-negative equilibria: no liver, no CTL responses
S1noA = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) ,

(A.1)

S2noA = (Tm , 0, 0, 0, 0) ,

(A.2)

infection free state

no liver under CTL responses


Em (sE − dE )
= 0, 0, 0, 0,
,
sE

(A.3)



Em (sE − dE )
= Tm , 0, 0, 0,
,
sE

(A.4)

S3noA
clearance due to CTLs
S4noA

infection in the absence of CTL responses
S5noA



Tm p Tm π
= 0, Tm ,
,
,0
c
δe
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and infection under immune anergy. There are up to four solutions of this form
S6noA



p
π
¯ I,
¯ I,
¯ I,
¯ Ē(I)
¯ ,
= T̄ (I),
c δe

(A.6)

where
¯ =
T̄ (I)

((αδe − πσdE )I¯ + δe (sE − dE ))Em cµ
,
δe βp(αI¯ + sE )

¯ =
Ē(I)

((αδe − πσdE )I¯ + δe (sE − dE ))Em
,
δe (αI¯ + sE )

and I¯ is a root of the fourth degree polynomial
C4 I¯4 + C3 I¯3 + C2 I¯2 + C1 I¯ + C0 ,
with
C4 = α2 δe2 β 2 p2 r,

C3 = 2





(Tm (Em µ − r)α + 2rsE )βp
βTm p
+ cEm αrµ δe − πσEm
+ cr µdE δe pαβ,
2
2






dE
2 2 2
2
C2 = c Em α rµ − pµ −2Tm sE −
βp + cr(Tm α + 2dE − 4sE ) αβEm
2


sE  2 2 2
− 2sE Tm α −
rp β δe
2


(−βTm psE + cr(Tm α − 2sE ))pβ
2
2 2 2 2 2
− 2πσEm c Em αrµ −
µdE δe + Em
c dE µ π rσ 2 ,
2



2
C1 = 2δ2 c2 rµ2 (sE − dE )(−dE πσ + αδe )Em



αTm dE
βTm psE (sE − dE )
2
− pµ
−sE + (Tm αdE )sE −
cr −
δe
2
2


cσrTm πsE dE
δe β 2 rTm p2 s2E
−
kEm −
,
2
2
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C0 = (cµ(sE − dE )Em − βTm psE )rδe2 c(sE − dE )µEm .

Equilibria S1noA and S3noA are solutions in which the total hepatocyte population is zero,
corresponding to the death of the patient.
Proposition A.1. Equilibria S1noA and S3noA are unstable.
Proof. The Jacobian of system (5.3) evaluated at a state S = (T, I, V, e, E, A) is given by






noA
J
(S) = 






r(1 − 2 TT+I
)−β∗V
m

r(1 − 2 TT+I
)
m

−βT

0

0

βV

0

βT

0

−µI

0

p

−c

0

0

0

π

0

−δe

0

σ(αIE+sE E)(1− EEm )
−
(σe+1)2

0

αE
1+σE (1

−

E
Em )

0
(αI+sE )(1−2 EEm )
σe+1







.






− dE
(A.7)

J noA (S1noA ) and J noA (S3noA ) have eigenvalue λ1 = r > 0. Hence S1noA and S3noA are unstable
equilibria.
Equilibria S2noA and S4noA are solutions in which the infection is cleared. In S4noA a population
of memory cells persists over time, while in S2noA CTLs go extinct.
Proposition A.2. Equilibrium S2noA is unstable.
Proof. Using Maple we find that the Jacobian (A.7) of system (5.3) evaluated at S2noA has
the eigenvalue
c
λ1 = − +
2

p
4Tm βp + c2
,
2

which is always positive. Hence S2noA is an unstable equilibrium.
Proposition A.3. Equilibrium S4noA exists and is locally asymptotically stable iff sE > dE
and

Tm βpsE
Em cµ(sE −dE )

< 1.

A.1. Stability analysis of system (5.3).
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Proof. Using Maple we find that the Jacobian (A.7) of system (5.3) evaluated at S4noA has
two eigenvalues λ1 = −r and λ2 = −δe which are always negative. A third eigenvalue
λ3 = dE − sE is negative iff sE > dE . The remaining two eigenvalues are

λ4,5 =


p
1 
−(csE + Em µ(se − dE )) ± (csE + Em µ(se − dE ))2 + 4sE (Tm βpsE − Em cµ(sE − dE )) .
2sE

If sE > dE , then (csE + Em µ(se − dE )) > 0 and hence Re(λ5 ) < 0. For λ4 we find

Re(λ4 ) < 0 ⇐⇒

Tm βpsE + Em cdE µ
Tm βpsE
< 1 ⇐⇒
< 1.
Em cµsE
Em cµ(sE − dE )

In equilibria S5noA and S6noA virus is not cleared. S5noA represents a state in which CTLs have
vanished and the entire liver is infected, while S6noA is a state in which CTLs are ineffective.
Proposition A.4. Equilibrium S5noA is locally asymptotically stable iff

δe (Tm α+sE )
dE (Tm πσ+δe )

< 1.

Proof. Using Maple we find that the Jacobian (A.7) of system (5.3) evaluated at S5noA has
four eigenvalues λ1 = −r, λ2 = −δe , λ3 = −c, and λ4 = − Tmcβp which are always negative.
The fifth eigenvalue
λ5 =
is negative iff

δe (Tm α+sE )
dE (Tm πσ+δe )

δe (Tm α + sE ) − dE (Tm πσ + δe )
Tm πσ + δe

< 1.

We did not attempt to analytically study the asymptotic stability of S6noA .
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Stability analysis of system (5.1).

System (5.1) has the following non-negative equilibria: no liver, no CTLs

S1 = S1noA , 0, 0 ,

(A.8)


S2 = S2noA , 0, 0 ,

(A.9)


S3 = S3noA , 0, 0 ,

(A.10)


S4 = S4noA , 0, 0 ,

(A.11)

infection free state

no liver under CTL responses

clearance due to CTL responses

infection in the absence of any immune responses

S5 = S5noA , 0, 0 ,

(A.12)

infection during anergic CTL responses. There are up to four solutions of this form

S6 = S6noA , 0, 0 .

(A.13)

S1 through S6 are the equilibria of (5.3) with additional variables Ā = 0 and X̄ = 0.
Proposition A.5. Equilibria S1 through S4 are unstable.
Proof. The Jacobian of system (5.1) evaluated at a state S = (T, I, V, e, E, A, X) is given by




J(S) = 





m

0

0

0

0

0

0
kp A

sA A(1 − AA ) − kp A
m
0kp A

0

(αI+sE )(1−2 E )
Em
− dE
σe+1

0

−

−δe − kp A
σ(αIE+sE E)(1− E )
Em
(σe+1)2

0
0

π
αE (1 − E )
1+σE
Em
m

−(δe + dX + km )

(sA + se)(1 − 2 AA ) − kp e

0

−kp e

0

0

0

0

−µI

0

0

0

−c

0

βT

0

0

−βT

0

0
p

βV

r(1 − 2 TT+I )

m

r(1 − 2 TT+I ) − β ∗ V






km  .

0 

k
m

0

0

0

(A.14)

A.2. Stability analysis of system (5.1).
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J(S1 ) through J(S4 ) have eigenvalue λ1 = sA > 0. Hence S1 through S4 are unstable
equilibria.
Proposition A.6. Equilibrium S5 is locally asymptotically stable iff
(cX +km )(Tm sπ+δe sA )
Tm kp cX π

δe (Tm α+sE )
dE (Tm πσ+δe )

< 1 and

< 1.

Proof. Using Maple we find that the Jacobian (A.14) of system (5.1) evaluated at S5 has
four eigenvalues λ1 = −r, λ2 = −δe , λ3 = −c, and λ4 = − Tmcβp which are always negative.
The remaining three eigenvalues are

λ5 =
which is negative iff

λ6,7

δe (Tm α+sE )
dE (Tm πσ+δe )

δe (Tm α + sE ) − dE (Tm πσ + δe )
,
Tm πσ + δe
< 1, and

 

1
=
− Tm π + (cX + km )δe − (Tm sπ + δe α)
2δe

2
±
Tm π + (cX + km )δe − (Tm sπ + δe α)
1/2 
+ 4δe (sA (cX + km )δe + π((s − kp )cX + skm )Tm )
.

We find Re(λ6,7 ) < 0 iff
Tm sπ + δe sA
< 1,
Tm kp π + δe (cX + km )

(A.15)

(cX + km )(Tm sπ + δe sA )
< 1.
Tm kp π

(A.16)

and

We find that (A.16) implies (A.15), and hence all eigenvalues have negative real part and S5
is locally asymptotically stable iff

δe (Tm α+sE )
dE (Tm πσ+δe )

< 1 and

(cX +km )(Tm sπ+δe sA )
Tm kp cX π

< 1.

Proposition A.7. If S6noA is unstable in system (5.3), then S6 is unstable in system (5.1).

A.2. Stability analysis of system (5.1).
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Proof. For S6 the equilibrium levels of A and X are zero. When plugging A = 0 and X = 0
into the Jacobian, J, of system (5.1) yields



noA

5×2

(?) 
J
J =
,
2×5
˜
0
J
where J noA is the Jacobian of system (5.3). Hence, if J noA has an eigenvalue with positive
real part, so does J.
The remaining equilibria have an antibody response component. They are: no liver and
maximal antibody responses

S7 = S1noA , Am , 0 ,

(A.17)

infection free due to maximal antibody responses

S8 = S2noA , Am , 0 ,

(A.18)

no liver under anergic CTLs and maximal antibody responses

S9 = S3noA , Am , 0 ,

(A.19)

infection free due to combined CTLs and antibody responses

S10 = S4noA , Am , 0 .

(A.20)

Proposition A.8. Equilibria S7 and S9 are unstable.
Proof. The Jacobian (A.14) of system (5.1) evaluated at S7 or S9 has eigenvalue λ1 = r > 0.
Hence S7 and S9 are unstable equilibria.
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Proposition A.9. Equilibrium S8 is unstable.
Proof. Using Maple we find that the Jacobian (A.14) of system (5.1) evaluated at S8 has
eigenvalue
c
λ1 = − +
2

p
4Tm βp + c2
,
2

which is always positive. Hence S8 is an unstable equilibrium.
Proposition A.10. Equilibrium S10 is locally asymptotically stable iff sE > dE and

Tm βpsE
.
Em µc(sE −dE )

Proof. Using Maple we find that the Jacobian (A.14) of system (5.1) evaluated at S10 has
two eigenvalues λ1 = −r and λ2 = −sA which are always negative. A third eigenvalue
λ3 = dE − sE is negative iff sE > dE . The remaining four eigenvalues are
λ4,5


1
=
− (csE + Em µ(se − dE ))
2sE

p
± (csE + Em µ(se − dE ))2 + 4sE (Tm βpsE − Em cµ(sE − dE )) ,

and
λ6,7

1
=
2



±

− (Am kp + cX + δe + km )
q


(Am kp + cX + δe + km )2 − 4((cx + km )δe + Am cX kp )

If sE > dE , then Re(λ5 ), Re(λ6 ), Re(λ7 ) < 0, and

Re(λ4 ) < 0 ⇐⇒

Tm βpsE + Em cdE µ
Tm βpsE
< 1 ⇐⇒
< 1.
Em cµsE
Em cµ(sE − dE )

A.2. Stability analysis of system (5.1).
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Infection with no CTLs and positive antibody responses includes up to two states, given by

S11



Tm p
Am ((s(cX + km ) − kp cX )ē + sA (cX + km )) Tm π − δe ē
= 0, Tm ,
, ē, 0,
,
,
c
(sē + sA )(cX + km )
cX

(A.21)

where ē satisfies the quadratic equation C2 ē2 + C1 ē + C0 = 0 with

2
C2 = ((−kp Am − δe )s + Am kp2 )c2X − skm (kp Am + 2δe )cX − δe km
s /(cX + km )2 ,
C1 = (((−kp Am − δe )sA + sTm π)cX + km (sTm π − δe sA )) /(cX + km ) ,
C0 = Tm πsA .
We did not attempt to analytically study the asymptotic stability of S11
Lastly, infection during anergic CTLs and inefficient antibody responses is given by:


¯
S12 = T̄ (ȳ), I(ȳ),
V̄ (ȳ), ē(ȳ), Ē(ȳ), Ā(ȳ), X̄(ȳ) ,

(A.22)

where
T̄ (ȳ)

A m kp
2
= Em (((((Am kp +δe )α−πdE σ)s−Am αkp2 )c2X −2skm ((−
−δe )α+πdE σ)cX −skm
(πdE σ−αδe ))ȳ 2
2
+ ((π(sE − dE )s − sA ((−Am kp + δe )α + pidE σ))cX − (−pi(sE − dE )s + sA (πdE σ − αδe ))km )ȳ


2
+ πsA (sE − dE )cµ × ((α(((Am kp + δe )s − Am kp2 )c2X + skm (Am kp + 2δe )cX + δe km
s)ȳ 2
−1
+ ((πsE s + sA α(Am kp + δE ))cX + km (αδe sA + πsE s))ȳ + sE sA π)pβ
,


2
¯ = ((((Am kp + δe )s − Am kp2 )c2X + skm (Am kp + 2δe )cX + δe km
I(ȳ)
s)ȳ

+ ((Am kp + δe )cX + δe km )sA )ȳ × [π((cX + km )sȳ + sA )]−1

p¯
V̄ (ȳ) = I(ȳ),
c
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ē(ȳ) = (cx + km )ȳ,

Ē(ȳ)

= (((((Am kp +δe )α−πdE σ)s−Am αkp2 )c2X +((Am kp +2δe )α−2πdE σ)km scX +km s(−πdE σ+αδe ))ȳ 2
+ ((π(sE − dE )s + sA ((Am kp + δe )α − πdE σ))cX + km (π(sE − dE )s + sA (−πdE σ + αδe )))ȳ
 
2
+ πsA (sE − dE )Em × α(((Am kp + δe )s − Am kp2 )c2X + skm (Am kp + 2δe )cX + δe km
s)ȳ 2
−1
+ ((πsE s + sA α(Am kp + δe ))cX + km (αδe sA + πsE s))ȳ + sE sA π
,

Ā(ȳ) =

X̄(ȳ) =

Am ((s(cX + km ) − kp cX )ȳ + sA )
,
(cX + km )sȳ + sA

Am kp ȳ((s(cX + km ) − kp cX )ȳ + sA )
,
(cX + km )sȳ + sA

and ȳ is the root of a degree seven polynomial whose expression is messy and will not be
provided here. We did not attempt to analytically study the asymptotic stability of S12 .

A.3

Stability analysis of system (5.7).

We determine system (5.7)’s equilibria and their stability under the assumption that βm =
βw = β, µm = µw = µ, pm = pw = p, and cm = cw = c. System (5.7) has the following
non-negative equilibria.

S1mut = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) ,

(A.23)

S2mut = (Tm , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) ,

(A.24)

A.3. Stability analysis of system (5.7).

S3mut

S4mut

S9mut

=


Em (sE − dE )
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
, 0, 0 ,
sE



Em (sE − dE )
= Tm , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
, 0, 0 ,
sE

(A.25)

(A.26)

S5mut = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Am , 0) ,

(A.27)

S6mut = (Tm , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Am , 0) ,

(A.28)



Em (sE − dE )
= 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
, Am , 0 ,
sE

(A.29)



Em (sE − dE )
= Tm , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
, Am , 0 ,
sE

(A.30)

S7mut

S8mut
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δe
δe p(1 − Φ)δe Tm p p(1 − Φ)δe
= 0, e, Tm − e,
e,
−
e, e, 0, 0, 0 ,
π
π
cπ
c
cπ

where e can take on any value less than or equal to

Tm π
δe

(A.31)

(for biological relevance, i.e. non-

negativity).

mut
S10



p(1
−
Φ)
p
= 0, I¯w (e), Tm − I¯w (e),
I¯w (e), (Tm − (1 − Φ)I¯w (e)), e, 0, Ā(e), X̄(e) ,
c
c
(A.32)
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where e can take on any value, and
I¯w (e) = ((((sδe
2
= kp Am (s − kp ))e + sA (kp Am + δe ))c2X + km (kp Am + 2δe )(es + sA )cX + km
δe (es + sA ))e)
2
−1
× (π(cX + km ) (es + sA )) ,

Ā(e) =
X̄(e) =

mut
S11


=

Am (((s − kp )e + sA )cX + km (es + sA ))
,
(es + sA )(cX + km )

kp Am (((s − kp )cX + skm )e + sA (cX + km ))e
.
(cX + km )2 (es + sA )


Em µc(αI¯n + sE − dE )
p¯
Em (αI¯n + sE − dE )
¯
, 0, In , 0, In , 0,
, 0, 0 ,
c
βp(αI¯n + sE )
αI¯n + sE

(A.33)

where I¯n is a root of the fourth degree polynomial
C4 I¯4 + C3 I¯3 + C2 I¯2 + C1 I¯ + C0 ,
with
C4 = α2 β 2 p2 r,
C3 = 2α((−

βTm (−Em µ + r)p
+ cµrEm )α + βrpsE )βp,
2

C2 = crµEm (cEm µ − pβTm )α2
dE
+ 2(−(−mu(sE −
)Em + rsE )βTm p + crµEm (2sE − dE ))βpα + β 2 p2 rs2E ,
2

2
C1 = 2c2 αrµ2 (sE − dE )Em
βTm sE (sE − dE )p
αTm dE
− 2µβp(−
+ (−s2E + (Tm α + dE )sE −
)cr)Em − Tm β 2 p2 rs2E ,
2
2

C0 = µEm c(cµ(sE − dE )Em − Tm βpsE )r(sE − dE ).

A.3. Stability analysis of system (5.7).

mut
S12


=
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¯n + sE − dE )
Em µc(αI¯n + sE − dE )
p
E
(α
I
m
, 0, I¯n , 0, I¯n , 0,
, Am , 0 ,
c
βp(αI¯n + sE )
αI¯n + sE

(A.34)

mut
where I¯n is defined as in S11
.

mut
Proposition A.11. Equilibria S1mut − S7mut , and S11
are unstable.

Proof. The Jacobian of system (5.7) (not provided here) evaluated at S1mut , S3mut , S5mut ,
and S7mut has eigenvalue λ1 = r > 0. The Jacobian of system (5.7) evaluated at S2mut ,
mut
S4mut , and S11
has eigenvalue λ1 = sA > 0. The Jacobian of system (5.7) evaluated at

S6mut

has eigenvalue λ1 =

− 2c

+

p
4Tm βp+c2
2

mut
> 0. Thus, S1mut − S7mut , and S11
are unstable

equilibria.
Proposition A.12. Equilibrium S8mut is locally asymptotically stable iff sE > dE and
Tm βpsE
Em µc(sE −dE )

< 1.

Proof. Using Maple we find that the Jacobian of system (5.7) evaluated at S8mut has two
eigenvalues λ1 = −r and λ2 = −sA which are always negative. A third eigenvalue λ3 =
dE − sE is negative iff sE > dE . The remaining six eigenvalues are
λ4,5

λ6,7


1
=
− (csE + Em µ(se − dE ))
2sE

p
± (csE + Em µ(se − dE ))2 + 4sE (Tm βpsE − Em cµ(sE − dE )) ,

1
=
2sE


− (csE + Em µ(se − dE ))


p
2
± (csE + Em µ(se − dE )) + 4sE (Tm βp(1 − Φ)sE − Em cµ(sE − dE )) ,
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and
λ8,9

1
=
2


− (Am kp + cX + δe + km )

±

q

(Am kp + cX + δe + km

)2


− 4((cx + km )δe + Am cX kp )

If λ3 < 0, i.e. sE > dE , then −(csE + Em µ(se − dE )) < 0 and hence Re(λ5 ), Re(λ7 ) < 0.
Further Re(λ8 ), Re(λ9 ) < 0, and
Tm βpsE
< 1,
Em µc(sE − dE )
Tm βp(1 − Φ)sE
Re(λ6 ) < 0 ⇐⇒ λ6 < 0 ⇐⇒
< 1.
Em µc(sE − dE )
Re(λ4 ) < 0 ⇐⇒ λ4 < 0 ⇐⇒

Since Φ ≥ 0, if Re(λ4 ) < 0 then Re(λ6 ) < 0. Hence all eigenvalues have negative real part
and S8mut is locally asymptotically stable iff sE > dE and

Tm βpsE
Em µc(sE −dE )

< 1.

mut
mut
Proving stability for S9mut , S10
, and S12
is messy and will not be presented here.

